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PICTET ALTERNATIVE FUNDS 

JANUARY 2024  

 

Société d’investissement à capital variable subject to Part II of the Luxembourg law of 17 December 2010. A Fund 

of Funds. 

 

NOTE TO THE READERS 

The attention of the reader is drawn to the fact that this Prospectus is composed of two parts. 

 

The main part of the Prospectus describes the nature of Pictet Alternative Funds (the “Fund”), presents its general 

terms and conditions and set out its management and investment parameters which apply to the Fund as well as to 

the different sub- funds that compose the Fund. 

 

The second part groups the appendices relating to each sub-fund in operation. The investment objective and policy 

of each sub-fund, as well as its specific features, are thus described in the appendices attached to the end of the 

main body of the Prospectus. 

 

The appendices are an integral part of this Prospectus; they will be updated with the creation of each new sub-

fund. 

 

The distribution of this Prospectus is authorised only if accompanied by a copy of the Fund’s latest annual report 

and the last semi-annual report, if published after the annual report. These reports form an integral part of this doc-

ument. 

 

For further information, please refer to the table of Contents of this Prospectus. 

 

Generally, information given in this Prospectus is for general guidance only, and it is the responsibility of any per-

son or persons in possession of this Prospectus and wishing to make an application for the subscription and pur-

chase of shares to inform themselves of, and to observe, all applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdic-

tion. Prospective investors should inform themselves as to legal requirements also applying and any applicable ex-

change control regulations and applicable taxes in the countries of their respective citizenship, residence or domi-

cile. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

An investment in the Fund involves significant risks. Investors should read this Prospectus in its entirety and should 

consider the risks described in this Prospectus under Chapter “Risk Factors” below and the specific risks of the rel-

evant Sub-Fund before investing in the Fund. Investors must rely on their own examination of the Fund and the 

terms of offering contemplated hereby, including the risks and merits involved. Investors should also seek inde-

pendent legal, financial, tax and other advice in considering this Prospectus, and an investment in the Fund. The 

shares have not been recommended by any securities commission or regulatory authority of any state or country. 

Furthermore, the foregoing authorities have not confirmed the accuracy or determined the adequacy of this Prospec-

tus. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offence. 

 

No person has been authorized to give any information or to make any representations, other than those contained 

in this Prospectus and in the documents referred to herein, in connection with the offer hereby made, and, if given 

or made, such information or representation must not be relied upon if not authorized by the Fund. 

RESTRICTIONS OF OWNERSHIP OF SHARES 

The Fund reserves the right to: 

 

(i) refuse on a discretionary basis all or part of a subscription application for shares; 

(ii) repurchase, at any time, shares held by investors not authorized to buy or own the Fund’s shares and 

return the proceeds to such investors a set forth in the Fund Documents (as defined herein). 
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PROFESSIONAL INVESTORS AND WELL-INFORMED INVESTORS 
 
The issue, sale and ownership of shares is restricted to Professional Investors and Well-Informed Investors. 

RESTRICTIONS IN RESPECT OF THE SHARES 

The distribution of this Prospectus and the offering or purchase of the shares may be restricted in certain jurisdic-

tions. No person receiving a copy of this Prospectus in any such jurisdiction may treat this Prospectus as constitut-

ing an offer or invitation to them to purchase or subscribe for shares unless in the relevant jurisdiction such an offer 

or invitation could lawfully be made to them. Accordingly, this Prospectus does not constitute an offer or invitation 

to anyone in any jurisdiction in which such offer or invitation is not lawful or in which the person making such offer 

or invitation is not qualified to do so or to anyone to whom it is unlawful to make such offer or invitation. It is the 

responsibility of any person in possession of this Prospectus to inform them of, and to observe, all applicable laws 

and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction.  

 

The board of directors of the Fund (the “Board of Directors” or the “Board”) accepts responsibility for the infor-

mation contained in this Prospectus. To the best knowledge and belief of the Board (which has taken all reasonable 

care to ensure that such is the case), the information in this Prospectus does not omit anything likely to affect the 

importance of the information. 

 

The Shares of the Fund offered hereby have not been registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as 

amended (the "1933 Act"), the United States Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (the “1940 Act”) or 

any U.S. State securities laws and, unless so registered, may not be offered or sold to persons in the United States, 

or to or for the account or benefit of U.S. Persons, as defined in Rule 902 under the 1933 Act, except pursuant to 

an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the 1933 Act, the 1940 Act 

and applicable U.S. State securities laws.  

 

The Fund may, at its discretion, sell Shares to certain U.S. Persons subject to the conditions that such purchasers 

make certain representations to the Fund which are intended to satisfy exemptions or exclusions from U.S. registra-

tion requirements under the 1933 Act and the 1940 Act, and that in all events there will be no material adverse tax 

consequences to the Fund or to Shareholders as a result of such a sale. Restrictions may apply to resales of the se-

curities under United States law.   

 

The Fund will not knowingly offer or sell Shares to any investor to whom such offer or sale would be unlawful, or 

might result in the Fund incurring any liability to taxation or suffering any other pecuniary disadvantages which the 

Fund might not otherwise incur or suffer or would result in the Fund being required to register under the 1933 Act 

or the 1940 Act. 

 

The Board may refuse to issue shares to US Persons or to register any transfer of Shares to any US Person. Moreo-

ver, the Board may at any time compulsorily forcibly redeem the Shares held by a US Person. 

Statements made in this Prospectus, except where otherwise stated, are based on the laws and practices currently 

in force in Luxembourg and are subject to changes therein. 

CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS 

This Prospectus contains forward-looking statements, which provide current expectations or forecasts of future 

events. Words such as “may,” “believes,” “expects,” “plans,” “future” and “intends,” and similar expressions, may 

identify forward-looking statements, but the absence of these words does not mean that the statement is not for-

ward-looking. Forward-looking statements include statements about the Fund’s plans, objectives, expectations and 

intentions and other statements that are not historical facts. Forward-looking statements are subject to known and 

unknown risks and uncertainties and inaccurate assumptions that could cause actual results to differ materially 

from those expected or implied by the forward-looking statements. Potential investors should not unduly rely on 

these forward-looking statements, which apply only as of the date of this Prospectus. 

DATA PROTECTION POLICY 

Any information concerning investors who are natural persons and other related natural persons (together the “Data 

Subjects”) which allows the Data Subjects to be directly or indirectly identified (the “Data”), which is provided to, 

or collected by or on behalf of, the Fund and the Management Company (directly from Data Subjects or from pub-

licly available sources) will be processed by the Fund and the Management Company as joint data controllers (the 

“Controllers” – which can be contacted through the compliance officer of the Management Company, 6B, rue du 

Fort Niedergruenewald, L-2226 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg) in compliance with applicable data 
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protection laws, in particular Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of 27 April 2016. 

 

A data protection officer has been appointed (the “DPO”) who can be contacted at: europe-data-protection@pic-

tet.com. 

 

Failure to provide certain Data may result in the investor not being able to invest or maintain an investment in the 

Fund. 

 

Data will be processed by the Controllers and disclosed to, and processed by, service providers of the Controller 

such as the Depositary Bank, the Transfer Agent, the Administrative Agent, the Paying Agent, the Auditor, the Man-

ager, the Investment Adviser ( if any), the Distributor and its appointed sub-distributors, legal and financial advisers 

(the “Processors”) for the purposes of (i) offering and managing investments and holdings of the shareholders and 

performing the services related to their shareholding in the Fund (ii) enabling the Processors to perform their ser-

vices for the Fund, or (iii) complying with legal, regulatory and/or tax (including FATCA/CRS) obligations (the “Pur-

poses”). 

 

As part of the Purposes, Data may also be processed for the purpose of direct marketing activities (by means of 

electronic communication), notably for providing Data Subjects with general or personalised information about in-

vestment opportunities, products and services proposed by or on behalf of the Fund, its service providers, delegates 

and business partners. The legal basis for the processing of Data in the context of such marketing activities will be 

either the legitimate interests of the Fund (propose new investments opportunities to investors) or, in particular if 

required by law, the consent of the Data Subjects for the relevant marketing activities. 
The Processors shall act as processors on behalf of the Controllers and may also process Data as controllers for their 

own purposes. 

 

Any communication (including telephone conversations) (i) may be recorded by the Controllers and the Processors 

in compliance with all applicable legal or regulatory obligations and (ii) will be retained for a period of 10 years 

from the date of the recording.  

 
Data may be transferred outside of the European Union (the “EU”), to countries whose legislation does not ensure 

an adequate level of protection as regards the processing of personal data. 

 

Investors providing the Data of third-party data subjects to the Controllers need to ensure that they have obtained 

the authority to provide that Data and are therefore required to inform the relevant third-party data subjects of the 

processing of the Data and their related rights. If necessary, investors are required to obtain the explicit consent of 

the relevant third-party data subject for such processing. 

 
Data of Data Subjects will not be retained for longer than necessary with regard to the Purposes, in accordance with 

applicable laws and regulations, subject always to applicable legal minimum retention periods. 

 

The investors have certain rights in relation to the Data relating to them, including the right to request access to 

such Data, or have such Data rectified or deleted, the right to ask for the processing of such Data to be restricted or 

to object thereto, the right to portability, the right to lodge a complaint with the relevant data protection supervisory 

authority, or the right to withdraw any consent after it was given. 

 
Detailed information about how Data is processed is contained in the privacy notice available at 

https://www.group.pictet/privacynotice or on demand by contacting the DPO (europe-data-protection@pictet.com). 

The privacy notice notably sets out in more detail the data subjects’ rights described above, the nature of the Data 

processed, the legal bases for processing, the recipients of the Data and the safeguards applicable for transfers of 

Data outside of the EU. 

 

The investors’ attention is drawn to the fact that the data protection information is subject to change at the sole 

discretion of the Controllers, and that they will be duly informed prior to the implementation of any change. 
 

mailto:europe-data-protection@pictet.com
mailto:europe-data-protection@pictet.com
https://www.group.pictet/privacynotice
mailto:europe-data-protection@pictet.com
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ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING REGULATIONS 

In accordance with applicable international rules and to applicable Luxembourg laws and regulations such as the 

law of 12 November 2004 (as amended) in relation to the fight against money laundering and against the financing 

of terrorism, and all applicable CSSF circulars, obligations have been imposed on all professionals of the financial 

sector to prevent the use of undertakings for collective investment for money laundering and terrorist financing pur-

poses. Within this context a procedure for the identification of investors has been imposed. Namely, the application 

form of a prospective investor must be accompanied by any supporting documents recommended or prescribed by 

applicable rules and regulations allowing the appropriate level of identification of the prospective investor and, as 

the case may be, its beneficial owners.  

 

In the event of a delay or failure to provide the required documents, the subscription or redemption request will not 

be accepted. Neither the undertaking for collective investment, nor the transfer agent can be held liable for the de-

lay or non-execution of transactions when the investor has not provided the documents or has provided incomplete 

documents. 

Shareholders may also be asked to provide additional or updated documents in accordance with the obligations for 

on-going control and supervision in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. 

 

Any information provided in this context is collected for anti-money laundering compliance purposes only. 

DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTION 

The Management Company will make available at its registered office all information provided to investors under 

Regulation 2015/2365 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2015 on transparency of 

securities financing transactions and of reuse (SFTR).  
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PART I:  PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO THE FUND GENERALLY  

 

The following provisions of Part I contain general information on the Fund. 

 

1. DEFINITIONS 
Unless defined elsewhere in this Prospectus or unless 

the context indicates otherwise, capitalised words and 

expressions in this Prospectus have the meaning as de-

scribed below. 

 

2010 Law or 
UCITS Law 

The Luxembourg law of 17 Decem-

ber 2010 relating to Undertakings 

for Collective Investment, as may 

be amended from time to time. 

1915 Law The Luxembourg law of 15 August 

1915 related to Commercial Com-

panies, as may be amended from 

time to time. 

AIF or the Fund The Alternative Investment Fund, 

i.e. Pictet Alternative Funds, a 

SICAV organized as a société 
anonyme and registered as invest-

ment fund and as an alternative in-

vestment fund in Luxembourg in 

accordance with the 2010 Law, as 

amended by the AIFM Law. 

AIFM The Alternative Investment Fund 

Manager, namely Pictet Asser Man-

agement (Europe) S.A. 

AIFM Directive Directive 2011/61/EU of the Euro-

pean Parliament and of the Council 

of 8 June 2011 on Alternative In-

vestment Fund Managers. 

AIFM Law The law of 12 July 2013 relating to 

alternative investment fund manag-

ers, as may be amended from time 

to time. The AIFM Law has trans-

posed the AIFM Directive into the 

Luxembourg regulation and has, 

amongst others, modified the 2010 

Law 

AIFM Rules The corpus of rules formed by (a) 

the AIFM Directive, (b) the Com-

mission Delegated Regulation (EU) 

No 231/2013 of  19 December 

2012 supplementing the AIFM Di-

rective, (c) any binding guideline or 

other delegated act and regulation 

issued from time to time by the EU 

relevant authorities pursuant to any 

national laws and regulations (such 

as the Luxembourg Act). 

AML/CFT Provi-
sions 

The international rules and applica-

ble Luxembourg laws and regula-

tions including the Luxembourg 

Law of 12 November 2004 on the 

fight against money laundering and 

the financing of terrorism, as 

amended, as well as the CSSF cir-

culars which combined are requi-

site to the obligations of financial 

sector professionals for the preven-

tion of the use of undertakings for 

collective investment for money 

laundering and financing of terror-

ism. 

Annual Report Means the last available annual re-

port of the Fund, including its au-

dited accounts. 

Article 6 A Sub-Fund which complies with 

Article 6 of SFDR. 

Articles of Associa-
tion 

The articles of association of the 

Fund, as may be amended from 

time to time, which comprise the 

terms and conditions on which the 

Fund and each Sub-Fund exists 

and operates to which each inves-

tor agrees to be bound when sub-

scribing for shares. 

Business Day Any day on which banks in Luxem-

bourg (Grand-Duchy of Luxem-

bourg) are open for business. 

Class or Classes Each class of shares in issue or to 

be issued in each Sub-Fund by the 

Board of Directors, the list and 

characteristics of which are, as the 

case may be, detailed in Part II of 

this Prospectus. 

CSSF Commission de Surveillance du 

Secteur Financier, the Luxembourg 

supervisory authority. 

EUR All references to “EUR” in this Pro-

spectus are to the euro. 

FATF Financial Action Task Force on 

Money Laundering. 

Fund Documents Collectively, this Prospectus and 

the Articles. 
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Institutional Inves-
tor 

An investor meeting the require-

ments to qualify as an institutional 

investor for the purposes of article 

174 of the 2010 Law. 

Listing The Board of Directors may resolve 

to list the shares of the Sub-Funds 

on the Luxembourg Stock Ex-

change, as disclosed in Part II of 

this Prospectus. 

Minimum Subs-
cription 

The minimum subscription require-

ments for shares of a sub-fund or 

class are described in Part II for 

the relevant Sub-Fund. 

Net Asset Value or 
NAV 

The net asset value of a sub-fund 

of the Fund and of each share (per-

taining to a class of shares). The 

Net Asset Value is divided by the 

number of Shares in a Sub-Fund or 

Class, as appropriate, in issue or 

deemed to be in issue. The Net As-

set Value per Share is determined 

at least once per month: please see 

in Part II of this Prospectus for 

rules applicable for the relevant 

Sub-Fund. 

Professional Inves-
tors 

Investors who qualify as profes-

sional clients as defined in Annex 

II, Section I of Directive 

2014/65/EU on markets in finan-

cial instruments (MiFID II). 

Reference Cur-
rency 

The currency in which is expressed 

the Fund or a sub-fund, or the NAV 

of a specific Class of shares, as re-

quired by the context; it being un-

derstood that the Reference Cur-

rency of the Fund is the Euro 

(EUR). 

Redemption Valua-
tion Day 

The valuation day on which shares 

can be redeemed, please see in 

Part II of this Prospectus for rules 

applicable for the relevant Sub-

Fund. 

Restricted Person 

 

Any person, determined in the sole 

discretion of the Board of Directors 

as being not entitled to subscribe 

or hold Shares in the Fund or any 

Sub-Fund or Class if, in the opinion 

of the Board of Directors, for exam-

ple, (i) such person would not com-

ply with the eligibility criteria of a 

given Class or Sub-Fund (ii) a hold-

ing by such person would cause or 

is likely to cause the Fund some 

pecuniary, tax or regulatory disad-

vantage (iii) a holding by such per-

son would cause or is likely to 

cause the Fund to be in breach of 

the law or requirements of any 

country or governmental authority 

applicable to the Fund. 

Semi-Annual Re-
port 

The last available semi-annual re-

port of the Fund including the 

Fund’s semi-annual unaudited ac-

counts, all to be considered as an 

integral part of the Prospectus. 

SFDR Sustainable Finance Disclosure 

Regulation: the Regulation (EU) 

2019/2088 on sustainability‐re-

lated disclosures in the financial 

services sector. 

Shareholder A registered holder of shares of the 

Fund, recorded in the Fund's regis-

ter of Shareholders 

Shares Shares issued by the Fund, what-

ever Class of shares they belong. 

Sub-Fund Any existing Sub-Fund described in 

Part II to this Prospectus as well as 

any future Sub-Fund, to which spe-

cific shares and/or Class(es) of 

shares related. 

Submanager The manager of a UCI. 

Subscription Va-
luation Day 

The valuation day on which shares 

of a given Class can be subscribed, 

please see information in Part II of 

this Prospectus for the relevant 

Sub-Fund. 

Taxonomy Regula-
tion 

the Regulation (EU) 2020/852 of 

the European Parliament and of the 

Council of 18 June 2020 on the 

establishment of a framework to fa-

cilitate sustainable investment, and 

amending Regulation (EU) 

2019/2088. 

UCI Undertakings for Collective Invest-

ments, i.e. the underlying funds. 
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UCITS Undertakings for Collective Invest-

ments in Transferable Securities 

within the meaning of the EU Di-

rective 2009/65/EC. 

USD All references to “USD” in this Pro-

spectus are to the currency of the 

United States of America. 

US Person A a citizen or resident of the 

United States of America or of any 

of its territories or possessions or 

areas subject to its jurisdiction or 

persons who are normally resident 

therein, including the estate of any 

such person, or a corporation, part-

nership, trust or any other associa-

tion created or organised therein.  

Valuation Day See information in Part II of this 

Prospectus for the relevant Sub-

Fund. 

Well-Informed In-
vestors 

Investors that are not Professional 

Investors and that fulfill the re-

quirements of their member state 

to invest into the Fund. 

 

2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
2.1. Information on the Fund 

PICTET ALTERNATIVE FUNDS is an open-ended in-

vestment company with variable share capital (Société 
d’Investissement à Capital Variable) organised as a 

multi-compartment investment fund in the form of a 

public limited liability company (Société Anonyme), in-

corporated for an undetermined period in Luxembourg 

and qualifying under Part II of the 2010 Law and the 

1915 Law. The Fund also qualifies as an AIF within 

the meaning of the AIFM Law. 

 

The Fund has been incorporated in Luxembourg on 3 

December 2004, for an unlimited duration. The Arti-

cles have been filed with the Luxembourg trade and 

companies register (Registre de Commerce et des So-
ciétés) where they are available for inspection and 

where copies can be made and have been published in 

the Luxembourg gazette (Mémorial C, Recueil des So-
ciétés et Associations). The Articles of Association 

were last amended by a notarial deed dated 14 De-

cember 2018. Copies may also be obtained at the reg-

istered office of the Fund. 

 

The share capital of the Fund shall at all times be 

equal to the net asset value (NAV) of the Fund and is 

expressed in USD. It is represented by Shares issued 

with no par value either partly or fully paid-up. Varia-

tions in the capital shall be effected ipso jure and 

there are no provisions requesting publications and en-

try of such variations in the Registre de Commerce et 
des Sociétés. 
 

The Fund is registered with the register of commerce 

and companies of Luxembourg under the number B 

104 485. 

The minimum share capital shall be the equivalent of 

EUR 1,250,000 (one million two hundred and fifty 

thousand Euro). 

 

The Fund is an umbrella fund that may consist of dif-

ferent Sub-Funds. Each Sub-Fund shall be comprised 

of all that has been paid or contributed on the Shares 

in the relevant Sub-Fund, all that has been obtained by 

the relevant Sub-Fund with the said payments and 

contributions, all resulting benefits and all debts, lia-

bilities and other commitments incurred by the Fund 

for the account of the Sub-Fund concerned. Each Sub-

Fund has its own investment, subscription and profit 

allocation policies. The introduction of a Sub-Fund is 

effected pursuant to a decision to that end by the 

Board of Directors setting the terms and conditions of 

the relevant Sub-Fund. Each Sub-Fund may have simi-

lar or different investment strategies and other specific 

features (including, but not limited to, specific invest-

ment advisors/managers, if any, specific fee structures, 

permitted investments, investment restrictions and dis-

tribution policies) as the Board of Directors shall deter-

mine from time to time in respect of each Sub-Fund. 

 

The assets and liabilities of each Sub-Fund shall be 

segregated from the assets and liabilities of the other 

Sub-Fund, with creditors having recourse only to the 

assets of the Sub-Fund concerned. As between the 

Shareholders, each Sub-Fund will be deemed to be a 

separate entity. 

 

There is no cross liability between Sub-Fund and each 

Sub-Fund shall be exclusively responsible for all liabili-

ties attributable to it.  

 

The different Classes of Shares in issue or to be issued 

in each Sub-Fund of the Fund (if any) may differ inter 

alia in their fee structure, distribution policy, specific 

hedging policies, minimum subscription amount or div-

idend policy or any other criteria to be determined by 

the Board of Directors. The proceeds of the issue of 

Shares in respect of each Sub-Fund will be invested 

for the exclusive benefit of the relevant Sub-Fund in 

accordance with the investment policy determined by 

the Board of Directors from time to time in respect of 

the relevant Sub-Fund and as set forth under the Sub-

Funds Specifications in Part II of this Prospectus. All 

Shares of the same Class in a particular Sub-Fund 

shall have equal rights as to dividends declared (if 

any), income, realized and unrealized investment 

gains, redemption proceeds and liquidation proceeds. 

 

2.2. Management and Administration 

Name of the Fund Pictet Alternative Funds 

 

Registered office 15, avenue J.F. Kennedy 

L-1855 Luxembourg 

 

Board of Directors 
of the Fund 

Chairman : 
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 Mrs Tracey Mc Dermott, In-

dependent Director, Gemini 

Governance & Advisory So-

lutions S.à.r.l  

 

Directors : 

 

Mr Francesco Ilardi, Execu-

tive Vice-President, Pictet 

Alternative Advisors SA, Ge-

neva 

 

Mr Justin Egan, Principal, 

Carne Global Financial Ser-

vices Limited 

 

Mr Nicolas Tschopp, Gen-

eral Counsel, Pictet Asset 

Management S.A., Geneva 

 

The Fund’s Manage-
ment Company and 
Alternative Invest-
ment Fund Manager 

Pictet Asset Management 

(Europe) S.A. 

6B, rue du Fort Nieder-

gruenewald, L-2226 Luxem-

bourg 

 

Board of directors of 
the  
Management Com-
pany 
 

Chairman : 

 

Mr Cédric Vermesse, CFO, 

Pictet  Asset Management 

S.A., Geneva 

 

Directors : 

 

Mr Thomas Nummer, Inde-

pendent Director, JSL Con-

sult S.à.R.L 

 

Mr Nicolas Tschopp, Gen-

eral Counsel, Pictet Asset 

Management S.A., Geneva 

 

Mr Francesco Ilardi, Execu-

tive Vice-President, Pictet 

Alternative Advisors SA, Ge-

neva 

 

Mr Niall Quinn, Head of In-

stitutional, Pictet Asset 

Management Limited, Lon-

don 

 

Mrs Véronique Courlier, In-

dependent Director, Racine 

Partners SAS, Paris  

 

 

Conducting officers  
of the Management 
Company 
 

Mr Gérard Lorent 

Mr Benoît Beisbardt 

Mrs Suzanne Berg 

Mrs Magali Belon 

Mrs Edwige Thomas-Ngo 

Tedga  

Mr Sorin Sandulescu 

Mr Christophe Fasbender 

Investment Manager Pictet Alternative Advisors 

SA 

60, route des Acacias 

CH-1211 Geneva 73 

Switzerland 

 

Depositary Bank Bank Pictet & Cie (Europe) 

AG, succursale de Luxem-

bourg 

15A, avenue J.F. Kennedy 

L-1855 Luxembourg 

 

Administrative Agent FundPartner Solutions (Eu-

rope) S.A. 

15, avenue J.F. Kennedy 

L-1855 Luxembourg 

 

Independent author-
ised Auditor 

Deloitte Audit S.à.r.l 

20, Boulevard de Kock-

elscheuer 

L-1821 Luxembourg 

 

Legal Adviser Elvinger, Hoss & Prussen 

Société anoyme 
2, Place Winston Churchill 

L-1340 Luxembourg 

 

 

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE FUND 
The Board is responsible for the management, the ad-

ministration and the investment objectives of the Fund 

as well as the investment objectives and investment 

policy of each Sub-Fund. 

 

The Board of Directors is responsible for administering 

and managing the Fund and running its operations, as 

well as deciding on and implementing its investment 

policy. 

 

The Board has decided, under its full responsibility, to 

be assisted, while managing the Fund's assets by the 

Management Company subject to Chapter 15 of the 

2010 Law, as amended. 

 

THE FUND’S MANAGEMENT COMPANY AND ALTER-

NATIVE INVESTMENT FUND MANAGER 
Pictet Asset Management (Europe) S.A., formerly 

named Pictet Funds (Europe) S.A. (the “Management 

Company” or the “AIFM”), a société anonyme (“limited 

company”) has been designated as the Management 

Company of the Fund, as defined in Chapter 15 of the 

2010 Law and as the Fund’s Alternative Investment 

Fund Manager, as defined in the AIFM Law. 

 

Pictet Asset Managment (Europe) S.A. (formerly Pictet 

Funds (Europe) S.A.) was created on 14 June 1995 for 

an indefinite period, under the name of Pictet Bal-

anced Fund Management (Luxembourg) S.A. as a so-
ciété anonyme (“limited company”) governed by the 

laws of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Its capital, on 
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the date of this Prospectus, is CHF 11,699,000.   

 

The Management Company is responsible for: 

 

a. The investment management function in re-

spect of the Fund which includes portfolio 

management and risk management; 

b. The general administration of the Fund, in-

cluding: 

– legal and fund management accounting 

services; 

– responses to customer inquiries; 

– valuation and pricing of the assets of the 

Fund, including tax returns; 

– regulatory compliance monitoring; 

– maintenance of the Shareholders register; 

– distribution of income; 

– issue and redemption of Shares; 

– settlement of contracts, including certifi-

cates dispatch; and 

– record keeping; 

c. Marketing functions. 

As part of the activity, the Management Company is 

obliged to analyse the money laundering/financial ter-

rorism risks inherent to the investment activity as per 

the AML/CFT Provisions and establish appropriate due 

diligence measures adapted to the risks assessed per 

asset type encompassing: 

 

a. Applicable due diligence based on the risk 

based approach; 

 

b. Controls on assets and parties linked to the 

transactions (where applicable to the asset 

type) for the attention of trade, financial and 

immigration sanctions as well as prevention of 

proliferation financing. 

 

Pre-trade screening is performed prior to the investment 

and on a regular basis in accordance with Luxembourg 

laws and regulations. 

 

The due diligence performed on unlisted assets is ad-

justed to the risk based approach (as noted above) with 

certain considerations not limited to, but at least the 

country of the issuer and the presence of a regulated 

intermediary.  

 

The Management Company has primarily delegated, 

under its overall supervision and control, the day-to-

day management of the Fund to the Investment Man-

ager as defined hereafter. This delegation is made ac-

cording to the terms of agreements concluded for in-

definite periods that may be cancelled by either party 

at any time with 3 or 6 months’ notice depending on 

the terms in the agreements.  

 

The Management Company and/or the Investment 

Manager appointed by the Management Company have 

the possibility to appoint one or more investment ad-

visers or consultants for each Sub-Fund of the Fund, if 

any, to advise the Management Company and/or the In-

vestment Manager on the investment opportunities for 

the Fund. It is acknowledged that these services does 

not constitute a delegation of functions, duties or obli-

gations in the meaning of article 20 of the AIFM Di-

rective, and that the Management Company and/or In-

vestment Manager will not be bound by any advice re-

ceived from such external advisers or consultants. 

 

The Management Company has further delegated, un-

der its overall supervision and control, the administra-

tion of the Fund to the Administrative Agent as defined 

hereafter. This delegation is made according to the 

terms of agreements concluded for indefinite periods 

that may be cancelled by either party at any time with 

3 or 6 months’ notice depending on the terms in the 

agreements. 

 

The Management Company will monitor on a continu-

ous basis the activities of the third parties to which it 

has delegated functions. 

 

The Management Company covers its potential liability 

risks arising from professional liability by holding the 

appropriate additional “own funds” within the meaning 

of the AIFM Rules. 

 

THE INVESTMENT MANAGER 
As described above, the Management Company has 

delegated the portfolio management of the Fund’s as-

sets to Pictet Alternative Advisors SA in Geneva (the 

"Investment Manager"). 

 

The Investment Manager will exercise the powers and 

duties delegated by the Management Company, sub-

ject to any limitation imposed by the Management 

Company and the overall policies, directions, supervi-

sions and control of the Board of Directors.  This dele-

gation is made according to the terms of the contract 

concluded for an indefinite period.  

 

The Investment Manager shall, in particular, manage 

on a day to day basis the investments of the Fund and 

its relevant Sub-Funds, if any, in accordance with their 

respective investment objective, policies and re-

strictions. 

 

THE INVESTMENT ADVISERS/ CONSULTANTS 
As described above, the Management Company and/or 

the Investment Manager have the possibility to appoint 

one or more investment advisers or consultants for 

each Sub-Fund to advise the Management Company 

and/or the Investment Manager on the investment op-

portunities for the Fund. 

 

THE DEPOSITARY BANK 
Bank Pictet & Cie (Europe) AG, succursale de 
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Luxembourg, formerly Pictet & Cie (Europe) S.A. has 

been designated as the Depositary Bank for the Fund 

pursuant to the Depositary Agreement entered into for 

an indefinite period. 

Bank Pictet & Cie (Europe) AG, succursale de Luxem-

bourg is a branch of the German credit institution 

Bank Pictet & Cie (Europe) AG, is situated at 15A, Av-

enue J.F. Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg, and is regis-

tered with the Luxembourg register of commerce and 

companies under number B277879. It is licensed to 

carry out depositary functions under the terms of Lux-

embourg law. 

On behalf of and in the interests of the Shareholders, 

as Bank Pictet & Cie (Europe) AG, succursale de Lux-

embourg is in charge of (i) the safekeeping of cash and 

securities comprising the Fund’s assets, (ii) the cash 

monitoring, (iii) the oversight functions and (iv) such 

other services as agreed from time to time and re-

flected in the Depositary Agreement.  

Duties of the Depositary Bank 

The Depositary Bank is entrusted with the safekeeping 

of the Fund's assets. For the financial instruments 

which can be held in custody, they may be held either 

directly by the Depositary Bank or, to the extent per-

mitted by applicable laws and regulations, through 

every third-party custodian/sub-custodian providing, in 

principle, the same guarantees as the Depositary Bank 

itself, i.e. for Luxembourg institutions to be a credit in-

stitution within the meaning of the Luxembourg Law of 

5 April 1993 on the financial sector as amended or for 

foreign institutions, to be a financial institution subject 

to the rules of prudential supervision considered as 

equivalent to those provided by EU legislation. The De-

positary Bank also ensures that the Fund's cash flows 

are properly monitored, and in particular that the sub-

scription monies have been received and all cash of 

the Fund has been booked in the cash account in the 

name of (i) the Fund, (ii) the Management Company on 

behalf of the Fund or (iii) the Depositary Bank on be-

half of the Fund. 

The Depositary Bank must notably: 

– perform all operations concerning the day-to-day 

administration of the Fund’s securities and liquid 

assets, e.g. pay for securities acquired against de-

livery, deliver securities sold against collection of 

their price, collect dividends and coupons and ex-

ercise subscription and allocation rights; 

- ensure that the value of the Shares is calculated in 

accordance with Luxembourg laws and the Articles 

of Association; 

- carry out the instructions of the Fund, unless they 

conflict with Luxembourg laws or the Articles of As-

sociation; 

– ensure that proceeds are remitted within the usual 

time limits for transactions relating to the Fund’s 

assets; 

– ensure that Shares are sold, issued, redeemed or 

cancelled by the Fund or on its behalf in 

accordance with Luxembourg laws and the Articles 

of Association; 

– ensure that the Fund’s income is allocated in ac-

cordance with Luxembourg laws and the Articles of 

Association. 

The Depositary Bank regularly provides the Fund and 

the Management Company with a complete inventory 

of all assets of the Fund. 

Delegation of functions: 

Pursuant to the provisions of the Depositary Agree-

ment, the Depositary Bank may, subject to certain con-

ditions and in order to more efficiently conduct its du-

ties, delegate part or all of its safekeeping duties over 

the Fund's assets including but not limited to holding 

assets in custody or, where assets are of such a nature 

that they cannot be held in custody, verification of the 

ownership of those assets as well as record-keeping for 

those assets, to one or more third-party delegates ap-

pointed by the Depositary Bank from time to time. The 

Depositary Bank shall exercise care and diligence in 

choosing and appointing the third-party delegates so as 

to ensure that each third-party delegate has and main-

tains the required expertise and competence. The De-

positary Bank shall also periodically assess whether the 

third-party delegates fulfil applicable legal and regula-

tory requirements and will exercise ongoing supervision 

over each third-party delegate to ensure that the obli-

gations of the third-party delegates continue to be 

competently discharged. The fees of any third-party 

delegate appointed by the Depositary Bank shall be 

paid by the Fund. 

The liability of the Depositary Bank shall not be af-

fected by the fact that it has entrusted all or some of 

the Fund's assets in its safekeeping to such third-party 

delegates.  

In case of a loss of a financial instrument held in cus-

tody, the Depositary Bank shall return a financial in-

strument of an identical type or the corresponding 

amount to the Fund without undue delay, except if 

such loss results from an external event beyond the 

Depositary Bank's reasonable control and the conse-

quences of which would have been unavoidable de-

spite all reasonable efforts to the contrary. 

An up-to-date list of the appointed third-party dele-

gates is available upon request at the registered office 

of the Depositary Bank and is available on the website 

of the Depositary Bank: 

https://www.group.pictet/asset-services/custody/safe-

keeping-delegates-sub-custodians 

 

Conflicts of interests: 

In carrying out its functions, the Depositary Bank shall 

act honestly, fairly, professionally, independently and 

solely in the interest of the Fund and the Shareholders. 

Potential conflicts of interest may nevertheless arise 

from time to time from the provision by the Depositary 

Bank and/or its delegates of other services to the Fund, 

the Management Company and/or other parties. As 

https://www.group.pictet/asset-services/custody/safekeeping-delegates-sub-custodians
https://www.group.pictet/asset-services/custody/safekeeping-delegates-sub-custodians
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indicated above, Depositary Bank’s affiliates are also 

appointed as third-party delegates of the Depositary 

Bank. Potential conflicts of interest which have been 

identified between the Depositary Bank and its dele-

gates are mainly fraud (unreported irregularities to the 

competent authorities to avoid bad reputation), legal 

recourse risk (reluctance or avoidance to take legal 

steps against the depositary), selection bias (the 

choice of the depositary not based on quality and 

price), insolvency risk (lower standards in asset segre-

gation or attention to the depositary's solvency) or sin-

gle group exposure risk (intragroup investments).  

The Depositary Bank (or any of its delegates) may in 

the course of its business have conflicts or potential 

conflicts of interest with those of the Fund and/or other 

funds for which the Depositary Bank (or any of its dele-

gates) acts.  

The Depositary Bank has pre-defined all kind of situa-

tions which could potentially lead to a conflict of inter-

est and has accordingly carried out a screening exer-

cise on all activities provided to the Fund either by the 

Depositary Bank itself or by its delegates. Such exer-

cise resulted in the identification of potential conflicts 

of interest that are however adequately managed. The 

details of potential conflicts of interest listed above are 

available free of charge from the registered office of 

the Depositary Bank and on the following website:  

https://www.pictet.com/content/dam/www/docu-

ments/legal-and-notes/bank-pictet-cie-europe-

ag/BPAG-Lux-conflicts-of-interest-register-

EN.pdf.coredownload.pdf 

 

On a regular basis, the Depositary Bank re-assesses 

those services and delegations to and from delegates 

with which conflicts of interest may arise and will up-

date such list accordingly. 

Where a conflict or potential conflict of interest arises, 

the Depositary Bank will have regard to its obligations 

to the Fund and will treat the Fund and the other 

funds for which it acts fairly and such that, so far as is 

practicable, any transactions are effected on terms 

which shall be based on objective pre-defined criteria 

and meet the sole interest of the Fund and the Share-

holders. Such potential conflicts of interest are identi-

fied, managed and monitored in various other ways in-

cluding, without limitation, the hierarchical and func-

tional separation of Depositary Bank’s depositary func-

tions from its other potentially conflicting tasks and by 

the Depositary Bank adhering to its own conflicts of in-

terest policy.  

The Depositary Bank or the Fund may terminate the 

Depositary Agreement in accordance with the terms of 

the Depositary Agreement; provided, however, that any 

decision by the Fund to end the Depositary’s appoint-

ment is subject to another custodian bank taking on 

the duties and responsibilities of the Depositary Bank 

and provided further that, if the Fund terminates the 

Depositary’s duties, the Depositary Bank will continue 

to perform its duties until Depositary Bank has been 

relieved of all the Fund’s assets that it held or had ar-

ranged to be held on behalf of the Fund. Should the 

Depositary Bank itself give notice to terminate the De-

positary Agreement, the Fund will be required to ap-

point a new depository bank to take over the duties and 

responsibilities of the Depositary Bank, provided, how-

ever, that, as of the date when the notice of termina-

tion expires and until a new depositary bank is ap-

pointed by the Fund, the Depositary Bank will only be 

required to take any necessary measures to safeguard 

the best interests of Shareholders. 

Up-to-date information regarding the description of the 

Depositary Bank’s duties and of conflicts of interest 

that may arise as well as of any safekeeping functions 

delegated by the Depositary Bank and any conflicts of 

interest that may arise from such a delegation will be 

made available to investors on request at the Fund's 

registered office. 

The Depositary Bank is remunerated in accordance with 

customary practice in the Luxembourg financial market.  

Such remuneration is expressed as a percentage of the 

Fund’s net assets. In addition to that, additional trans-

actions fees may be charged to the Fund. 

 

THE ADMINISTRATIVE AGENT 
The administration function of the Fund is delegated 

by the Management Company to FundPartner Solutions 

(Europe) S.A. (the “Administrative Agent”). 

 

FundPartner Solutions (Europe) S.A. has been desig-

nated as Transfer Agent, Administrative Agent and Pay-

ing Agent, under the terms of agreements concluded 

for indefinite periods. These agreements may be termi-

nated by either party with not less than 3 months’ prior 

notification. 

 

FundPartner Solutions (Europe) S.A. is a société 

anonyme (“limited company”) with registered head-

quarters located at 15, avenue J.F. Kennedy,L-1855 

Luxembourg. It is a management company, as defined 

in Chapter 15 of the 2010 Law and an AIFM, as de-

fined in the AIFM Law. FundPartner Solutions (Europe) 

S.A., wholly-owned by the Pictet Group, was incorpo-

rated on 17 July 2008 for an indefinite period, as a so-
ciété anonyme (“limited company”) governed by Lux-

embourg Law. 

 

As keeper of the register and transfer agent, the Ad-

ministrative Agent is primarily responsible for ensuring 

the issue, conversion and redemption of Shares and 

maintaining the register of Shareholders of the Fund. 

 

As administrative agent and paying agent, the Adminis-

trative Agent is responsible for calculating and publish-

ing the net asset value (NAV) of the Shares of each 

Sub-Fund pursuant to the 2010 Law and the Articles 

of the Fund and for performing administrative and ac-

counting services for the Fund as necessary. 

 

DISTRIBUTION 
Shares of the Fund will be distributed by the Pictet 

Group (the “Distributor”), or more specifically any legal 

entity of the Group held directly or indirectly by 

https://www.pictet.com/content/dam/www/documents/legal-and-notes/bank-pictet-cie-europe-ag/BPAG-Lux-conflicts-of-interest-register-EN.pdf.coredownload.pdf
https://www.pictet.com/content/dam/www/documents/legal-and-notes/bank-pictet-cie-europe-ag/BPAG-Lux-conflicts-of-interest-register-EN.pdf.coredownload.pdf
https://www.pictet.com/content/dam/www/documents/legal-and-notes/bank-pictet-cie-europe-ag/BPAG-Lux-conflicts-of-interest-register-EN.pdf.coredownload.pdf
https://www.pictet.com/content/dam/www/documents/legal-and-notes/bank-pictet-cie-europe-ag/BPAG-Lux-conflicts-of-interest-register-EN.pdf.coredownload.pdf
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Banque Pictet & Cie S.A., Geneva, and authorised to 

perform such functions. 

 

The Distributor may conclude distribution agreements 

with any professional agent, particularly banks, insur-

ance companies, “internet supermarkets”, independ-

ent managers, brokers, management companies or any 

other institution whose primary or secondary activity is 

the distribution of investment funds and customer ser-

vice. 

 

THE AUDITOR 
The accounting data included in the Annual Report of 

the Fund shall be examined by an auditor (réviseur 
d'entreprises agréé) appointed by the general meeting 

of Shareholders and remunerated by the Fund. The au-

ditor (the "Auditor") shall fulfill the duties prescribed 

by the 2010 Law. 

 

The Fund has appointed Deloitte Audit S.à.r.l as its ré-
viseur d'entreprises agréé. 

 

3. INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES AND POLICY, IN-
VESTMENT RESTRICTIONS  

3.1. INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES AND POL-

ICY 

3.1.1. Investment Objectives of the Fund  
The primary objective of the Fund is to achieve long-

term, risk adjusted capital appreciation mainly by in-

vesting its assets in a diversified portfolio of UCIs us-

ing conventional, non-conventional or alternative asset 

management strategies. There can be no assurance 

that the Fund will achieve its objectives. The Fund may 

also invest in traditional asset classes directly or 

through the use of UCIs. 

 

3.1.2. Investment Policy of the Fund 
PICTET ALTERNATIVE FUNDS operates as a Fund of 

Funds, investing primarily its assets in a portfolio of 

UCIs, which are generically known as Hedge Funds, 

mainly managed by independent investment managers 

worldwide having the possibility of using alternative as-

set management strategies, or in more traditional 

UCIs, as further described in Annex I for the relevant 

Sub-Fund. The Fund may also invest directly in other 

type of securities such as equities, debt securities and 

private equity products worldwide. 

 

A. Rationale for Alternative Asset Management 

Traditional asset management is based on the theory of 

market efficiency. Participation in the markets has a 

direct correlation to the economy at large. The ability 

to outperform markets, however, is contingent upon as-

suming additional risk. This is reflected through indi-

vidual share volatility and general market behaviour 

which is defined as systemic risk. In contrast, alterna-

tive asset management assumes that markets are in-

herently inefficient over certain periods of time and at-

tempts to capitalise on opportunities produced. The 

strategies used to do so attempt not to increase the 

overall risk profile and indeed in most cases strive to 

reduce it. Their ability to do so is predicated on many 

of the characteristics which clearly differentiate them 

from their traditional counterparts. 

 

Traditional asset management focuses on the compara-

tive performance of the long investment portfolio in re-

lation to an appropriate index or benchmark. Portfolio 

indexation has led to a largely passive investment ap-

proach which is measured in relative terms. Alternative 

asset management is a much more dynamic approach 

as it seeks to outperform in all market conditions 

through its combined long and short exposure. These 

strategies seek to achieve absolute rather than index-

related performance. 

 

Alternative asset management strategies are not con-

strained to investing in, and maintaining only long po-

sitions in, equities and bonds. They have the distinct 

ability to use both long and short positions within their 

strategic constructs. Both traditional and alternative 

investment styles may use derivative instruments for 

hedging and position-building purposes. Outright and 

directional positions, however, may also be used to var-

ious degrees within alternative portfolios dependent on 

investment style. Leverage, while generally not being 

permitted in traditional strategies, may be used to a 

significant degree in certain alternative investment 

strategies. However, a hedge fund does not necessarily 

make use of leverage. 

 

B. Hedge Fund Strategies and Definitions 

Hedge fund strategies in the traditional sense seek to 

reduce systemic or market risk in investment portfolios 

through offsetting long and short positions. Alternative 

asset management is simply the expansion of the tradi-

tional hedge fund definition through the use of more 

diverse strategies and methodologies. A wide range of 

investment disciplines are represented which vary both 

in nature, risk and performance attributes. In general 

terms, the alternative asset management strategies in-

clude the following: 

 

Equity Hedge: this strategy combines both long and 

short positions in equity and equity-related securities. 

Net equity market exposure can either be adjusted op-

portunistically, as in the case of directional equity 

long-short strategies, or maintained close to zero, 

which usually involve being simultaneously long and 

short matched equity positions, as in the case of Eq-

uity Market Neutral strategies. The Submanager can 

trade on one or more dimensions such as Geography, 

Industry, Market Capitalisation, Style etc. and use both 

quantitative and fundamental techniques to arrive at 

an investment decision. 

 

Event Driven: this strategy seeks to exploit relative mis-

pricings between related securities whose issuers are in-

volved in corporate events such as a merger, acquisi-

tions, divestures and restructuring. Included in this cat-

egory are distressed investing strategies which consist 

of buying securities of companies in bankruptcy pro-

ceedings and/or in the process of restructuring the debt 

portion of their balance sheets, with the Submanager 

typically actively involved in the proceedings. Also 
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included are activist investing strategies where manag-

ers typically actively seek to impact a firm’s strategic 

direction or corporate policies through board represen-

tation, and Merger Arbitrage which typically consists in 

Submanagers acquiring the stock of the targeted com-

pany while simultaneously selling short the stock of the 

predator company. 

 

Macro: this strategy includes discretionary thematic 

macro managers, who use in-depth analyses of macro-

economic trends to formulate their investment strategy, 

as well as quantitative systematic techniques to arrive 

at their investment decisions.  Typically, Submanagers 

in this strategy will position across fixed income, cur-

rency, commodity and equity markets through either di-

rect investments or futures and other derivative prod-

ucts. 

 

Relative Value: this strategy aims to exploit pricing dis-

crepancies between multiple related financial instru-

ments on the basis of an expectation that these valua-

tion discrepancies will converge back toward the norm 

through market dynamics. Unlike Event Driven Subman-

agers, convergence of the pricing discrepancy does not 

rely on the outcome of a corporate event. Typically, rel-

ative value arbitrage strategies exploit relatively small 

differentials and can be leveraged in order to enhance 

returns. 

 

The Board of Directors of the Fund intends to invest 

the assets of the various Sub-Funds in a variety of 

UCIs pursuing alternative strategies including some or 

all of the above. The portfolio allocation of each Sub-

Fund is described in Part II to this Prospectus. 

 

3.1.3. Pooling 
For the purpose of efficient management and if the in-

vestment policies of the Sub-Funds allow, the Board of 

Directors of the Management Company may decide to 

co-manage some or all of the assets of certain Sub-

Funds. In this case, the assets from different Sub-

Funds will be jointly managed using the aforemen-

tioned technique. Assets that are co-managed will be 

referred to using the term “pool”. These pools will only 

be used for internal management purposes. They will 

not constitute distinct legal entities and will not be di-

rectly accessible to investors. Each co-managed Sub-

Fund will have its own assets allocated to it. 

 

When the assets of a Sub-Fund are managed using this 

technique, the assets initially attributable to each co-

managed Sub-Fund will be determined according to 

the Sub-Fund’s initial participation in the pool. There-

after, the composition of the assets will vary according 

to contributions or withdrawals made by the Sub-

Funds. 

 

This apportionment system applies to each investment 

line of the pool. Additional investments made on be-

half of the co-managed Sub-Funds will therefore be al-

located to these Sub-Funds according to their respec-

tive entitlements, while assets sold will be similarly de-

ducted from the assets attributable to each of the co-

managed Sub-Funds. 

The assets and liabilities attributable to each Sub-

Fund will be identifiable at any given moment. 

 

The pooling method will comply with the investment 

policy of each of the Sub-Funds concerned. 

 

3.2. RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT 

In line with Pictet Asset Management commitment to 

responsible investment:  

› The Management Company ensures that voting 

rights are exercised methodically. 

› The Investment Managers may engage with the in-

vestment manager of the UCIs in order to positively 

influence ESG practices.  

› The Fund adopts an exclusion policy relating to di-

rect investment that are deemed incompatible with 

Pictet Alternative Advisors’s approach to responsible 

investment. No exclusion policy applies with respect 

to investments in UCIs. 

› Relevant information relating to additional ESG con-

siderations is specified in the annex of the Sub-

Fund concerned.  

For further information, please refer to https://docu-

ments.am.pictet/library/en/other?docu-

mentTypes=RI_POLICY&businessLine=PAM 

ESG means environmental, social and governance 

(“ESG”) factors.  Environmental factors may include 

but are not limited to air and water pollution, waste 

generation, greenhouse gas emissions, climate change, 

biodiversity and ecosystems. Social factors may in-

clude but are not limited to human rights, labour 

standards, data privacy, local communities and public 

health. Corporate governance factors may include but 

are not limited to board composition, executive remu-

neration, shareholders rights, corporate tax and busi-

ness ethics. For sovereign and quasi-sovereign issuers, 

governance factors may include but are not limited to 

governmental stability, corruption prevention and judi-

cial independence.  

Due to the uncertainty and/or limitations to influence 

the receipt of information from the underlying invest-

ments (or its investments), the Fund does not currently 

consider any principal adverse impacts (environmental 

or social) on sustainability factors of the business ac-

tivities, products and/or services of the selected under-

lying investments (or its investments). 

 

3.3. INVESTMENT RESTRICTIONS 

Investment restrictions applicable to underlying UCIs 

1. A Sub-Fund's investment in an underlying UCI may 

not represent more than 50% of the underlying 

UCI's total net assets. For the purpose of the appli-

cation of this limit, when the underlying UCI is an 

https://documents.am.pictet/library/en/other?documentTypes=RI_POLICY&businessLine=PAM
https://documents.am.pictet/library/en/other?documentTypes=RI_POLICY&businessLine=PAM
https://documents.am.pictet/library/en/other?documentTypes=RI_POLICY&businessLine=PAM
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umbrella fund, the "total net assets" must be con-

sidered as the total net assets of the UCI as a 

whole (sum of the total net assets of all the sub-

funds of the underlying UCI). 

If a Sub-Fund acquires a percentage of a UCI's to-

tal net assets in such newly created UCIs exceed-

ing 50%, it will use its best endeavours (as the 

case may be through a sale of a portion of its hold-

ing) to reduce the holding so as to represent not 

more than 50% within twelve months from the ac-

quisition.  

2. A Sub-Fund may not invest more than 20% of its 

net assets in securities issued by a UCI, this limit 

being applied at the level of each single sub-fund 

of a UCI, if the principle of segregation of the com-

mitments between sub-funds of such UCI is en-

sured. 

These restrictions referred to in 1) and 2) above are 

not applicable to acquisitions of units or shares of 

open-ended underlying UCIs where  

 

– the said underlying UCIs are subject to risk diver-

sification requirements comparable to those ap-

plicable to underlying UCIs which are subject to 

part II of the 2010 Law, and  

– where the said underlying UCIs are subject in 

their country of origin to permanent supervision 

by a supervisory authority established by law to 

ensure the protection of investors.  

This derogation, however, must not result in an exces-

sive concentration of investments by the Sub-Funds in 

a single underlying UCI, it being understood that, for 

the purpose of this limitation, each sub-fund of an un-

derlying UCI with multiple sub-funds is to be treated 

as a distinct underlying UCI, on condition that the 

principle of segregation of commitments of the differ-

ent sub-funds vis-à-vis third parties be ensured. 

 

The restrictions set in point 1) and 2) shall not apply 

to Feeder funds. Feeder funds are UCIs that invest 

substantially all their assets (except cash), directly or 

indirectly, in one other collective investment undertak-

ing (Master Fund). In relation to a Master-Feeder struc-

ture, the limits referred to in 1. and 2. above do not 

apply at the level of the Feeder fund but shall apply at 

the level of the Master fund if investments by a Sub-

Fund in the Master fund can only be made through one 

or more Feeder funds. However, a Sub-Fund may not 

acquire shares or units carrying voting rights that 

would enable it to exercise a significant influence over 

the management of a Feeder fund. 

 

3. A Sub-Fund will mainly invest in UCIs that calcu-

late and publish a net asset value at least on a 

monthly basis. 

Cross Sub-Funds investments 

4. A given Sub-Fund (defined as an "Investing Sub-

Fund") may subscribe, acquire, and/or hold securi-

ties issued by one or more Sub-Funds of the Fund 

(each designated as a "Target Sub-Fund"), without 

the Fund being subject to the requirements of the 

1915 Law with respect to the subscription, acqui-

sition and/or the holding by a company of its own 

shares, under the condition however that:  

– the Target Sub-Fund does not, in turn, invest in 

the Investing Sub-Fund; and 

– no more than 10% of the net assets that the Tar-

get Sub-Funds whose acquisition is contem-

plated, may be invested, in compliance with their 

investment policies, in securities of other Target 

Sub-Funds of the Fund; and  

– voting rights, if any, attaching to the relevant se-

curities are suspended for as long as they are 

held by the Investing Sub-Fund and without prej-

udice to the appropriate processing in the ac-

counts and the periodic reports; and that 

– in any event, for as long as these securities are 

held by the Fund, their value will not be taken 

into consideration for the calculation of the net 

assets of the Fund for the purpose of verifying the 

minimum threshold of the net assets of the Fund 

imposed by the 2010 Law. 

Investment restrictions applicable to securities other 
than those issued by underlying UCIs 

5. A Sub-Fund may not invest more than 20% of its 

net assets in transferable securities or money mar-

ket instruments issued by the same issuer. 

6. A Sub-Fund may not acquire more than 10% of 

the securities of the same nature issued by the 

same issuer. 

7. A Sub-Fund may not invest more than 10% of its 

net assets in transferable securities which are not 

listed or not dealt in on another regulated market 

which operates regularly and is recognised and 

open to the public. 

These restrictions referred to in 5) to 7) are not appli-

cable to securities issued or guaranteed by an OECD 

member state, by an European Union member state, or 

by its regional or local institutions, regional or global 

supranational institutions and bodies, by any other 

state considered as appropriate by the Board of Direc-

tors for the application of this derogation. 

 

Other investment restrictions 

8. Without prejudice to the application of the provi-

sions set out above, a Sub-Fund may not: 

(i) borrow more than 25% of each Sub-
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Fund’s net assets for investment purposes 

and to bridge liabilities, including to sat-

isfy redemption requests; 

(ii) grant loans to third parties (including 

other UCIs); 

(iii) act as guarantor on behalf of third parties 

(including other UCIs); 

(iv) carry out uncovered sales of securities or 

carry out any other transactions in relation 

to securities which it does not own, ex-

cept, as the case may be, as disclosed in 

a specific annex relating to a specific 

Sub-Fund in Part II of this Prospectus 

that clearly includes this possibility, and 

the corresponding limits, provided how-

ever that the UCI, in which the Sub-Fund 

shall invest, may carry out such short 

sales; 

(v) invest directly in real estate;  

(vi) invest directly in commodities unless it is 

clearly indicated in Part II of the Prospec-

tus in a specific annex relating to a spe-

cific Sub-Fund. 

Nonetheless, it is understood that UCIs in which 

a Sub-Fund invests may, where applicable, invest 

in real estate or commodities. In addition, this re-

striction shall not prevent a Sub-Fund from in-

vesting in futures contracts on commodities as 

specified in its relevant annex. 

(vii) invest directly more than 20% of its net 

assets in precious metals. 

Liquidity 

The Board of Directors will make sure that the portfolio 

of target UCIs presents appropriate liquidity features to 

enable the Fund to meet its obligation to redeem its 

shares. However, due to the limited liquidity of some 

underlying UCIs, the Fund may not be in a position to 

meet the redemption requests of Shareholders, as de-

fined below in the chapter "Risk factors". 

 

Financial Derivative Instruments 

For hedging and for any other purposes, the Fund may 

use all types of financial derivative instruments traded 

on a regulated market and/or over the counter (OTC) 

provided they are contracted with leading financial in-

stitutions specialized in this type of transactions. In 

particular, a Sub-Fund may take exposure through any 

financial derivative instruments such as but not limited 

to warrants, futures, options, swaps (including but not 

limited to total return swaps, contracts for difference, 

credit default swaps) and forwards on any underlying in 

line with the respective investment policy of the Sub-

Funds, including, but not limited to, commodities and 

precious metals, currencies (including non delivery for-

wards), interest rates, transferable securities, basket of 

transferable securities, indices (including but not lim-

ited to commodities, precious metals or volatility 

indices), undertakings for collective investment. 

 

Structured products 

The Fund may also invest in structured products, such 

as but not limited to notes, certificates or any other 

transferable securities whose returns are correlated 

with changes in, among others, an index (including in-

dices on volatility, commodities, precious metals, etc), 

currencies, exchange rates, transferable securities or a 

basket of transferable securities, commodities (only 

with cash settlement), precious metals or an undertak-

ing for collective investment. Those investments may 

not be used to elude the investment policy of a given 

Sub-Fund. 

 

Securities lending, sales with right of repurchase, re-
purchase and reverse repurchase agreement transac-
tions 

For the purpose of efficient portfolio management, 

each Sub-Fund is authorized to use the following tech-

niques and instruments relating to transferable securi-

ties and money market instruments, in compliance 

with the requirements of the CSSF circular 08/356: 

 

– securities lending transactions, 

– sales with right of repurchase transactions, 

– repurchase and reverse repurchase agreement 

transactions. 

Each type of this transaction may not exceed 100% of 

the global valuation of the securities portfolio con-

cerned. The collateral received may be reinvested as 

specified in the CSSF circular 08/356. 

 

*** 

 

Each Sub-Fund must ensure that the volume of these 

transactions is kept at an appropriate level in a manner 

that enables it, at all times, to meet its redemption ob-

ligations and that these transactions do not jeopardize 

the management of the Sub-Fund’s assets in accord-

ance with its investment policy. 

 

The Fund may not place directly the assets of a Sub-

Fund in "managed accounts". 

 

The Board of Directors may from time to time impose 

further investment restrictions as shall be compatible 

with or in the interest of the Shareholders, in order to 

comply with the laws and regulations of the countries 

where the shares of the Fund are distributed. The an-

nex relating to a specific Sub-Fund in Part II of this 

Prospectus may contain further investment restrictions 

or derogate to the restrictions contained in Part I of the 

present Prospectus. 

 

The restrictions set forth above shall only be applicable at 

the time where the relevant investment is made. If the re-

strictions are exceeded as a result of any events other 

than the making of investments, the situation shall be 
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remedied taking due account of the interest of the Share-

holders. 

 

4. RISK MANAGEMENT AND LIQUIDITY MAN-
AGEMENT 

The Management Company employs a risk manage-

ment process which enables it to identify, measure, 

manage and monitor at any time the relevant risks of 

the positions to which the Fund and any of its Sub-

Funds is or may be exposed and their contribution to 

the overall risk profile of the Fund and which includes 

the use of appropriate stress testing procedures. 

 

The Management Company maintains a liquidity man-

agement process to monitor the liquidity risk of the 

Fund and its various Sub-Funds, which includes, 

among other tools and methods of measurement, the 

use of stress tests under both normal and exceptional 

liquidity conditions.  

 

The liquidity management systems and procedures al-

low the Management Company to apply various tools 

and arrangements necessary to ensure that the portfo-

lio of the Fund or of each Sub-Fund is sufficiently liq-

uid to normally respond appropriately to redemption re-

quests. In normal circumstances, redemption requests 

will be processed as set out in Chapter “Issue, Re-

demptions and Transfer of Shares”. 

Other arrangements may also be used in response to 

redemption requests, including the temporary suspen-

sion or deferral of such redemption requests in certain 

circumstances or use of similar arrangements which, if 

activated, will restrict the redemption rights investors 

benefit from in normal circumstances as set out below 

under Chapter “Net Asset Valuation”. 

 

Further details regarding the risk management process 

and liquidity management is available upon request at 

the registered office of the Management Company. 

 

5. LEVERAGE 
For the purpose of calculating the leverage of each 

Sub-Fund: 

 

– Any reference to the "Commitment Method" is to 

be understood as referring to the commitment 

method to be use under the AIFM Law to calcu-

late the leverage used by the Fund is the method 

which allows to take into account netting arrange-

ments, sums the value of all physical positions, 

the notionals of all derivative instruments, takes 

into account any leverage generated through se-

curities lending or borrowing and reverse repur-

chase agreements, but excludes derivatives that 

are used within hedging arrangements and deriva-

tives that do not generate any incremental lever-

age. 

– Any reference to the "Gross Method" is to be un-

derstood as referring to the gross method to be 

use under the AIFM Law to calculate the leverage 

used by the Fund is the method which does not 

take into account netting and hedging arrange-

ments, sums the value of all physical positions, 

the notionals of all derivative instruments, takes 

into account any leverage generated through se-

curities lending or borrowing and reverse repur-

chase agreements, but excludes cash & cash 

equivalents held in the base currency of the Fund 

or of each Sub-Fund of the Fund. 

6. RISK FACTORS 
A. Considerations on risk related to investments 

in other UCIs 
1. General risks 

Prospective investors should be aware that an invest-
ment in the Fund involves a high degree of risk, in-
cluding the risk of loss of the entire amount invested. 
Submanagers may invest in and actively trade instru-

ments with significant risk characteristics, including 

risks arising from the volatility of securities, financial 

futures, derivatives, currency and interest rate markets, 

the leverage factors associated with trading in such 

markets and instruments, and the potential exposure to 

loss resulting from counterparty defaults. There can be 

no assurance that a Sub-Fund’s investment program 

will be successful or that the investment objective of a 

Sub-Fund will be achieved. Shares in the Fund may 

fluctuate in price and value, and the value of the 

shares may decline below the amount originally in-

vested. 

Despite a strict Due Diligence procedure used to select 

and monitor the individual funds in which the assets of 

the Fund are invested, there can be no assurance that 

the past performance information will be indicative of 

how such investments will perform (either in terms of 

profitability or correlation) in the future. Upon redemp-

tion of shares or the liquidation of the Fund, investors 

may receive less than the amount invested. 

The Fund intends to invest in UCIs which pursue a 

speculative investment policy. These UCIs will gener-

ally fall in the category commonly known as “hedge 

funds” or “alternative investments”. Some investments 

may also be made in UCIs which trade in commodities 

futures and options, currencies and currency contracts 

or financial instruments. Thus, such UCI use specific 

investment and trading techniques such as invest-

ments in options, use of futures or short sales of secu-

rities. The Fund will seek to achieve risk diversification 

by selecting UCIs managed by different Submanagers 

with different investment styles or investing in differ-

ent areas. 

 
2. Lack of Regulatory Supervision 

The Fund is permitted to invest in UCIs established in 

jurisdictions where no or less supervision is exercised 

on such UCIs by regulators. Although the Fund will en-

sure that in any such event other safeguards are pro-

vided for the protection of the interest of the share-

holders of such UCIs, such protection may be less effi-

cient than if a supervision by a regulator was exercised. 
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Further the efficiency of any supervision or of other 

safeguards may be affected by a lack of precision of in-

vestment and risk diversification guidelines applicable 

to, and the flexibility of the investment policies pur-

sued by, such UCIs. 

However, in order to minimise these risks, a Due Dili-

gence procedure has been put in place setting out vari-

ous criteria for the selection of UCIs (see below “Due 

Diligence Process”). 

 
3. Lack of Publicly Available Information 

 Regarding UCIs 

The securities in which the UCIs invest may be offered 

on a private placement basis, and unlike more regu-

lated mutual funds registered for distribution to the 

public, are subject to limited monitoring, disclosure 

and reporting requirements. Accordingly, only a rela-

tively small amount of publicly available information 

about UCIs, their holdings and performance, may be 

available. 

 
4. Illiquidity of the UCIs 

Although the Investment Manager will seek to select 

UCIs which offer the opportunity to have their shares 

or units redeemed within a reasonable time frame, 

there is no assurance that the liquidity of the invest-

ments of such UCIs will always be sufficient to meet 

redemption requests as and when made. Any lack of li-

quidity may affect the liquidity of the shares of the 

Fund and the value of its investments. 

For such reasons the treatment of redemption requests 

may be postponed in exceptional circumstances in-

cluding if a lack of liquidity may result in difficulties to 

determine the Net Asset Value of the shares of the 

Fund and consequently a suspension of issues and re-

demptions. 

 
5. Incentive Fee 

Due to the specialist nature of the UCIs in which the 

Fund invests, many, if not most of such UCIs, may pay 

performance fees. Under these arrangements the Sub-

managers will benefit from the appreciation, including 

any unrealised appreciation, if the value of the assets 

under their management increases, but they may not 

similarly be penalised for realised losses or decreases 

in the value of such assets. Further, because several, if 

not all Submanagers may be paid in performance fees; 

it is possible that in a given year such fees will be paid 

whereas the total net asset value per share of the Fund 

decreases. 

 
6. Fee Structure 

The Fund incurs the costs of its management and the 

fees paid to the Investment Manager and the Deposi-

tary and other service providers as well as a pro-rata 

portion of the fees paid by the UCIs in which the Fund 

invests to their Submanager or other service providers. 

As a result the operating expenses of the Fund may 

constitute a higher percentage of the net asset value 

than could be found in other investment schemes. 

Further, some of the strategies employed at the level of 

the UCIs require frequent changes in trading positions 

and a consequent portfolio turnover. This may involve 

brokerage commission expenses to exceed significantly 

those of other investment schemes of comparable size. 

Potential investors should be aware that the fees paya-

ble to the Investment Advisers and the Investment 

Manager are in addition to the fees paid by the inves-

tee UCIs to the Submanager and that there may be a 

duplication of fees. There may also be a duplication of 

subscription and/or redemption fees. 

Moreover, if the UCIs in which the Fund has invested 

in turn invest in UCIs, a further doubling of costs and 

expenses may have to be borne by the shareholders of 

the said Sub-Funds. 

The fees applicable to each Sub-Fund and/or its clas-

ses are set out in Part II of the present Prospectus. 

 
7. Leverage 

Certain UCIs in which the Fund invests, operate with 

substantial degree of leverage and are not limited in 

the extent to which they either may borrow or engage 

in margin transactions. The positions maintained by 

such UCIs may in aggregate value be in excess of the 

net asset value of the Fund. This leverage presents the 

potential for a higher rate of total return but also in-

creases the volatility of the Fund, including the risk of 

a total loss of the amount invested. 

 
8. Short Sales 

The UCIs in which the Fund invests may engage in 

short selling of securities which may expose the portion 

of the UCI’s assets committed to such activities to un-

limited risk due the lack of an upper limit on the price 

to which a security may rise. However, to the extent 

that the Fund participates in short selling activities 

through a UCI, the Fund’s losses will be limited to the 

amount invested in the particular UCI. 

 
9. Absence of Depositary Banks and Auditors 

Some of the UCIs to which the assets of the Fund are 

allocated have a broker as a depositary instead of a 

bank. In certain cases these brokers may not have the 

same capacities, size and credit rating as a bank. In 

addition, contrary to depositary banks in regulated en-

vironments, these brokers will perform only safekeep-

ing functions with no statutory supervisory obligations. 

In addition, the jurisdiction of some of the UCIs may 

not require the auditing of UCIs’ accounts. 

 
10. Conflicts of Interests 

Conflicts of interests may arise between the Fund and 

the persons or entities involved as advisers in the man-

agement of the Fund and/or the Submanagers of the 

UCIs in which the Fund invests. The Submanagers nor-

mally manage assets of other clients that make invest-

ments similar to those made on behalf of the undertak-

ings in which the Fund invests. Such clients could 

thus compete for the same trades or investments and 

whilst available investments or opportunities for each 
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client are generally allocated in a manner believed to 

be equitable to each, some of those allocation proce-

dures may adversely affect the price paid or received 

for investments or the size of positions obtained or dis-

posed. 

Conflicts may also arise as a result of the other ser-

vices provided by Pictet Alternative Advisors SA or any 

other entity of the Pictet Group which may provide in-

vestment management, advisory, custody or other ser-

vices to some of the UCIs in which the Fund invests. 

Similarly the Directors of the Fund may also be Direc-

tors of UCIs in which the Fund may invest and the in-

terests of such UCI and of the Fund could result into 

conflicts. 

Generally, there may be conflicts of interests between 

the best interests of the Fund and an interest of the In-

vestment Manager and its affiliates to generate fees, 

commissions and other revenues. In the event that 

such a conflict of interests arises, the Directors of the 

Fund will endeavour to ensure that it is resolved in the 

best interests of the Fund. 

In addition, the Directors of the Fund will endeavour 

that all agreements and transactions entered into by 

the Fund will be negotiated at arm’s length. 

Furthermore, some Submanagers have an equity stake 

in their own fund. Conflicts of interest can therefore 

not be ruled out at the level of the UCIs. 

 
11. Nature of the investments of the Fund 

Although the Investment Manager seeks to monitor in-

vestments and trading activities of the UCIs to which 

the Fund has allocated assets, investment decisions 

are normally made independently at the level of such 

UCI and it is possible that some Submanagers will take 

positions in the same security or in issues of the same 

industry or country or in the same currency or com-

modity at the same time. Consequently, the possibility 

also exists that one UCI purchases an instrument at 

about the same time as another UCI decides to sell it. 

There is no guarantee that the selection of the Sub-

managers will actually result in a diversification of in-

vestment styles and that the positions taken by the un-

derlying UCIs will always be consistent. 

The assets of the Fund may also be allocated to UCIs 

whose primary investment strategies include specula-

tive trading of commodities futures and/or financial fu-

tures contracts and currencies. Commodity and cur-

rency futures prices can be highly volatile because of 

the low margin requirements in futures trading. An ex-

tremely high degree of leverage is typical for futures 

trading accounts. As a result, a relatively small price 

movement in a futures contract may result in substan-

tial losses or gains to the investor. Similarly some of 

the UCIs may have the majority of their assets invested 

in options and other geared instruments, where a rela-

tively small price movement in the underlying security 

or commodity may result in substantial losses or prof-

its. 

There are only very limited constraints on the invest-

ment strategies and techniques that can be employed 

by the Submanagers. Furthermore, each UCI in which 

the Fund invests has its own investment policy as set 

forth in its own prospectus. 

As a result of its diversified investments, the Fund may 

incur other risks, including currency exchange risks in 

respect of assets held in other currencies, tax risks in 

respect of assets invested in other jurisdictions, politi-

cal risks relating to political, social and economic fac-

tors which may affect the assets of the UCIs in which 

the Fund invests, which are held in countries which 

may be subject to economic difficulties, political or so-

cial unrest. The foregoing list of risk factors does not 

purport to be a complete explanation of the risks in-

volved. Prospective investors should read the entire 

Prospectus and fully evaluate all other information that 

they deem to be necessary for determining to invest in 

the Fund. Prospective investors should ensure that 

they fully understand the content of this Prospectus. 

 

Accordingly, investment in the shares of the Fund is 
only appropriate for investors who are willing to accept 
the risks and rewards stemming from such an ap-
proach. 
 

B. General Market related Risk 
1. General Economic Conditions  

The success of any investment activity is affected by 

general economic conditions, which may affect the 

level and volatility of interest rates and the liquidity of 

the markets for both equities and interest-rate-sensi-

tive securities. Certain market conditions, including 

unexpected volatility or illiquidity in the market in 

which the Fund directly or indirectly holds positions, 

could impair the Fund's ability to achieve its objectives 

and/or cause it to incur losses. 

 
2. Market Risks 

The success of a significant portion of the each Sub-

Funds' investment program will depend, to a great ex-

tent, upon correctly assessing the future course of the 

price movements of stocks, bonds, financial instru-

ments and foreign currencies. There can be no assur-

ance that an Investment Manager will be able to pre-

dict accurately these price movements. 

 
1. Sustainability risks 

The risk arising from any environmental, social or gov-

ernance events or conditions that, were they to occur, 

could cause a material negative impact on the value of 

the investment.  

 

The set of sustainability risks below are relevant to all 

investment strategies pursued, as all Compartment in-

tegrate sustainability risks. When selecting and moni-

toring investments, these sustainability risks are sys-

tematically considered along with all other risks 

deemed relevant for any Compartment, taking into ac-

count its investment policy / strategy. 
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Specific sustainability risks will vary for each sub-fund 

and asset class, and include but are not limited to the 

following: 

 

Transition Risk  
The risk posed by the exposure to issuers that may po-

tentially be negatively affected by the transition to a low 

carbon economy due to their involvement in exploration, 

production, processing, trading and sale of fossil fuels, 

or their dependency upon carbon intensive materials, 

processes, products and services.  Transition risk may 

result from several factors, including rising costs and/or 

limitation of greenhouse gas emissions, energy-effi-

ciency requirements, reduction in fossil fuel demand or 

shift to alternative energy sources, due to policy, regu-

latory, technological and market demand changes.  

Transition risks may negatively affect the value of in-

vestments by impairing assets or revenues, or by in-

creasing liabilities, capital expenditures, operating and 

financing costs. 

 

Physical Risk  
The risk posed by the exposure to issuers that may po-

tentially be negatively affected by the physical impacts 

of climate change.  Physical risk includes acute risks 

arising from extreme weather events such as storms, 

floods, droughts, fires or heatwaves, and chronic risks 

arising from gradual changes in the climate, such as 

changing rainfall patterns, rising sea levels, ocean acid-

ification, and biodiversity loss. Physical risks may nega-

tively affect the value of investments by impairing as-

sets, productivity or revenues, or by increasing liabili-

ties, capital expenditures, operating and financing 

costs. 

 

Environmental Risk 

The risk posed by the exposure to issuers that may po-

tentially be causing or affected by environmental degra-

dation and/or depletion of natural resources.  Environ-

mental risk may result from air pollution, water pollu-

tion, waste generation, depletion of freshwater and ma-

rine resources, loss of biodiversity or damages to eco-

systems.  Environmental risks may negatively affect the 

value of investments by impairing assets, productivity or 

revenues, or by increasing liabilities, capital expendi-

tures, operating and financing costs. 

 

Social Risk 

The risk posed by the exposure to issuers that may po-

tentially be negatively affected by social factors such as 

poor labour standards, human rights violations, dam-

ages to public health, data privacy breaches, or in-

creased inequalities.  Social risks may negatively affect 

the value of investments by impairing assets, productiv-

ity or revenues, or by increasing liabilities, capital ex-

penditures, operating and financing costs. 

 

Governance Risk 

The risk posed by the exposure to issuers that may po-

tentially be negatively affected by weak governance 

structures.  For companies, governance risk may result 

from malfunctioning boards, inadequate remuneration 

structures, abuses of minority shareholders or 

bondholders’ rights, deficient controls, aggressive tax 

planning and accounting practices, or lack of business 

ethics.  For countries, governance risk may include gov-

ernmental instability, bribery and corruption, privacy 

breaches and lack of judicial independence.  Govern-

ance risk may negatively affect the value of investments 

due to poor strategic decisions, conflicts of interest, rep-

utational damages, increased liabilities or loss of inves-

tor confidence. 

 

 
2. Investing in Fixed Income Securities  

Even though interest-bearing securities are invest-

ments which promise a defined stream of income, the 

prices of such securities generally are inversely corre-

lated to changes in interest rates and, therefore, are 

subject to the risk of market price fluctuations. The 

values of fixed-income securities also may be affected 

by changes in the credit rating, liquidity or financial 

condition of the issuer. Certain securities that may be 

purchased by the Fund may be subject to such risk 

with respect to the issuing entity and to greater market 

fluctuations than certain lower yielding, higher rated 

fixed-income securities. 

The volume of transactions effected in certain interna-

tional bond markets may be appreciably below that of 

the world's largest markets, such as the United States. 

Accordingly, a Sub-Fund's investments in such mar-

kets may be less liquid and their prices may be more 

volatile than comparable investments in securities 

traded in markets with larger trading volumes. Moreo-

ver, the settlement periods in certain markets may be 

longer than in others which may affect portfolio liquid-

ity. 

 
3. Investments in Foreign and Emerging Markets  

Investments in certain foreign securities may be sub-

ject to greater risks than investments in securities of 

issuers from member-States of the OECD due to a vari-

ety of factors including currency controls and currency 

exchange rates fluctuations, changes in governmental 

administration or economic or monetary policy or 

changed circumstances in dealings between nations. 

Dividends paid by foreign issuers may be subject to 

withholding and other foreign taxes that may decrease 

the net return on these investments. There may be less 

publicly available information about foreign issuers in 

certain countries and such issuers may not be subject 

to uniform accounting, auditing and financial reporting 

standards and requirements comparable to those of the 

Fund or most OECD issuers. In certain countries, secu-

rities of local issuers are less liquid and more volatile 

than securities of comparable issuers of more mature 

economies, and foreign brokerage commissions are 

generally higher than in more developed markets. For-

eign securities markets may also be less liquid, more 

volatile and subject to lower levels of government su-

pervision than those in the OECD. Investment in for-

eign countries could be affected by other factors not 

present in more developed countries, including expro-

priation, confiscatory taxation and potential difficulties 

in enforcing contractual obligations. These markets 

may be volatile and illiquid and the investments of the 
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Sub-Funds in such markets may be considered specu-

lative and subject to significant custody and clearance 

risks and delays in settlement. Investors should consult 

a professional adviser as to the suitability for them of 

an investment in any Sub-Fund investing in foreign 

and emerging markets. Subscriptions to shares of any 

Sub-Funds investing in such markets should be con-

sidered only by investors who are aware of, and able to 

bear, the risks related thereto and such investments 

should be made on a medium- to long-term basis. 

 
4. Investing in private equity products 

The private equity market is not a defined or organised 

market. Such market is unregulated and does, in prin-

ciple, not have any public listing of transaction prices. 

There are no recognised intermediaries and buyers and 

sellers meet and conclude transactions usually by pri-

vate negotiation or auction. There can therefore be no 

assurance that the Investment Manager will be able to 

secure investments, nor that these markets will con-

tinue to exist or operate in their present form. 

 
5. Foreign Currency Exchange Transactions  

Sub-Funds may buy and sell securities and receive in-

terest and dividends in currencies other than the cur-

rency in which the relevant Sub-Fund's shares are de-

nominated and such Sub-Funds may enter from time 

to time into currency exchange transactions on a spot 

(i.e. cash) basis, or enter into currency exchange for-

ward contracts or currency swap agreements. Neither 

spot transactions nor swap or forward currency ex-

change contracts eliminate fluctuations in the prices of 

a Sub-Fund's portfolio securities or in foreign exchange 

rates, or prevent loss if the prices of these securities 

should decline. A Sub-Fund may enter into currency 

exchange transactions in an attempt to protect against 

changes in a country's currency exchange rates be-

tween the trade and settlement dates of specific secu-

rities transactions or anticipated securities transac-

tions. A Sub-Fund may also enter into forward con-

tracts to hedge against a change in currency exchange 

rates that would cause a decline in the value of exist-

ing investments denominated or principally traded in a 

currency other than the reference currency of that Sub-

Fund. To that effect, the Sub-Fund would enter into a 

forward contract to sell the currency in which the in-

vestment is denominated or principally traded in ex-

change for the reference currency of the Sub-Fund. 

Although these transactions are intended to minimise 

the risk of loss due to a decline in the value of the 

hedged currency, at the same time they limit any po-

tential gain that might be realised should the value of 

the hedged currency increase. The precise matching of 

the forward contract amounts and the value of the 

portfolio securities involved will not generally be possi-

ble because the future value of such securities will 

change as a consequence of market movements in the 

value of such securities between the date on which the 

forward contract is entered into and the date on which 

it matures. Therefore, no assurance may be given that 

any such currency hedging techniques will be success-

ful. The Sub-Funds may also enter into such foreign 

currency exchange transactions for investment 

purposes. 

 
6. Risks in Transactions in Currencies and Options 

and Futures on Currencies 

a. Leverage 

The currency market affords investors a substantial de-

gree of leverage. This leverage presents the potential 

for significant profits, but also entails a high degree of 

risk, including the risk that losses in excess of the 

amount invested will be sustained. Certain Sub-Funds 

may maintain currency positions with an aggregate 

value in excess of such Sub-Funds' Net Asset Value. 

In times of significant volatility in the foreign exchange 

markets, margin requirements (if any) for ex-

change-traded futures or option contracts (to the ex-

tent that such contracts would be authorised invest-

ments) may be increased substantially. Any such in-

crease would reduce the degree of leverage and, there-

fore, the potential profitability to the relevant 

Sub-Fund of the underlying positions. A Sub-Fund's 

leverage may also be reduced if any counterparty re-

quires that Sub-Fund to collateralize its contingent lia-

bilities arising from OTC derivative contracts. 

 

b. Volatility 

In general, foreign exchange rates can be extremely 

volatile and difficult to predict. Foreign exchange rates 

may be influenced by, among other factors: changing 

supply and demand for a particular currency; trade, fis-

cal and monetary policies of governments (including 

exchange control programs, restrictions on local ex-

changes or markets and limitations on foreign invest-

ment in a country or on investment by residents of a 

country in other countries); political events; changes in 

balances of payments and trade; domestic and foreign 

rates of inflation; domestic and foreign rates of inter-

est; international trade restrictions; and currency de-

valuations and revaluations. In addition, governments 

from time to time intervene, directly and by regulation, 

in the currency markets to influence prices directly 

(see "Risks of Government Intervention"). Variance in 

the degree of volatility of the market from the Invest-

ment Manager's expectations may produce significant 

losses to a Sub-Fund, particularly in the case of trans-

actions entered into pursuant to non-directional strate-

gies. 
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7. Particular Risks of OTC Forward, Spot and Option 
Contracts 

a. Absence of regulation; counterparty de-

fault 

In general, there is less governmental regulation and 

supervision of transactions in the OTC markets (in 

which currencies, forward, spot and option contracts, 

credit default swaps, total return swaps and certain op-

tions on currencies are generally traded) than of trans-

actions entered into on organised exchanges. In addi-

tion, many of the protections afforded to participants 

on some organised exchanges, such as the perfor-

mance guarantee of an exchange clearinghouse, may 

not be available in connection with OTC transactions. 

Therefore, any Sub-Fund entering into OTC transac-

tions will be subject to the risk that its direct counter-

party will not perform its obligations under the transac-

tions and that the Sub-Fund will sustain losses. A 

Sub-Fund will only enter into transactions with coun-

terparties which it believes to be creditworthy, and may 

reduce the exposure incurred in connection with such 

transactions through the receipt of letters of credit or 

collateral from certain counterparties. Regardless of 

the measures the Fund may seek to implement to re-

duce counterparty credit risk, however, there can be no 

assurance that counterparty will not default or that the 

Fund will not sustain losses as a result. 

 

b. Liquidity; requirement to perform 

From time to time, the counterparties with which the 

Fund effects transactions might cease making markets 

or quoting prices in certain of the instruments. In such 

instances, the Fund might be unable to enter into a 

desired transaction in currencies, credit default swaps 

or total return swaps or to enter into an offsetting 

transaction with respect to an open position, which 

might adversely affect its performance. Further, in con-

trast to exchange-traded instruments, forward, spot 

and option contracts on currencies do not provide the 

Investment Manager with the possibility to offset the 

Fund's obligations through an equal and opposite 

transaction. For this reason, in entering into forward, 

spot or options contracts, the Fund may be required, 

and must be able, to perform its obligations under the 

contracts. 

 

c. Necessity for counterparty trading rela-

tionships  

As noted above, participants in the OTC currency mar-

ket typically enter into transactions only with those 

counterparties which they believe to be sufficiently 

creditworthy, unless the counterparty provides margin, 

collateral, letters of credit or other credit enhance-

ments. The Fund may, but does not currently intend 

to, enter into transactions on the basis of credit facili-

ties established on behalf of any company within Pictet 

& Cie. While the Fund and the Investment Manager be-

lieve that the Fund will be able to establish multiple 

counterparty business relationships to permit the Fund 

to effect transactions in the OTC currency market and 

other counterparty markets (including credit default 

swaps, total return swaps and other swaps market as 

applicable), there can be no assurance that it will be 

able to do so. An inability to establish or maintain such 

relationships would potentially increase the Fund's 

counterparty credit risk, limit its operations and could 

require the Fund to cease investment operations or 

conduct a substantial portion of such operations in the 

futures markets. Moreover, the counterparties with 

which the Fund expects to establish such relationships 

will not be obligated to maintain the credit lines ex-

tended to the Fund, and such counterparties could de-

cide to reduce or terminate such credit lines at their 

discretion. 

 
8. Lack of Liquidity in Markets  

Despite the heavy volume of trading in securities and 

other financial instruments, the markets for some se-

curities and instruments have limited liquidity and 

depth. This limited liquidity and lack of depth could be 

a disadvantage to the Sub-Funds, both in the realisa-

tion of the prices which are quoted and in the execu-

tion of orders at desired prices, notably for the Sub-

Funds pursuing Distressed Securities strategies. 

 
9. Suspensions of Trading  

Each securities exchange or commodities contract mar-

ket typically has the right to suspend or limit trading in 

all securities or commodities which it lists. Such a sus-

pension would render it impossible for the Sub-Funds, 

to liquidate positions and, accordingly, expose the 

Fund to losses and delays in its ability to redeem 

shares. 

 
10. Risk of Trading in Futures  

Futures prices can be highly volatile. Because of the 

low margin deposits normally required in futures and 

options trading, an extremely high degree of leverage is 

typical of a futures trading account. As a result, a rela-

tively small price movement in a futures contract may 

result in substantial losses to the investor. Like other 

leveraged investments, a future transaction may result 

in losses in excess of the amount invested. 

 
11. Future Returns  

No assurance can be given that the strategies em-

ployed by the Investment Manager in the past to 

achieve attractive returns will continue to be success-

ful or that the return on the Fund's investments will be 

similar to that achieved by the Investment Manager in 

the past. 

The foregoing risk factors do not purport to be a com-

plete explanation of the risks involved in investing in 

the shares. Prospective investors should read this en-

tire information Prospectus and consult with their le-

gal, tax and financial advisors before making any deci-

sion to invest in the Fund. 

 
12. Initial Public Offerings 

Certain Sub-Funds may invest in initial public offer-

ings. Such securities have no trading history, and infor-

mation about such companies may only be available 

for limited periods. The prices of securities involved in 
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initial public offerings may be subject to greater price 

volatility than more established securities. 

 

7. DUE DILIGENCE PROCESS 
The due diligence process can be divided into two sep-

arate and distinct categories: qualitative and quantita-

tive analysis. 

 

A. Qualitative Analysis 

This process allows for the development of what may 

be considered a Submanager profile. It is a result of 

thorough assessment of the academic and professional 

history of the Submanager, principals and other key 

members of the UCI. In particular, past investment 

success is scrutinised to determine the likelihood of 

future achievement. The primary elements considered 

are the overall strategy, consistency in application, 

flexibility or constraints based on market sector, liquid-

ity and diversification of the portfolio. 

 

Organisational issues such as management style, inde-

pendent process, operational integrity and methodolog-

ical robustness are all vital factors in the determination 

of structural or non-investment risk. The organisation 

of the UCI itself is also a reflection of the structural 

strengths and efficiencies. Roles and relationships of 

each intervening institution i.e., administrator, auditor, 

depositary, legal advisors are therefore critical and 

must be evaluated individually. 

 

Qualitative analysis by definition entails a great deal of 

personal contacts and relationship-building. Any poten-

tial conflict of interest is mitigated through intimate 

knowledge of management styles, techniques and per-

sonalities. Experience and relationships also allow for 

the establishment of a check and balance system 

among peers by way of a professional network. 

 

B. Quantitative Analysis 

This process involves, when data are available, the 

comparative measurement of Submanagers to their 

own track records, those of their peers, and the overall 

results of the markets they deal in. Many statistical 

factors are taken into consideration to determine the 

risk-reward profiles of investment strategies, the corre-

lation between Submanagers and markets, as well as 

style analysis across sectors. Technical factors includ-

ing use of leverage or derivatives also contribute to the 

general appreciation of a particular investment style. 

 

Quantitative analysis is a process which attempts to 

take historical data and project probabilities of future 

results. This process while having inherent limitations 

provides valuable insight in the composition of a multi-

product portfolio. The ability to identify trends or other 

characteristics in relation to market movements is an 

important factor in building a portfolio which reduces 

risk and increases returns over time. 

 

The combination of both quantitative and qualitative 

analysis is critical to the successful implementation of 

any multi-manager product. 

 

8. ISSUE, REDEMPTION, CONVERSION AND 
TRANSFER OF SHARES 

Specific matters relating to the offering of Shares of 

each Sub-Fund are referred to in the Sub-Funds speci-

fications in Part II of this Prospectus. 

 

Subscription, redemption and conversion orders in 

each Sub-Fund in operation shall be sent directly to 

the Administrative Agent in Luxembourg in its function 

of registrar and transfer agent by facsimile transmis-

sion or other means approved by the Administrative 

Agent. 

 

Subscriptions, redemptions and conversions orders will 

be executed in accordance with the provisions of the 

Articles and the provisions laid down hereinafter and in 

Part II of this Prospectus related to the Sub-Funds. 

 

The Fund does not permit practices related to Market 
Timing or Late Trading. The Fund reserves the right to 
reject subscription, redemption and conversion orders 
from an investor who the Fund suspects of using such 
practices and may take the necessary measures to pro-
tect the other investors of the Fund.  
 

8.1. THE SHARES 

Shares of the different Sub-Funds of the Fund are is-
sued at the discretion of the Board of Directors on 
each Subscription Valuation Day, according to the pro-
cedure described hereafter and as specified for each 
Sub-Fund in Part II of the Prospectus.  
 

Shares in the Fund are issued in registered form only. 

Registered Shareholders will receive a confirmation of 

their shareholding and no certificate will be issued.  

 

Fractions of shares may be issued up to five decimal 

places. Fractions of Shares do not have voting rights. 

 

The Shares of each Sub-Fund will be entitled to partic-

ipate equally as to profits, dividends, if any, and any 

liquidation proceeds (taking into account, as the case 

may be, the respective net asset value of the Shares in 

the case of issue of several Classes of Shares within a 

given Sub-Fund). The Shares have no mention of value 

and bear no preference right or right of pre-emption. 

 

The Management Company may decide, in the interest 

of Shareholders, that some or all of the assets belong-

ing to one or more Sub-Fund of the Fund will be in-

vested indirectly, through a company wholly controlled 

by the Management Company which conducts the 

management activities exclusively for the benefit of the 

Sub-Fund(s) concerned. For the purposes of this Pro-

spectus, references to “investments” and “assets” re-

spectively mean either investment made and assets 

held directly or investments made and assets held indi-

rectly by the agent of the aforementioned companies. 

In the event that a subsidiary company is used, this 

will be specified in the annex relating to the Sub-

Fund(s) concerned. 
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SHARE CLASSES 

Within each Sub-Fund, the Board of Directors may de-

cide to create two or more Classes of Shares whose as-

sets will generally be invested in accordance with the 

specific investment policy of the Sub-Fund in ques-

tion. However, the Classes may differ in terms of their 

specific subscription and/or redemption fee structures, 

specific exchange rate hedging policies, specific distri-

bution policies, currencies into which Shares are de-

nominated and/or specific management or advisory 

fees, or other specific features applicable to each 

class. When necessary, this information is specified in 

Part II to the present Prospectus. 

 

Shares can be divided into capitalisation Shares and 

distribution Shares. Distribution shares will be entitled 

to a dividend; subject to the decision of the Share-

holder’s meeting, whereas the corresponding amount 

for capitalisation Shares will be invested in the Class 

of Share in question rather than distributed. 

 

The Fund may impose a minimum initial subscription 

requirement for each registered Shareholder in the dif-

ferent Sub-Funds and/or the different Classes of 

Shares within each Sub-Fund as set out in Part II of 

this Prospectus. This amount shall be determined by 

reference to the Subscription Price paid in respect of 

the Shares held. 

The Board of Directors will have the possibility, within 

the limit of the 2010 Law, to waive the minimum ini-

tial subscription requirement at its discretion. 

 

Shares of the Fund may be divided within the various 

Sub-Funds into “A”, “D” “I”, “J”, “P”, “R”, “Z” and 

“S” Shares. 

 

“D” Shares shall be issued at the discretion of the 

Board of Directors to Institutional Investors who wish 

to invest a minimum initial amount and who have con-

cluded a specific discretionary portfolio management 

agreement with any entity of the Pictet Group. 

 

“I” Shares shall be issued  to (i) certain distributors or 

platforms that are approved by the Management Com-

pany or the Distributor and have separate fee arrange-

ments with their clients; (ii) institutional investors  in-

vesting for their own account; (iii) other investors at 

the Management Company’s discretion, who wish to in-

vest a minimum initial amount. This amount is speci-

fied in the annex for each Sub-Fund in Part II of the 

present Prospectus, and is calculated for the Class 

concerned and its corresponding classes (hedged, is-

sued in another currency or distributive…). Subscrip-

tions in a Class other than these I Classes will not, in 

principle, be taken into account in calculating the ini-

tial minimum subscription amount. The Board of Di-

rectors or the Management Company nevertheless re-

serves the right to accept subscriptions for an amount 

below the initial amount required, at their discretion. 

 

“A” and “J” Shares shall be issued at the discretion of 

the Board of Directors to Institutional Investors who 

wish to invest a minimum initial amount. This amount 

is specified in the annex for each Sub-Fund in Part II 

of the present Prospectus and is calculated for the 

Class concerned and its corresponding classes 

(hedged, issued in another currency or distributive…). 

Subscriptions in a Class other than these A or J Clas-

ses will not, in principle, be taken into account in cal-

culating the initial minimum subscription amount. The 

Board of Directors/the Management Company neverthe-

less reserves the right to accept subscriptions for an 

amount that is less than the initial amount required, at 

their discretion. 

“P” and “R” Shares shall be issued, at the discretion 

of the Board of Directors, to investors who wish to in-

vest a minimum initial amount. This amount is speci-

fied in the annex for each Sub-Fund in Part II of the 

present Prospectus, and is calculated for the Class 

concerned and its corresponding Classes (hedged, is-

sued in another currency or distributive…). Subscrip-

tions in a Class other than these P and R Classes will 

not, in principle, be taken into account in calculating 

the initial minimum subscription amount. The Board of 

Directors/the Management Company nevertheless re-

serves the right to accept subscriptions for an amount 

below the initial amount required, at their discretion. 

Because of their widespread features, either or both re-

spond to different commercial practices in force on the 

date of this Prospectus in the countries in which the 

Fund is marketed, their flexibility enabling them to be 

adapted where necessary to changes in the targeted 

markets. It should be noted that, in some countries, 

part of the management fee may be passed on to the 

intermediaries involved in marketing the Shares of the 

Fund. 

 

“Z” Shares shall be issued at the discretion of the 

Board of Directors to Institutional Investors who wish 

to invest a minimum initial amount and who have con-

cluded a specific remuneration agreement with any en-

tity of the Pictet Group. This minimum amount is spec-

ified in the annex for each Sub-Fund in Part II of the 

present Prospectus, and is calculated for the Class 

concerned and its corresponding classes (hedged, is-

sued in another currency or distributive…). Subscrip-

tions in a Class other than these Z Classes will not, in 

principle, be taken into account in calculating the ini-

tial minimum subscription amount. The Board of Di-

rectors/the Management Company nevertheless re-

serves the right to accept subscriptions for an amount 

below the initial amount required, at their discretion. 

  

“S” Shares (“Staff”) shall be issued to employees of the 

Investment Manager or to any employee of another en-

tity of the Pictet Group supporting either the Investment 

Manager or the Fund in the investment process. 

 

In each Sub-Fund, Shares issued in currencies other 

than the Sub-Fund’s reference currency may be cre-

ated. These Shares may be hedged (as defined below) 

or not hedged. 
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Hedged shares: 

Hedged Shares “H” seek to hedge most of the ex-

change-rate risk of these Shares against a given cur-

rency. These H Shares are subject to the same front- 

and back-end loads as the corresponding shares de-

scribed above. 

 

The minimum initial investment for H Shares issued in 

a currency other than the Sub-Fund’s reference cur-

rency is the minimum initial investment amount appli-

cable to the concerned Shares converted on the Net 

Asset Value calculation date into the applicable cur-

rency for the Class. 

 

The attention of investors is drawn to the fact that, de-

pending on whether foreign exchange hedging instru-

ments are used in respect of each Class of Shares, a 

Shareholder may be exposed to the risk that the Net 

Asset Value of one Class of Shares denominated in a 

given valuation currency may fluctuate in a way that 

compares unfavourably to that of another Class of 

Shares denominated in another valuation currency. It 

should nevertheless be noted that all expenses associ-

ated with the financial instruments, if any, used for the 

purpose of hedging foreign exchange risks related to 

the Class of Shares concerned will be allocated to that 

Class of Shares. 

 

Part II of the Prospectus indicates, for each Sub-Fund, 

which Classes of Shares are available and what are the 

characteristics of the Classes concerned. 

 

8.2. ISSUE OF SHARES 

INITIAL OFFER 

The initial offer period for each newly created or acti-

vated Sub-Fund will be specified in the relevant Sub-

Fund particulars in Part II of the present Prospectus 

(the "Initial Offer Period"). 

 

During any Initial Offer Period, the issue price per 

Share of each Class is the price specified in the rele-

vant Sub-Fund particulars plus any applicable sub-

scription charge. 

 

GENERAL 

The Fund may, at the discretion of the Board of Direc-

tors, issue at any time Shares of no par value within 

any Sub-Fund. 

 

The issue of Shares shall be prohibited during the period 

where the Fund does not have a depositary and/or where 

the Depositary Bank is put into liquidation or declared 

bankrupt or seeks an arrangement with creditors, a sus-

pension of payment or controlled management or is the 

subject of similar proceedings.  

 

Investors’ whishing to subscribe for Shares in any Sub-

Fund of the Fund must receive the former approval of 

the Board of Directors, or of any person or entity desig-

nated by it. 

 

Investors choose the Class of Shares to which they 

wish to subscribe, bearing in mind that, unless other-

wise restricted in Part II of this Prospectus, any inves-

tor meeting the access conditions of a particular Class 

of Shares may request conversion of his or her Shares 

to shares of the Class. 

 

If it appears that a shareholder in a Class reserved for 

Institutional Investors within the meaning of article 

174  of the Law of 2010 is not such an Institutional 

Investor, or if a shareholder does not comply (any 

longer) with any other limitations applicable to a given 

Class, the Company may either redeem the shares in 

question using the above-described procedure, or con-

vert these shares into shares in a Class that is not re-

served for Institutional Investors or for which the share-

holder complies with the limitations applicable to the 

relevant Class (on condition that there is a Class with 

similar characteristics but for the avoidance of doubt 

not necessarily in terms of fees and expenses payable 

by such Class), notifying the relevant shareholder of 

this conversion. 

 

Conditions for the conversion of shares are described 

more fully in the section “Conversion”. 

 

Unless otherwise disclosed in Part II of this Prospectus 

for a given Sub-Fund, subscription orders must be ex-

pressed in monetary value and not in number of 

Shares. 

 

The Fund may impose a minimum initial subscription 

requirement for each registered Shareholder in the dif-

ferent Sub-Funds and/or the different classes of shares 

within each Sub-Fund as set out in Part II to the pre-

sent Prospectus. This amount shall be determined by 

reference to the Subscription Price paid in respect of 

the shares held.  

 

The Board of Directors or the Management Company, 

as the case may be, may, at its discretion, waive any 

prior notice or any minimum subscription amounts 

specified in Part II for subscription requests. 

 

The Fund reserves the right to reject in whole or in part 

any subscription application. In addition, the Board of 

Directors reserves the right to suspend the issue and 

sale of shares at any time and without notice. 

 

No Shares of any Sub-Fund and/or Class will be issued 

by the Fund during any period when the calculation of 

the Net Asset Value per Share of such Sub-Fund 

and/or Class is suspended (see below). 

 

Institutional investors which subscribe in their own 

name but on behalf of a third party must certify to the 

Fund’s Administrative Agent that the subscription was 

undertaken on behalf of an investor qualifying as an 

Institutional Investor under 2010 Law. The Fund 

and/or the Administrative Agent may, at their discre-

tion and at any time, request any supporting documen-

tation necessary to prove that the final beneficiary of 

the shares concerned can be considered as an 
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institutional investor as defined by the 2010 Law. 

 

For applications for Shares of any Sub-Fund, see the 

specific terms and conditions in the Part II of the pre-

sent Prospectus applicable to each of them.  

 

ISSUE PRICE 

The issue price of new Shares shall correspond to the 

prevailing Net Asset Value of the Shares of the relevant 

Class (the “Subscription Price”). All subscriptions will 

be handled on the basis of an unknown Net Asset 

Value. 

 

A Subscription Charge not exceeding a certain percent-

age of the relevant Subscription Price may be added to 

compensate financial intermediaries and other persons 

(excluding the Management Company) who assist in 

the placement of Shares, as it may be further detailed 

in Part II of this Prospectus for each Sub-Fund. 

 

This issue price will be increased to cover any duties, 

taxes and stamp duties due.  

 

The Board of Directors will be authorised to apply 

corrections to the Net Asset Value as described in the 

section “Swing pricing”. 

 

In the event that a Class of a given Sub-Fund, closed 

for subscriptions because all the Shares issued in that 

Class have been redeemed, is reopened for subscrip-

tions or in the event that no Shares of a Class are sub-

scribed to during the Initial Offer Period of a Sub-

Fund, as set out in the Sub-Funds specifications of 

Part II of the Prospectus for the Sub-Fund concerned, 

the initial price per Share of the Class concerned will, 

at the time of the launch of the Class, be fixed by a de-

cision of the Board of Directors, or following the rules 

disclosed in Part II of the Prospectus.  

 

SUBSCRIPTIONS IN KIND 

The Board of Directors may from time to time accept 

subscriptions for Shares, according to the provisions of 

the 1915 Law, against contribution in kind of securi-

ties or other assets which could be acquired by the rel-

evant Sub-Fund pursuant to its investment policy and 

restrictions. Any such contribution in kind will be 

made at the Net Asset Value of the assets contributed 

calculated in accordance with the rules set out in sec-

tion “Valuation of Shares” below. Any costs incurred in 

connection with a contribution in kind shall be borne 

by the relevant Shareholder, unless the Board consid-

ers that the subscription in kind is in the interest of 

the Fund in which case such costs may be borne in all 

or in part by the Fund. 

  

RESTRICTIONS APPLICABLE TO THE ACQUISITION 

AND HOLDING OF SHARES, AND REGULATIONS FOR 

THE PREVENTION OF MONEY LAUNDERING AND 

THE FINANCING OF TERRORISM 

The AML/CFT provisions require the Fund, the Manage-

ment Company or the Administrative Agent, in its ca-

pacity as transfer agent (“Transfer Agent”) to identify 

subscribers in accordance with applicable Luxembourg 

laws and regulations. Shareholders may be requested to 

provide any document that it deems necessary to ensure 

such identification. In the event that a Shareholder is 

subscribing into the Fund via an intermediary (“acting 

on behalf of others”) the Funds, the Management Com-

pany or the Transfer Agent applies enhanced due dili-

gence on the intermediary in order to ensure that all ob-

ligations pursuant to the Luxembourg laws and regula-

tions or at least equivalent laws and regulations are met. 

 

Unless otherwise permitted by the applicable anti-

money laundering regulations, subscription forms will 

only be accepted once the signed subscription form 

and other applicable identification documents have 

been received and approved by the Fund, the Manage-

ment Company or the Administrative Agent. 

 

In case of refusal by an investor to provide suitable 

anti money-laundering materials satisfactory to the 

Fund, the Management Company or the Administrative 

Agent, the Fund will not be able to accept the applica-

tion for subscription of Shares. 

 

Subscription forms from non-FATF residents could only 

be accepted once the signed subscription form and 

other applicable identification documents have been 

received and approved by the Fund, the Management 

Company or the Administrative Agent. 

 

The Fund will require from each registered Shareholder 

acting on behalf of other investors that any assignment 

of rights to the shares of the Fund be made in compli-

ance with applicable securities laws in the jurisdictions 

where such assignment is made. 

 

The Board of Directors of the Fund may adopt a policy 

of controlling the growth of each Sub-Fund and may 

therefore from time to time restrict or suspend the of-

fering of new Shares of any Class of any Sub-Fund, in-

cluding, as the case may be, those arising from the 

conversion of Shares of another Class or another Sub-

Fund. This policy would be without effect on the re-

demptions of the shares. 

LATE TRADING AND MARKET TIMING 

The Fund, the Management Company and the Registrar 

and Transfer Agent ensure that the practices of late trad-

ing and market timing will be eliminated in relation to 

the distribution of Shares. The cut‐off times mentioned 

in Part II of this Prospectus will be observed rigidly and 

any decision to accept trades will be done on the basis 

that it will not prejudice the interests of the other share-

holders. Investors do not know the net asset value per 

Share at the time of their request for subscription, re-

demption, or conversion. Subscriptions, redemptions 

and conversions of Shares should be made for invest-

ment purposes only. The Fund and the Management 

Company do not permit market‐timing or other excessive 

trading practices. The repeated purchase and sale of 

shares designed to take advantage of pricing inefficien-

cies in the Fund – also known as “Market Timing” – may 

disrupt portfolio investment strategies and increase the 

Fund’s expenses and adversely affect the interests of the 
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Fund’s long term Shareholders. To deter such practice, 

the Board of Directors reserve the right, in case of rea-

sonable doubt and whenever an investment is suspected 

to be related to Market Timing, which the Board of Di-

rectors shall be free to appreciate, to suspend, revoke or 

cancel any subscription or conversion order placed by 

investors who have been identified as doing frequent in 

and out trades within the Fund. 

The Board of Directors, as safeguard of the fair treat-

ment of all investors, takes necessary measures to en-

sure that (i) the exposure of the Fund to Market Timing 

activities is adequately assessed on an ongoing basis, 

and (ii) sufficient procedures and controls are imple-

mented to minimise the risks of Market Timing in the 

Fund. 

 

8.3. REDEMPTION OF SHARES 

REDEMPTION PROCEDURE 

The Shareholders shall have the right, on such dates as 

determined in Part II of this Prospectus for the rele-

vant Sub-Fund to present their Shares for redemption 

to the Fund, on the basis of an unknown Net Asset 

Value. 

 

The redemption price may be higher or lower than the 

subscription price, depending on changes in the Net 

Asset Value. 

 

Unless otherwise disclosed in Part II of this Prospectus 

for a given Sub-Fund, redemption orders may be ex-

pressed in monetary value or in number of Shares. 

 

A Redemption Charge not exceeding a certain percent-

age of the relevant Redemption Price may be levied on 

the Redemption Price to compensate financial inter-

mediaries and other persons (excluding the Manage-

ment Company) who assist in the placement of shares, 

as it may be further detailed in Part II of this Prospec-

tus for each Sub-Fund. 

 

The Board of Directors will be authorised to apply 

corrections to the Net Asset Value as described in the 

section “Swing pricing”. 

 

Under certain circumstances, e.g. days with high trad-

ing volumes, investment and/or disinvestment costs 

may have an adverse effect on Shareholders’ interests 

in the Fund. To safeguard against this effect – known 

as “dilution” – the Fund’s Board of Directors is author-

ised to apply a “Dilution Levy” on the redemption of 

shares, as described in the “Dilution Levy” section. 

 

The redemption price will also be reduced to cover any 

duties, taxes and stamp duties to be paid. 

 

All the Shareholders having asked for redemption on a 

given Valuation Day will be treated equally. 

 

The Board of Directors may waive, at its discretion, any 

prior notice specified in Part II of this Prospectus for 

redemption requests provided that the equal treatment 

of Shareholders be ensured. 

 

PAYMENT OF REDEMPTION PROCEEDS 

Redemption proceeds, net of any applicable redemp-

tion charge, are paid in the reference currency of the 

relevant Sub-Fund or Class specified in the relevant 

Sub-Fund particulars in Part II of this Prospectus.  

 

LACK OF LIQUIDITY 

The preceding is subject to the Fund’s ability to liqui-

date its investments. Sometimes, under exceptional 

circumstances, due for example to bad markets condi-

tions, the Fund may be unable to liquidate assets suffi-

cient to satisfy a request for redemption, and the Fund 

may redeem the Shareholder’s interest to the extent 

possible, which may include not redeeming the Share-

holder’s interest completely or not at all until the Fund 

is able to liquidate assets sufficient to satisfy a request 

for redemption. 

 

The right to receive proceeds with respect to redemp-

tion of all or part of Shares tendered for redemption is 

contingent upon the Fund having sufficient liquidity to 

discharge any liabilities on the date of redemption. The 

Fund may also defer payment of the proceeds of a re-

demption if, in the judgment of the Board, liquidating 

investments to raise funds to pay said proceeds will be, 

as determined in good faith, unduly burdensome to the 

Shareholders remaining in the Fund. Until such Share-

holder receives his net redemption proceeds, the 

Shareholder will be deemed a creditor of the Fund and 

thereafter not a Shareholder.  Under such circum-

stances, the Fund will endeavor to redeem the Share-

holder’s interest at the earliest possible time. 

 

In the same circumstances, the Board of Directors may 

consider the creation of side pockets via any means 

authorised pursuant to the Luxembourg laws and regu-

lations, as the case may be subject to prior clearance 

from the CSSF. 

 

LARGE REDEMPTIONS 

If, following redemption requests, it is necessary on a 

given Valuation Day to redeem more than 10% of the 

Shares issued for a Sub-Fund, the Board of Directors 

may decide that part or all redemptions will be de-

ferred for such period as the Board considers being in 

the best interest of the Sub-Fund (until the Sub-Fund 

is able to liquidate assets sufficient to satisfy said re-

demption request(s)). With respect to the next Re-

demption Day following such deferral period, these re-

demption requests will be met in priority to later re-

quests. 

 

SUSPENSION OF REDEMPTIONS 

The Fund may suspend the Shareholders’ right to re-

quire the Fund to redeem their Shares during any pe-

riod when the determination of the Net Asset Value of 

the Shares of the Sub-Fund and/or class is suspended 

as provided under the chapter “Net Asset Value” be-

low. 

 

 

Any such suspension is communicated by all appropri-

ate means to Shareholders who have presented requests 
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of redemption, the execution of which is now sus-

pended.  

 

The redemption of Shares shall also be prohibited dur-

ing the period where the Fund does not have a deposi-

tary and/or where the Depositary Bank is put into liqui-

dation or declared bankrupt or seeks an arrangement 

with creditors, a suspension of payment or a controlled 

management or is the subject of similar proceedings.  

 

REVOCABILITY OF REDEMPTION REQUESTS 

In normal circumstances, applications for redemptions 

of Shares are irrevocable and may not be withdrawn by 

any Shareholder, unless if it is approved by the Board. 

In the event of suspension of the determination of the 

Net Asset Value of the relevant Sub-Fund, the Share-

holders of the relevant Sub-Fund who have made an 

application for redemption of their Shares may give 

written notice to the Fund that they wish to withdraw 

their application. Furthermore, the Board may, at its 

sole discretion and taking due account of the principle 

of equal treatment between Shareholders and the in-

terest of the relevant Sub-Fund, decide to accept any 

withdrawal of an application for redemption. 

 

REDEMPTIONS IN KIND 

In exceptional circumstances, the Board of Directors 

may request that a Shareholder accepts “redemption 

in kind” i.e. receives a portfolio of stock from the rele-

vant Class of equivalent value to the appropriate cash 

redemption payment. In such circumstances the 

Shareholder must specifically accept the redemption in 

kind. He may always request a cash redemption pay-

ment in the reference currency of the Class. Where the 

Shareholder agrees to accept redemption in kind he 

will, as far as possible, receive a representative selec-

tion of the Class’s holdings pro rata to the number of 

Shares redeemed and the Board of Directors will make 

sure that the remaining Shareholders do not suffer any 

loss therefrom. Otherwise, the Board of Directors may 

decide that the value of the redemption in kind will be 

certified by a certificate drawn up by the Auditors of 

the Fund. The specific costs for such redemptions in 

kind, in particular the costs of the special audit report, 

will have to be borne by the Shareholder, but will not 

be borne by the Fund unless the Board considers that 

the redemption in kind is in the interest of the Fund or 

made to protect the interests of the Fund. 

 

COMPULSORY REDEMPTION OF SHARES 

The Board shall have power to impose such restrictions 

as it may think necessary for the purpose of ensuring 

that no shares in the Company are acquired or held by 

(a) any person in breach of the laws, regulations or re-

quirements of any country or governmental authority, or 

(b) any person  whose situation in the opinion of the 

Board may result in the Company, its shareholders or 

any of its delegates,  incurring any liability to taxation, 

or suffering any sanction, penalty, burden or other dis-

advantage (whether  pecuniary, administrative or opera-

tional) or incurring a risk of legal, fiscal or financial con-

sequences that they would not have  incurred or suffered 

otherwise (including but not limited to consequences 

relating to the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act or 

the Common Reporting Standard) or otherwise be detri-

mental to the interests of the Company (including its 

shareholders) ; or (c) a United States person as defined 

in the Articles of Association. 

 

For the reasons outlined in Chapter “Taxation” below, 

the Shares of the Fund may not be offered, sold, as-

signed or delivered to investors who are not (i) partici-

pating foreign financial institutions, (ii) deemed-com-

pliant foreign financial institutions, (iii) non-reporting 

IGA foreign financial institutions, (iv) exempt benefi-

cial owners (v), Active Non-Financial Foreign Entities 

(“Active NFFE”) or (vi) non-specified US persons, all 

as defined under FATCA, the US FATCA final regula-

tions and/or any applicable intergovernmental agree-

ment on the implementation of FATCA. FATCA non-

compliant investors may not hold Shares of the Fund 

and Shares may be subject to compulsory redemption 

if this is deemed appropriate for the purpose of ensur-

ing compliance of the Fund with FATCA. Investors will 

be required to provide evidence of their status under 

FATCA by means of any relevant tax documents, in 

particular a “W-8BEN-E” form of the US Internal Rev-

enue Service that must be renewed on a regular basis 

according to applicable regulations. 

 

8.4. CONVERSION OF SHARES 

TYPES OF SHARE CONVERSIONS 

To the extent described in and permitted by Part II of 

this Prospectus for each Sub-Fund, and subject to any 

suspension of the determination of the Net Asset Val-

ues concerned (see the chapter “Net Asset Value”), 

Shareholders may ask to convert all or part of the 

Shares which they hold in a Class of a given Sub-Fund 

(hereinafter referred to as a "Divested Class") 

 

– Into Shares of another Class in the same Sub-

Fund; or 

– Into Shares of the same Class of another Sub-

Fund; or 

– Into Shares of another Class of another Sub-

Fund, 

(all referred to hereinafter as an "Invested Class") by 

applying for conversion in the same manner as for is-

sue and redemption of Shares.  

 

LIMITATIONS APPLICABLE TO CONVERSIONS 

For each Sub-Fund, as stated in Part II of this Pro-

spectus, the Board of Directors may decide, at its dis-

cretion, to prohibit the conversion of Shares between 

Sub-Funds and/or between Classes of Shares, in partic-

ular if, for example, as a result, the value of a Share-

holder’s holding in the Invested Class would be less 

than the minimum, or if, the value of a shareholder's 

holding in the Divested Class would become less than 

the relevant minimum holding. 

 

No conversion is possible if the calculation of the Net 

Asset Value of the Sub-Fund(s) concerned is sus-

pended as provided under Chapter "Net Asset Value" 
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below. Moreover, in case of substantial requests, con-

versions may also be delayed under the same condi-

tions as those applied to redemptions. 

 

EXECUTION OF CONVERSIONS 

– Subject to the hereabove considerations, conver-

sions of Shares within the same Sub-Fund or be-

tween the different Sub-Funds shall be made on 

the basis of the Net Asset Values of the Sub-

Funds concerned, calculated on the same Valua-

tion Day for both the Divested and Invested Clas-

ses, as determined for redemptions regarding the 

Divested Class. 

– Subject to the hereabove considerations, con-

cerning conversions within the same Sub-Fund, 

the conversion of one Class denominated in a 

given currency into another Class denominated in 

a different currency shall be made on the basis of 

the Net Asset Values calculated on the same Val-

uation Day for both the Divested and Invested 

Classes, as determined for redemptions regarding 

the Divested Class. 

– Except for the two points above, conversions of 

Shares between all Sub-Funds are technically ex-

ecuted as redemption followed by a subscription. 

Consequently, all deadlines set in the Sub-Funds 

specifications in Part II of this Prospectus for the 

Divested Class shall apply to conversion requests, 

and all deadlines of the Invested Class shall also 

apply. 

Consequently, the attention of the Shareholders is 

drawn to the particular problems involved in a conver-

sion operation when the terms and methods of redeem-

ing Shares in the Divested Class do not coincide with 

the terms and methods of subscribing to Shares in the 

Invested Class. 

 

If the Valuation Days of the Divested Class and the In-

vested Class taken into account for the conversion do 

not coincide, the Shareholders’ attention is drawn to 

the fact that the amount converted will not generate 

interest during the time interval between the two Valu-

ation Days. 

 

Assuming that there are no subscriptions to Shares in 

the Invested Class on the Valuation Day applicable to 

the conversion, the initial subscription price per Share 

of the Shares in the Invested Class will be determined 

by the Board of Directors.  

 

The Fund, or its Administrative Agent, shall inform the 

shareholder of the number of new Shares resulting 

from the conversion as well as their price. 

 

CONVERSION FORMULA 

The conversion of Shares will normally be carried out 

using the following formula, unless otherwise decided 

by the Board of Directors: 

 

A = (B x C x E) - F 

          D 

 

A.  equals the number of Shares in the Invested Class 

that the shareholder will receive; 

B.  equals the number of Shares in the Divested Class 

to convert; 

C.  equals the Net Asset Value of the Shares in the Di-

vested Class; 

D.  equals the Net Asset Value of Shares in the In-

vested Class; 

E.  equals the selling exchange rate of the currency of 

the Invested Class Shares expressed in relation to 

the currency of the Divested Class Shares. 

F.   the conversion fee, when applicable 

 

The Board of Directors may impose such restrictions as 

it deems necessary, in particular concerning the fre-

quency of conversion, and will be authorised to apply 

corrections to the Net Asset Value as described in the 

“Swing pricing” section. 

 

Under certain circumstances, the Board of Directors is 

entitled to charge a “Dilution Levy” on the conversion 

price, representing up to 2% of the net asset value, as 

described in the “Dilution Levy” section. In all cases, 

the actual Dilution Levy charged on each Valuation Day 

will apply identically to all shares converted on that 

Valuation Day. 

 

CONVERSION FEE 

The Board of Directors may apply a conversion charge 

not exceeding a certain percentage of the Net Asset 

Value of the Divested Shares, as it may be further de-

tailed in Part II of this Prospectus for each Sub-Fund, 

to be applied for the benefit of the Invested Classes or 

Sub-Funds between which conversion is effected as 

appropriate to cover the costs of transactions arising 

from the conversion. The same conversion charge will 

be applied in respect of all conversions of a class or 

Sub-Fund effected on the same common Valuation 

Day. 

 
8.5. TRANSFER OF SHARES 

In accordance with the condition provided for in Part II 

of this Prospectus, any Shareholder may transfer 

Shares to one or more other persons, provided that all 

Shares have been paid in full with cleared funds and 

each transferee meets the conditions applicable to the 

relevant Share Class; it being understood that any 

transferee under any transfer of Shares must have pro-

vided suitable anti money-laundering materials satis-

factory to the Administrative Agent.  

 

The Fund will not give effect to any transfer of Shares 

to any investor who not meets the conditions applica-

ble to the relevant Share Class and who has not pro-

vided suitable anti-money laundering materials satis-

factory to the Administrative Agent. 

 

In order to transfer Shares, the Shareholder must 
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notify the Administrative Agent of the proposed date 

and the number of Shares to be transferred. The Ad-

ministrative Agent will only recognize a transfer with a 

future date. In addition, each transferee must com-

plete an application form. 

 

The Administrative Agent may request a transferee to 

provide additional information to substantiate any rep-

resentation made by the transferee in its application. 

The Administrative Agent will not effectuate any trans-

fer until it is satisfied with the form of notice and has 

accepted each transferee’s subscription application, 

and until the Board of Directors, or any person or entity 

designated by it, has approved such transfer. 

 

9. NET ASSET VALUE 

9.1. CALCULATION OF NET ASSET VALUE 

The Net Asset Value per Share of each Class of each 

Sub-Fund is determined by the Administrative Agent, 

under the responsibility of the Board of Directors, as at 

the Valuation Day specified for each Sub-Fund in Part 

II of this Prospectus. 

 

The Net Asset Value of each Class of Shares of each 

Sub-Fund will be determined and made available in its 

reference currency.  

 

The Net Asset Value per Share of each Class for each 

Sub-Fund is determined by dividing the value of the 

total assets of the Sub-Fund properly allocate to such 

Class less the liabilities of the Sub-Fund properly 

allocate to such Class by the total number of Shares of 

such Class outstanding as at any Valuation Day. 

 

In calculating the Net Asset Value, income and ex-

penditure are treated as accruing from day-to-day. 

Assets will be valued in accordance with the following 

principles: 

 

a. The value of any cash on hand or on de-

posit, bills and demand notes and ac-

counts receivable (including any rebates 

on fees and expenses payable by any In-

vestment Fund), prepaid expenses, cash 

dividends declared and interest accrued, 

and not yet received shall be deemed to 

be the full amount thereof, unless, how-

ever, the same is unlikely to be paid or re-

ceived in full, in which case the value 

thereof shall be determined after making 

such discount as the Board may consider 

appropriate to reflect the true value 

thereof. 

b. The value of securities (including shares 

or units of closed-ended Investment 

Funds) which are quoted, traded or dealt 

in on any stock exchange shall be based 

on the closing prices or, if appropriate, on 

the average price on the stock exchange 

which is normally the principal market of 

such securities, and each security traded 

on any other regulated market shall be 

valued in a manner as similar as possible 

to that provided for quoted securities. 

c. For non-quoted securities or securities not 

traded or dealt in on any stock exchange 

or other regulated market as well as 

quoted or non-quoted securities on such 

other market for which no valuation price 

is available, or securities for which the 

quoted prices are, in the opinion of the 

Board of Directors, not representative of 

the fair market value, the value thereof 

shall be determined based on the valua-

tion method proposed in good faith by the 

Board of Directors taking into considera-

tion:  

– The latest available price 

– The basis of recent events that may have an im-

pact on the value of the securities, or 

– Any other available assessment. 

 

d. Liquid assets and money market instru-

ments may be valued at nominal value 

plus any accrued interest or on an amor-

tised cost basis. 

e. Futures and options are valued by refer-

ence to the previous day's closing price on 

the relevant market; the market prices 

used are the futures exchanges settlement 

prices.  

f. Swaps are valued at fair value based on 

the last available closing price of the un-

derlying security. 

g. In determining the value of the assets of 

the Fund, shares in open-ended Underly-

ing Funds, including shares of other Sub-

Funds of the Fund in case of investment 

by a Sub-Fund in one or more Sub-Funds 

of the Fund, will be valued at the current 

net asset value for such shares or units as 

of the relevant Valuation Day, or if no such 

actual net asset value is available as of 

such Valuation Day, they shall be valued 

at the estimated net asset value as of 

such Valuation Day, or if no such esti-

mated net asset value is available they 

shall be valued at the last available actual 

or estimated net asset value which is cal-

culated prior to such Valuation Day which-

ever is the closer to such Valuation Day. If 

events have occurred which may have re-

sulted in a material change in the net as-

set value of such shares or units since the 

date on which such actual or estimated 

net asset value was calculated, the value 

of such shares or units may be adjusted in 

order to reflect, in the reasonable opinion 

of the Board of Directors, such change but 

the Board Directors will not be required to 
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revise or recalculate the Net Asset Value 

on the basis of which subscriptions, re-

demptions or conversions may have been 

previously accepted. 

In respect of shares or units held by the 

Fund, for which issues and redemptions 

are restricted and a secondary market trad-

ing is effected between dealers who, as 

main market makers, offer prices in re-

sponse to market conditions, the Board of 

Directors may decide to value such shares 

or units in line with the realisation prices 

so established. 

 

The Administrative Agent, the Board of Di-

rectors and the Management Company may 

rely solely on the valuations provided by 

UCIs with respect to the investment such 

UCIs have made. Valuations provided by 

UCIs may be subject to adjustments made 

by such UCIs subsequent to the determina-

tion of the net asset value of a Sub-Fund. 

Such adjustments, whether increasing or 

decreasing the Net Asset Value of a Sub-

Fund, will not affect the amount of the re-

demption proceeds received by redeeming 

shareholders. As a result, to the extent that 

such subsequently adjusted valuations 

from UCIs adversely affect the net asset 

value of a Sub-Fund, the remaining out-

standing shares of such Sub-Fund will be 

adversely affected by redemptions. Con-

versely, any increases in the net asset 

value of a Sub-Fund resulting from such 

subsequently adjusted valuations will be 

entirely for the benefit of the remaining 

outstanding shares of such Sub-Fund. 

 

The Administrative Agent and the Board of 

Directors may consult with the Investment 

Manager(s) and the Investment Adviser(s) 

in valuing each Sub-Fund’s net assets. 

Year-end net asset value calculations are 

audited by the Fund’s independent audi-

tors and may be revised as a result of such 

audit. As discussed above, such revisions 

may result from adjustments in valuations 

provided by UCIs. 

 

In no event shall the Board of Directors, 

the Management Company the Depositary 

Bank, the Administrative Agent, the Invest-

ment Manager(s) or the Investment Ad-

viser(s) if any incur any individual liability 

or responsibility for any determination 

made or other action taken or omitted by 

them in the absence of negligence, willful 

misfeasance or bad faith. 

 

If events have occurred which may have re-

sulted in a material change of the net asset 

value of such shares or units in other In-

vestment Funds since the day on which the 

latest official net asset value of these UCIs 

was calculated, the value of such shares or 

units may be adjusted in order to reflect, 

in the reasonable opinion of the Board of 

Directors, such change of value. 

 

h. All other securities and assets will be val-

ued at fair market value as determined in 

good faith pursuant to procedures estab-

lished by the Board of Directors. 

The Board of Directors, or any appointed agent, may, 

at its discretion, permit some other method of valua-

tion to be used if it considers that such method of val-

uation better reflects the fair value and is in accord-

ance with good accounting practice. 

 

For the purpose of determining the value of the Fund's 

Net Assets, the Administrative Agent, having due re-

gards to the standard of care and due diligence in this 

respect, may, when calculating the Net Asset Value, 

completely and exclusively rely, unless there is mani-

fest error or negligence on its part, upon the valuations 

provided (i) by various pricing sources available on the 

market such as pricing agencies or fund administra-

tors, (ii) by brokers, or (iii) by a specialist duly author-

ized to that effect by the Board of Directors. Finally, in 

the cases no prices are found or when the valuation 

may not correctly be assessed, the Administrative 

Agent may rely upon the valuation of the Board of Di-

rectors. 

 

In circumstances where (i) one or more pricing sources 

fail(s) to provide valuations to the Administrative 

Agent, which could have a significant impact on the 

Net Asset Value, or where (ii) the value of any asset(s) 

may not be determined as rapidly and accurately as re-

quired, the Administrative Agent is authorized to post-

pone the Net Asset Value calculation and as a result 

may be unable to determine subscription, redemption 

and conversion prices. The Board of Directors shall be 

informed immediately by the Administrative Agent 

should the situation arise. The Board of Directors may 

then decide to suspend the calculation of the Net As-

set Value in accordance with point "Suspension of the 

Net Asset Value Calculation" hereof. 

 

The value of assets denominated in a currency other 

than the reference currency of a Sub-Fund shall be de-

termined by taking into account the rate of exchange 

prevailing at the time of determination of the Net Asset 

Value. 

 

The assets and liabilities of the Fund shall be allocated 

in such manner as to ensure that the proceeds re-

ceived upon the issue of Shares of a specific Sub-Fund 

shall be attributed to that Sub-Fund. All of the assets 

and liabilities of a specific Sub-Fund as well as the in-

come and expenses which are related thereto shall be 

attributed to that Sub-Fund. Assets or liabilities which 

cannot be attributed to any particular Sub-Fund shall 

be allocated to all the Sub-Funds pro rata to their re-

spective Net Asset Values or allocated in such a way as 

the Board of Directors determines prudently and in 
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good faith. The proportion of the total net assets at-

tributable to each Sub-Fund shall be reduced as appli-

cable by the amount of any distribution to Sharehold-

ers and by any expenses paid. 

 

 

The attention of the investor is drawn to the fact that 

the valuation of the assets of a Sub-Fund is based on 

information (including, without limitation, position re-

ports, confirmations statements, information from the 

Investment Manager etc...) which is available at the 

time of such valuation. Except in case of manifest er-

ror, the valuation is conclusive and no adjustments will 

be made. 

 

9.2. SWING PRICING  

Portfolio transactions triggered by subscriptions and 

redemptions (subscriptions and redemptions being 

referred hereinafter as “capital activity”) are liable to 

generate expenses as well as a difference between the 

trading price and the valuation of investments or 

divestments. To protect existing or remaining Share-

holders in a Compartment against this adverse 

effect, called "dilution", investors entering into that 

Compartment or Shareholders exiting it may have to 

bear the cost of these negative effects. These costs 

(estimated at a flat rate or effective value) may be 

invoiced separately or charged by adjusting the net 

asset value of the relevant Compartment either down 

or up (swing pricing mechanism). 

 

In order to protect Shareholders, the Management 

Company has established and implemented a swing 

pricing mechanism policy governing the application of 

the swing pricing mechanism. This policy will be 

reviewed and revised periodically. 

 

The Management Company may only apply a partial 

swing. 

 

The Net Asset Value of the relevant Compartment will 

be adjusted if on a specific Valuation Day the capital 

activity for that Compartment results in a net increase 

or decrease of cash flow exceeding a predetermined 

threshold (known as swing threshold) expressed as a 

percentage of the Net Asset Value of the relevant Com-

partment. The swing threshold is determined by the 

Management Company in accordance with its swing 

pricing mechanism policy. 

 

The adjustment, known as the swing factor, can reflect 

the estimated fiscal charges and dealing costs that 

may be incurred by the Compartment and/or the 

estimated bid/offer spread of the assets in which the 

Compartment invests.  

 

The swing factor is determined by the Management 

Company in accordance with its swing pricing mecha-

nism policy.  

 

Unless otherwise specified in the Annexes, the adjust-

ment will not exceed 5% of the Net Asset Value of the 

relevant Compartment. The net asset value of the 

relevant Compartment will be adjusted upward or 

downward using the swing factor depending on the net 

capital activity of the relevant Valuation Day. 

 

The swing pricing mechanism is applied by the  

Administrative Agent under the supervision of the 

Management Company. 

 

Swing pricing mechanism is applied at the level of a 

Compartment (not at the Share Class level) and does 

not address the specific circumstances of each individ-

ual investor transaction. The swing pricing mechanism 

is not designed to provide a full protection of Share-

holders against dilution. 

 

The swing pricing mechanism may be applied for all 

the Compartments, unless otherwise specified in the 

Annexes. 

 

These procedures apply in an equitable manner to all 

Shareholders of a same Compartment on the same 

Valuation Day. 

 

The Board of Directors may decide to increase the max-

imum adjustment limit (invoiced separately or charged 

by adjusting the net asset value) stated in the Prospec-

tus in exceptional circumstances and on a temporary ba-

sis, to protect Shareholders’ interests. 

 

9.3. DILUTION LEVY 

In certain exceptional circumstances such as, for ex-

ample: 

– significant trading volumes, 

– and/or market disturbances, 

– and in any other cases when the Board of Direc-

tors deems, at its sole discretion, that the interest 

of the existing Shareholders (concerning is-

sues/conversions) or of the remaining Sharehold-

ers (concerning redemptions/ conversions) might 

be negatively affected,  

the Board of Directors of the Fund will be authorised to 

charge a "Dilution levy" for a maximum of 2% of the 

value of the Net Asset Value on the issue, redemption 

and/or conversion price  

 

In cases when it is charged, this Dilution levy will equi-

tably apply, on a given Valuation Day, to all sharehold-

ers of the relevant Sub-Fund. It will be paid to the 

Sub-Fund and will become an integral part of that 

Sub-Fund.  

 

The Dilution Levy thus applied will be calculated with 

reference to market effects as well as to the dealing 

costs incurred for transactions on the underlying in-

vestments for the Sub-Fund, including any applicable 

commissions, spreads and transfer taxes. 

 

9.4. SUSPENSION OF THE CALCULATION 

OF THE NET ASSET VALUE 

The Fund may temporarily suspend the calculation of 
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the Net Asset Value of one or more Sub-Funds and in 

consequence the issue, redemption and conversion of 

Shares in any of the following events. It being under-

stood that where the context so requires “Sub-Fund” 

may also be read as “Class”: 

 

a. during any period when any one of the 

stock exchanges or other principal markets 

on which a substantial portion of the as-

sets of the Fund attributable to such Sub-

Fund(s), from time to time, is quoted or 

dealt in is closed (otherwise than for ordi-

nary holidays) or during which dealings 

therein are restricted or suspended pro-

vided that such restriction or suspension 

affects the valuation of the investments of 

the Fund attributable to such Sub-Fund(s) 

quoted thereon; or  

b. during any period when, as a result of po-

litical, economic, military, social, or mon-

etary events or any circumstances outside 

the control, responsibility and power of 

the Board of Directors, or the existence of 

any state of affairs which constitutes an 

emergency in the opinion of the Board of 

Directors, disposal or valuation of the as-

sets held by the Fund attributable to such 

Sub-Fund(s) is not reasonably practicable 

without this being detrimental to the inter-

ests of Shareholders, or if in the opinion 

of the Board of Directors, the issue and, if 

applicable, redemption prices cannot 

fairly be calculated; or  

c. during any breakdown in the means of 

communication or computation normally 

employed in determining the price or 

value of any of the investments of the 

Fund attributable to such Sub-Fund(s) or 

the current prices or values on any stock 

exchanges or other markets in respect of 

the assets attributable to such Sub-

Fund(s); or  

d. during any period when dealing the 

units/shares of an investment vehicle in 

which the concerned Sub-Fund(s) may be 

invested are restricted or suspended; or, 

more generally, during any period when re-

mittance of monies which will or may be 

involved in the realisation of, or in the 

payment for any of the concerned Sub-

Fund(s)' investments is not possible; or  

e. during any period when the Fund is unable 

to repatriate funds for the purpose of mak-

ing payments on the redemption of Shares 

of such Sub-Fund(s) or during which any 

transfer of funds involved in the realisa-

tion or acquisition of investments or pay-

ments due on redemption of Shares of the 

Fund cannot, in the opinion of the Board 

of Directors, be effected at normal rates of 

exchange; or 

f. from the time of publication of (i) a notice 

convening an extraordinary general meet-

ing of Shareholders for the purpose of dis-

solving and liquidating the Fund  any Sub-

Fund or Class or informing the sharehold-

ers of the decision of the Board to liqui-

date any Sub-Fund or Class(es), or (ii) to 

the extent any such suspension is justified 

for the protection of the Shareholders, of a 

notice convening an extraordinary general 

meeting of Shareholders for the purpose 

of or merging the Fund or any Sub-

Fund(s), or the split / consolidation of one 

or more Class(es) or informing the Share-

holders of the decision of the Board of Di-

rectors to liquidate or merge any Sub-

Fund(s) or to split / consolidate one or 

more Class(es); or  

g. when for any other reason, the prices of 

any investments owned by the Fund at-

tributable to such Sub-Fund cannot be 

promptly or accurately determined; or  

h. during any other circumstance where a 

failure to do so might result in the Fund, 

any of its Sub-Funds or its Shareholders 

incurring any liability, pecuniary disad-

vantage or any other detriment which the 

Fund the Sub-Fund or its Shareholders 

might so otherwise not have suffered. 

Shareholders having made an application for subscrip-

tion, redemption and conversion of Shares in the Sub-

Fund(s) for which the calculation of the Net Asset 

Value has been suspended will be informed of any 

such suspension at the time of the filing of their writ-

ten request for such subscription, redemption or con-

version or as soon as possible thereafter.  

 

Such suspension as to any Sub-Fund will have no ef-

fect on the calculation of the Net Asset Value per 

Share of any other Sub-Fund, unless these Sub-Funds 

are also affected. 

 

Any request for subscription, redemption or conversion 

will be irrevocable except in the event of a suspension 

of the calculation of the Net Asset Value, in which 

case Shareholders may give notice that they wish to 

withdraw their application. If no such notice is re-

ceived by the Fund, such application will be dealt with 

on the first applicable Valuation Day, as determined for 

each relevant Sub-Fund, following the end of the pe-

riod of suspension. 

 

Under exceptional circumstances that may adversely 

affect the interests of Shareholders, or in instances of 

massive redemption applications of one Sub-Fund, the 

Board of Directors reserves the right only to determine 

the share price after having executed, as soon as possi-

ble, the necessary sales of securities or other assets on 

behalf of the Sub-Fund. In this case, subscription, re-

demption and conversion applications in process shall 

be dealt with on the basis of the Net Asset Value thus 

calculated. 
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The Fund may, at any time and at its discretion, tem-

porarily discontinue, permanently cease or limit the is-

sue of Shares in one or more Sub-Funds to natural or 

legal entities resident or domiciled in certain countries 

or territories. It may also prohibit them from acquiring 

Shares if such a measure is deemed necessary to pro-

tect all Shareholders and the Fund. 

 

Moreover, the Fund has the right to: 

1. Reject any application to subscribe for Shares at 

its discretion; 

2. Redeem Shares acquired in breach of an exclusion 

measure at any time. 

10. DISTRIBUTION POLICY 

Unless otherwise stated in for each Sub-Fund in Part II 

of this Prospectus, the Board of Directors has the op-

tion, in any given accounting year, to propose to the 

shareholders of any Sub-Fund or Class the payment of 

a dividend out of all or part of that Sub-Fund’s or 

Class’s net income, capital gains or capital, if the 

Board of Directors thinks it appropriate to make such a 

proposal. 

 

No distribution may be made if, as a result, the Net 

Asset Value of the Fund would fall below the equiva-

lent of Euro 1,250,000. 

 

The Fund may distribute free bonus shares within the 

same limits.  

 

Interim dividends may be distributed as the Board may 

determine in compliance with applicable law. 

 

Dividends and allotments not claimed within five years 

of their payment date will lapse and revert to the Sub-

Fund or to the relevant Class of Shares in the Fund 

Sub-Fund. 

 

11. FEES AND EXPENSES 

11.1. MANAGEMENT FEE/ ADVISORY FEE/ 

PERFORMANCE FEE  
An annual management fee and service fee calculated 

on the average net asset values of each Sub-Fund will 

be paid to the Management Company in payment for 

the services provided by it to the Fund. These fees will 

also enable the Management Company to remunerate 

the Investment Manager(s), investment advisers and 

distributors, if applicable, and the Administrative 

Agent for the functions of transfer agent, administra-

tive agent and paying agent. 

 

These fees will be charged to the Classes of Shares of 

a given Sub-Fund in proportion to its net assets. 

 

For details of the service fees and the management 

fees, please refer to Part II of this Prospectus.  

 

11.2. DEPOSITARY FEE  

The Depositary Bank, is entitled to receive, out of the 

assets of each Sub-Fund, fees calculated in 

accordance with normal banking practice in Luxem-

bourg. 

 

In addition, the Depositary Bank is entitled to be reim-

bursed by the Fund for its respective reasonable out-of-

pocket expenses properly incurred in carrying out its 

duties as such and for the charges of any correspond-

ents. 

 

All the above charges are subject to review from time 

to time. 

 

11.3. OTHER FEES AND EXPENSES 

The Fund bears all costs and expenses directly in-

curred in the operations including, but not limited to, 

the following: 

 

– directors of the Fund shall be entitled to fees ac-

crued in principle equally across Sub-Funds; 

– all taxes and duties that may be due on the 

Fund’s assets or income earned by the Fund; 

– all operational costs, including fees payable to 

accountants, any paying agent and permanent 

representatives in places of registration and other 

registration fees (when the Fund is distributed 

abroad, the regulations in force in some jurisdic-

tions may require the presence of a local Paying 

Agent. In this case, investors domiciled in these 

jurisdictions may be required to bear the fees and 

commissions levied by the local Paying Agents); 

– all costs and expenses associated with other 

agents employed by the Fund, including fees for 

legal and auditing services, promotional, printing, 

reporting and publishing expenses, including the 

cost of advertising or preparing and printing of 

prospectuses, explanatory memoranda, reports or 

registration statements, taxes or governmental 

charges; 

– all costs for the listing of the Shares of the Fund 

on any stock exchange or regulated market and 

all other operating expenses, including the cost of 

buying and selling assets, fees and expenses re-

lating to investment research fees paid to rating 

agencies; interest, bank charges and brokerage, 

postage, telephone and telex; 

– the cost of preparing, printing and filing adminis-

trative documents, prospectuses and explanatory 

reports with the authorities, fees payable for the 

registration and maintenance of the Fund with 

authorities and official stock exchanges, the cost 

of preparing, translating, printing and distributing 

periodic reports and other documents required by 

law or regulations, the cost of accounting and 

calculating the net asset value, the cost of pre-

paring, distributing and publishing reports for 

Shareholders, fees for legal consultants, experts 
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and independent auditors, and any similar oper-

ating costs. 

– advertising costs and expenses, other than those 

specified above, relating directly to the offer or 

distribution of shares will be charged to the Fund 

to the extent decided by the Board of Directors; 

– all costs relating to the preparing and dispatching 

of mailing to Shareholders and the Directors' 

fees; and 

– all extraordinary expenses not incurred in the or-

dinary course of business (such as fees in con-

nection to legal proceedings in order to defend 

the interests of the Fund and/or its Shareholders). 

All expenses are accrued in the price of the Shares. 

 

It should be noted that the investment policy of the 

Fund is to invest principally in UCIs and will result in a 

duplication of certain costs that will be charged both 

to the underlying UCI by its service providers, as well 

as to the Fund by the service providers of the Fund. 

Such costs will include, but are not limited to, for-

mation expenses, depositary, domiciliary, management 

fees, audit expenses and other associated costs. 

 

Costs and expenses which cannot be allotted to one 

specific Sub-Fund will be charged pro rata to their re-

spective Net Asset Values or allocated in such a way as 

the Board of Directors determines prudently and in 

good faith. 

 

11.4. FORMATION AND LAUNCHING EX-

PENSES OF THE FUND AND OF NEW 

SUB-FUNDS  

The expenses incurred by the Fund in relation to the 

launch of new Sub-Funds will be borne by, and paya-

ble out of the assets of, those Sub-Funds, unless oth-

erwise decides by the Board, and may be amortized 

over a period not exceeding five years, it being under-

stood that the new Sub-Fund will also be charged a 

prorata portion of the initial establishment expenses 

unamortized as of its launch date. 

 

12. TAXATION 

12.1. Taxation of the Fund 

The Fund is subject to Luxembourg tax legislation. The 

Fund is not subject to taxation in Luxembourg on its 

income, profits or gains.  

 

The Fund is subject to a subscription tax (taxe d’abon-

nement) levied at the rate of 0.05% per annum based 

on its net asset value at the end of the relevant, calcu-

lated and paid quarterly.  

 

This subscription tax will however be reduced to 0.01% 

for Classes of Shares reserved to Institutional Investors.  
 

A subscription tax exemption will also apply to the por-

tion of any Sub-Fund’s assets invested in other 

Luxembourg investment funds subject to the subscrip-

tion tax.  

 

As from January 1st, 2021, a progressively decreasing 

subscription tax rate (from 0.05% down to 0.01%) ap-

plies on the portion of a Sub-Fund’s assets invested in 

sustainable economic activities, as defined by Article 3 

of the EU Regulation 2020/852. 

 

12.2. Taxation of the investments 

Interest and dividend income received by the Fund 

may be subject to non-recoverable withholding tax in 

the source countries. The Fund may further be subject 

to tax on the realised or unrealised capital appreciation 

of its assets in the countries of the Investments. How-

ever, the Fund benefits from certain double tax treaties 

signed by Luxembourg providing for an exemption or 

reduction of withholding tax. 

 

The Management Company and/or the Managers re-

serve the right to book tax accruals on gains, thus im-

pacting the valuation of the relevant Sub-Funds. With 

the uncertainty of whether and how certain gains are to 

be taxed, any provision for taxation made by the Man-

agement Company and/or the Managers may be exces-

sive or inadequate to meet final tax liabilities on gains. 

 

12.3. Taxation of the investors 

Distributions by the Fund as well as liquidation pro-

ceeds and capital gains derived therefrom are made 

free and clear from withholding tax in Luxembourg. 

Prospective investors should consult their own profes-
sional advisers as to the implications of buying, hold-
ing or disposing of Shares and to the provisions of the 
laws of the jurisdiction in which they are subject to 
tax.  

 

12.4. DAC6 

On 25 May 2018, the EU Council adopted a directive 

(2018/822 amending Directive 2011/16/EU as regards 

mandatory automatic exchange of information in the 

field of taxation) that imposes a reporting obligation on 

parties involved in transactions that may be associated 

with aggressive tax planning ("DAC6").  

 

More specifically, the reporting obligation will apply to 

cross-border arrangements that, among others, satisfy 

one or more "hallmarks" provided for in DAC6 (the "Re-

portable Arrangements").  

 

In the case of a Reportable Arrangement, the infor-

mation that must be reported includes the name of all 

relevant taxpayers and intermediaries as well as an out-

line of the Reportable Arrangement, the value of the Re-

portable Arrangement and identification of any Member 

States likely to be concerned by the Reportable Arrange-

ment.  

 

The reporting obligation in principle rests with persons 

that design, market or organise the Reportable 
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Arrangement and professional advisors (intermediaries). 

However, in certain cases, the taxpayer itself can be 

subject to the reporting obligation.  

 

The information reported will be automatically ex-

changed between the tax authorities of all Member 

States.  

 

DAC6 applies as from July 1st, 2020. Except in a few 

EU countries where DAC6 reporting deadlines started 

applying as originally planned (ie August 31, 2020), 

most EU countries (including Luxembourg) postponed 

the first reporting deadlines to early 2021. The first re-

porting covered Reportable Arrangements the first step 

of which was implemented between 25 June 2018 and 

1 July 2020, together with any Reportable Arrangement 

identified as from July 1, 2020. Reportable Arrange-

ments are otherwise to be reported within a 30-days pe-

riod of their occurrence.  

 

In light of the broad scope of DAC6, transactions carried 

out by the Fund may fall within the scope of DAC6 and 

thus be reportable (subject however to the way DAC6 

will be implemented into national laws). 

 

12.5. FATCA 

The US Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act 

(“FATCA”) aims at preventing US tax evasion by re-

quiring foreign (non-US) financial institutions to report 

to the US Internal Revenue Service information on fi-

nancial accounts held outside the United States by US 

investors. US securities held by a non-US financial in-

stitution that does not comply with the FATCA report-

ing regime will be subject to a US tax withholding of 

30% on gross sales proceeds and income, commenc-

ing on 1 July 2014. 

 

Luxembourg has entered into a Model I Intergovern-

mental Agreement (the “IGA”) with the US on 28 

March 2014. Under the terms of the IGA, the Fund 

will be obliged to comply with the provisions of FATCA 

under the terms of the IGA and under the terms of 

Luxembourg legislation implementing the IGA (the 

“Luxembourg IGA Legislation”). Under the IGA, Lux-

embourg-resident financial institutions that comply 

with the requirements of the Luxembourg IGA Legisla-

tion will be treated as compliant with FATCA and, as a 

result, will not be subject to withholding tax under 

FATCA (“FATCA Withholding”). In order to elect for 

and keep such FATCA status, the Fund only allows al-

lows (i) participating foreign financial institutions, (ii) 

deemed-compliant foreign financial institutions, (iii) 

non-reporting IGA foreign financial institutions, (iv) ex-

empt beneficial owners (v), Active Non-Financial For-

eign Entities, Active NFFE, or (vi) non-specified US 

persons, all as defined under FATCA as Shareholders; 

accordingly, investors may only subscribe for and hold 

Shares through a financial institution that complies or 

is deemed to comply with FATCA.  The Fund may im-

pose measures and/or restrictions to that effect, which 

may include the rejection of subscription orders or the 

compulsory redemption of Shares, as further detailed 

in this Prospectus under paragraph “Compulsory 

redemption of shares” and in compliance with the 

Fund’s Articles and/or the withholding of the 30% tax 

from payments to the account of any Shareholder 

found to qualify as a “recalcitrant account” or “non-

participating foreign financial institution” under 

FATCA. 

 

Prospective investors should (i) consult their own tax 

advisors regarding the impact of FATCA further to an 

investment in the Fund and (ii) be advised that alt-

hough the Fund will attempt to comply with all FATCA 

obligations, no assurance can be given that it will be 

able to satisfy the such obligations and therefore to 

avoid FATCA Withholding. 

 

The attention of US taxpayers is drawn to the fact that 

the Fund qualifies as a passive foreign investment 

company (“PFIC”) under US tax laws and does not in-

tend to provide information that would allow such in-

vestors to elect to treat the fund as a qualified electing 

fund (so-called “QEF election”). 

 

12.6. COMMON REPORTING STANDARD 

On 10 November 2015, the European Council adopted 

Council Directive (EU) 2015/2060 repealing Council 

Directive 2003/48/EC on the taxation of savings in-

come in the form of interest payments of 3 June 2003 

(the “Directive”) from 1 January 2017 for Austria and 

from 1 January 2016 for all other EU Member States. 

In accordance with the Directive, Member States of the 

European Union will be required to provide to the tax 

authorities of another Member State of the European 

Union information relating to interest payments or 

other similar income (within the meaning of the Di-

rective) made by entities (within the meaning of the 

Directive) to individual beneficial owner who is a resi-

dent, or to certain residual entities (within the meaning 

of the Directive) established, in that other Member 

State of the European Union. Other countries including 

the Swiss Confederation, the dependent or associated 

territories in the Caribbean, the Channel Islands, the 

Isle of Man, the Principality of Monaco and the Princi-

pality of Liechtenstein will also introduce measures 

equivalent to the exchange of information or the with-

holding tax. 

 

Under the Luxembourg laws dated 21 June 2005 (the 

“Law”), implementing the Directive, as amended by 

the law of 25 November 2014, and several agreements 

concluded between Luxembourg and certain depend-

ent or associated territories of the EU (“Territories”), a 

Luxembourg-based paying agent is required since 1 

January 2015 to report to the Luxembourg tax authori-

ties the payment of interest and other similar income 

paid by it to (or under certain circumstances, to the 

benefit of) an individual or certain residual entities res-

ident or established in another EU Member State or in 

the Territories, and certain personal details on the ben-

eficial owner. Such details are provided by the Luxem-

bourg tax authorities to the competent foreign tax au-

thorities of the state of residence of the beneficial 

owner (within the meaning of the Directive).The divi-

dends distributed by a compartment of the Fund will 
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be subject to the Directive and the Law if more than 

15% of the assets of the compartment are invested in 

debt securities (as defined by the Law), and proceeds 

realised by shareholders on the redemption or sale of 

shares of the compartment will be subject to the Di-

rective and the Law if more than 25% of the assets of 

this compartment are invested in debt securities (such 

compartments are referred to below as “affected com-

partment[s]”). 

 

Consequently, if, as part of transactions conducted by 

an affected compartment, a Luxembourg paying agent 

makes a payment of dividends or redemption proceeds 

directly to a shareholder who is a physical person, re-

siding or considered to reside for tax purposes in an-

other Member State of the European Union or in cer-

tain dependencies or associated territories, the Luxem-

bourg paying agent will exchange information with the 

tax authorities as stipulated by the Law. 

 

Under the directive 2015/2060/EU, the Directive has 

been repealed and will no longer apply once all the re-

porting obligations concerning year 2015 will have 

been complied with. 

 

13. CERTAIN SHAREHOLDER MATTERS 

13.1. FISCAL YEAR, FINANCIAL REPORTS 

The financial year of the Fund ends on 31 December 

in each year. 

 

Audited financial statements of the Fund made up to 

31 December in each year will be prepared in USD, 

the Fund’s Reference Currency and in accordance with 

Luxembourg GAAP.  

 

The Fund publishes audited Annual Reports within six 

months of the end of the financial year and unaudited 

Semi-Annual Reports within three months of the end of 

the reference period. 

 

The Annual Report includes the financial statements 

for the Fund and each Sub-Fund.  

 

Audited annual reports will be made available to the 

Shareholders at no cost to them at the registered office 

of the Fund, the Management Company, the Depositary 

Bank and any paying agent. The reports will contain in-

dividual information on each Class expressed in the 

reference currency of such Class and consolidated in-

formation on the Fund expressed in USD.  

 

Any other financial information to be published con-

cerning the Fund or the Management Company, includ-

ing the Net Asset Value per Share of each Class of the 

Fund and any suspension of such valuation, will be 

made available to the public at the registered office of 

the Fund, the Management Company and the Deposi-

tary Bank. 

 

The following information will be disclosed at the time 

of the publication of the annual report as separate doc-

ument to be appended: 

 

› the percentage of the Fund’s assets which are sub-

ject to special arrangements arising from their illiq-

uid nature;  

› any new arrangements for managing the liquidity of 

the Fund; 

›  the current risk profile of the Fund and the risk 

management systems employed by the Fund to 

manage those risks; and 

› the total amount of leverage employed by the Fund. 

 

13.2. SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETINGS 

The annual general meeting of Shareholders of the 

Fund will be held at the registered office of the Fund 

in Luxembourg on the third Tuesday of April in each 

year at 3:00 p.m., or if any such day is not a bank 

business day in Luxembourg on the next following bank 

business day. 

 

Extraordinary Shareholders’ meetings or general meet-

ings of Shareholders of any Sub-Fund may be held at 

such time and place as indicated in the notice to con-

vene. Notices of such meetings shall be provided to 

the Shareholders in accordance with Luxembourg laws. 

 

13.3. SHAREHOLDERS INFORMATION 

The NAV per Share of each Sub-Fund shall be made 

available as soon as practicable after the relevant Valu-

ation Day, but not later than the next following Valua-

tion Day, at the registered office of the Fund, the Man-

agement Company and the Depositary Bank.  

 

The Board of Directors may at any time change this 

Prospectus (including the investment strategy and/or 

policy of the Fund or of any relevant Sub-Fund, if any) 

subject to the prior approval of the CSSF and to com-

pliance with the requirements below. For the avoidance 

of doubt, in case of changes only affecting one Sub-

Fund (if any) or one or more specific Class(es), the re-

quirements detailed below will only apply to the rele-

vant Sub-Fund and/or Class(es). The Board of Directors 

is entitled to make non-material changes to this Pro-

spectus at its entire discretion without requesting the 

consent of the Shareholders concerned. The Board of 

Directors may furthermore make material changes to 

this Prospectus provided that it offers Shareholders 

who do not agree with the change(s) the right to exit 

the Fund with no redemption charge during a one-

month period as from the notification of the change. 

Unless waived by all Shareholders, material changes 

will at the earliest enter into force after the expiry of 

that one-month redemption period. 

 

Shareholders will be informed in due time of all spe-

cific amendments or decisions impacting the Fund. 

Notices to the Shareholders will be sent by registered 

mail to all the Shareholders at their address indicated 

in the register of Shareholders. If deemed necessary or 

required by applicable laws, notices will be published 

in a newspaper and in the Mémorial. 
 

Shareholders may receive copies of the Articles, this 

Prospectus, the latest financial reports by mail upon 

their request and free of charge as well as during 
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normal business hours at the registered office of the 

Management Company. 

 

Copies for material contracts the Fund has entered into 

are available for inspection during normal business 

hours at the registered office of the Management Com-

pany. 

 

The Management Company will also make available at 

its registered office all information to be provided to 

investors under the AIFM Law, including: (i) all rele-

vant information regarding conflicts of interest (such 

as the description of any conflict of interest that may 

arise from any delegation of the functions listed in Ap-

pendix I of the AIFM Law or of any conflicts that must 

be communicated to investors under article 13.1 and 

13.2 of the AIFM Law), (ii) the latest Net Asset Value 

of the Sub-Funds, (iii) the list of the sub-custodian 

used by the Depositary Bank, (iv) the maximum 

amount of the fees that may be paid annually by the 

Fund, (v) any right to reuse collateral and guarantees 

granted under the leveraging agreement, (vi) infor-

mation on any preferential treatment granted to certain 

Shareholders. 

 

13.4. SHAREHOLDERS RIGHTS 

The Fund draws the investors’ attention to the fact that 

any investor will only be able to fully exercise his inves-

tor rights directly against the Fund, notably the right to 

participate in general Shareholders’ meetings if the in-

vestor is registered himself and in his own name in the 

Shareholders’ register of the Fund. In cases where an 

investor invests in the Fund through an intermediary 

investing into the Fund in his own name but on behalf 

of the investor, it may not always be possible for the 

investor to exercise certain Shareholder rights directly 

against the Fund. Investors are advised to take advice 

on their rights.  

 

To the extent permitted by law, the Board of Directors 

may suspend the right to vote of any shareholder which 

does not fulfil its obligations under the Articles of Asso-

ciation or any document (including any applications 

forms) stating its obligations towards the Fund and /or 

the other shareholders. In case the voting rights of one 

or more shareholders are suspended in accordance with 

the previous sentence, such shareholders shall be con-

vened and may attend the general meeting but their 

shares shall not be taken into account for determining 

whether the quorum and majority requirements are sat-

isfied. Any shareholder may undertake (personally) to 

not exercise his voting rights on all or part of his shares, 

temporarily or indefinitely.  

 

The attention of Shareholders is drawn to the fact that 

unless otherwise provided for under Luxembourg law, 

they will have no direct right against the service provid-

ers of the Fund. The liability of the Depositary Bank to-

wards Shareholders could in principle only be invoked 

through the Management Company. Should the Man-

agement Company fail to act despite a written notice 

to that effect from a Shareholder within a period of 

three months following receipt of such a notice, the 

relevant Shareholder may directly invoke the liability of 

the Depositary Bank in accordance with Luxembourg 

law. 

 

13.5. FAIR TREATMENT OF SHAREHOLD-

ERS 

The Fund has established procedures, arrangements 

and policies to ensure compliance with the principles 

of fair treatment of investors. The principles of treating 

investors fairly include, but are not limited to: 

 

a. acting in the best interests of the Fund 

and of the investors; 

b. executing the investment decisions taken 

for the account of the Fund and its various 

Sub-Funds (if any) in accordance with the 

objectives, the investment policy and the 

risk profile of the Fund/ the Sub-Funds; 

c. taking all reasonable measures to ensure 

that orders are executed to obtain the best 

possible result; 

d. ensuring that the interests of any group of 

investors are not placed above the inter-

ests of any other group of investors; 

e. ensuring that fair, correct and transparent 

pricing models and valuation systems are 

used for the Sub-Funds/the Fund man-

aged; 

f. preventing undue costs being charged to 

the Fund and investors; 

g. taking all reasonable steps to avoid con-

flicts of interests and, when they cannot 

be avoided, identifying, managing, moni-

toring and, where applicable, disclosing  

those conflicts of interest to prevent them 

from adversely affecting the interests of 

investors; and 

h. recognising and dealing with complaints 

fairly.  

The Fund maintains and operates organisational, pro-

cedural and administrative arrangements and imple-

ments policies and procedures designed to manage ac-

tual and potential conflicts of interest. 

 

The Management Company and/or the Fund may enter 

into side letters relating to retrocessions/rebates and 

shorter cut-off times with some investors. More details 

on such side letters may be obtained at the registered 

office of the Management Company. 

 

13.6. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

Situations may occur where the Fund, the Management 

Company, the Investment Manager, the investment ad-

visers, the Depositary Bank and/or the Administrative 

Agent (including their respective directors/managers, 

officers, and employees) have conflicts of interest. In 

particular the Investment Manager, the investment 
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advisers, the Depositary Bank and the Administrative 

Agent do not perform their services exclusively for the 

Fund, but possibly also for other third parties whose in-

terests might conflict with those of the Shareholders of 

the Fund. The Investment Manager and investment ad-

visers shall, in such cases, allocate investment oppor-

tunities among the various parties advised or managed 

by them in a manner it believes to be reasonable and 

fair considering, inter alia, investment objective, strat-

egies, restrictions and capital available for investment 

of the respective parties. 

 

Conflicts of interests may also arise from the fact that 

the Fund may make investments in/with entities, which 

are managed, advised, or controlled by a company as-

sociated with the Management Company, the Invest-

ment Manager, the investment advisers or any of their 

affiliates. In such an event, each will at all times have 

regard to its obligations under any agreements to which 

it is party or by which it is bound in relation to the 

Fund. In particular, but without limitation to its obliga-

tions to act in the reasonable best interests of the in-

vestors when undertaking any dealings or investments 

where conflicts of interest may arise, each will respec-

tively endeavour to ensure that such conflicts are re-

solved fairly and on an arm's length basis. 

 

13.7. APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION 

Any dispute arising between the Shareholders, the 

Fund, the Management Company and the Depositary 

Bank will be subject to the jurisdiction of the District 

Court of Luxembourg. 

 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Fund, the Manage-

ment Company and the Depositary Bank may subject 

themselves to the jurisdiction of the courts of the 

countries in which the Shares of the Fund are offered 

and sold with respect to claims by investors resident in 

such countries and with respect to matters relating to 

subscriptions and redemptions by Shareholders resi-

dent in such countries, to the laws of such countries. 

 

The claims of the Shareholders against the Fund, the 

Management Company or the Depositary Bank will 

lapse five (5) years after the date of the event which 

gave rise to such claims. 

 

Any person who would like to receive further infor-

mation regarding the Fund or who wishes to make a 

complaint about the operations of the Fund should 

contact the Compliance Officer of the Management 

Company, i.e. Pictet Asset Management (Europe) S.A., 

6B, rue du Fort Niedergruenewald, L-2226 Luxem-

bourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. 

 

14. QUERIES AND COMPLAINTS 
Any person who would like to receive further infor-

mation regarding the Fund including the strategy fol-

lowed for the exercise of voting rights of the Fund, the 

conflict of interest policy, the best execution policy 

and the complaints handling policy or who wishes to 

make a complaint about the operations of the Fund 

should contact the Head of Compliance of the Manage-

ment Company, i.e. Pictet Asset Management (Europe) 

S.A., 6B, rue du Fort Niedergruenewald, L-2226 Lux-

embourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.  

 

The details of the complaints handling policy of the 

Management Company and of the CSSF out-of-court 

complaint resolution procedure are available at 

https://am.pictet/en/luxembourg/articles/complaint-res-

olution-procedure. A copy of these documents can also 

be obtained free of charge upon request. 

 

15. LIQUIDATION OF THE FUND/SUB-FUNDS, 
AMALGAMATION, SPLIT 

15.1. LIQUIDATION OF THE FUND 

The Fund has been established for an unlimited pe-

riod. However, it may be dissolved by decision of an 

extraordinary general meeting of Shareholders of the 

Fund.  

 

Such meetings must be convened if the value of the 

net assets of the Fund falls below the respective levels 

of two thirds or one quarter of the minimum capital 

prescribed by the 2010 law. At such meetings con-

vened at such circumstances decisions to dissolve the 

Fund will be taken in accordance with the require-

ments of article 30 of the 2010 Law. 

 

Moreover, the Fund may, at any time, be liquidated by 

a resolution of the general meeting of Shareholders 

taken in the same conditions that are required by law 

applicable to amend the Articles. The Board of Direc-

tors may propose at any time to the Shareholders to 

liquidate the Fund. 

 

If the Fund should be liquidated, its liquidation will be 

carried out in accordance with the provisions of the 

2010 Law which specifies the steps to be taken to en-

able Shareholders to participate in the liquidation dis-

tribution(s) and in this connection provides for deposit 

in escrow at the "Caisse de Consignation" of any 

amounts which have not been claimed by Shareholders 

at the close of liquidation. Amounts not claimed from 

escrow within the prescription period are liable to be 

forfeited in accordance with the provisions of Luxem-

bourg laws. 

 

As soon as the decision to liquidate the Fund is taken, 

the issue, redemption or conversion of Shares in all 

Sub-Funds is prohibited and shall be deemed void. 

 

The liquidation of the Fund should be conducted by 

one or more liquidators, who may be individuals or le-

gal entities and who will be appointed by a meeting of 

Shareholders. This meeting will determine their powers 

and compensation. 

 

15.2. LIQUIDATION OR AMALGAMATION OF 

SUB-FUNDS 

The Sub-Funds may be established for a limited or un-

limited period, as specified for each Sub-Fund in Part 

https://am.pictet/en/luxembourg/articles/complaint-resolution-procedure
https://am.pictet/en/luxembourg/articles/complaint-resolution-procedure
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II of this Prospectus. 

 

If the net assets of any Sub-Fund or Class fall below or 

do not reach an amount determined by the Board to be 

the minimum level for such Sub-Fund or Class to be op-

erated in an economically efficient manner or if a 

change in the economic, monetary or political situation 

relating to the Sub-Fund or Class concerned justifies it 

or in order to proceed to an economic rationalization or 

if the interest of the relevant Shareholders so justifies 

it, the Board has the discretionary power to liquidate 

such Sub-Fund or Class concerned and cancel the 

shares of that Sub-Fund or Class. The decision of the 

liquidation will be published by the Fund and the pub-

lication will indicate the reasons for, and the procedures 

of, the liquidation operations. Unless the Board decides 

otherwise in the interests of, or in order to ensure equal 

treatment of, the shareholders, the shareholders of the 

Sub-Fund or Class concerned may continue to request 

redemption or conversion of their shares free of redemp-

tion or conversion charges (but taking into account ac-

tual realisation prices of investments and realisation ex-

penses).  

 

Notwithstanding the powers conferred to the Board by 

the preceding paragraph, a general meeting of share-

holders of any Sub-Fund or Class may, upon proposal 

from the Board, decide to dissolve the Sub-Fund or the 

Class and cancel the shares of that Sub-Fund or Class. 

There shall be no quorum requirements for such a gen-

eral meeting of Shareholders at which resolutions shall 

be adopted by simple majority of the votes cast at the 

meeting. 

 

Assets which could not be distributed to the relevant 

shareholders upon the close of the liquidation of a Sub-

Fund or Class will be deposited with the Caisse de Con-

signation to be held for the benefit of the relevant share-

holders. Amounts not claimed will be forfeited in ac-

cordance with Luxembourg law. 

 

The Board may also decide to allocate the assets of any 

Sub-Fund to those of another Sub-Fund within the Fund 

or to another UCI, or to another Sub-Fund within such 

other UCI (the "new Sub-Fund") and to re-designate the 

Shares of the Sub-Fund concerned as Shares of the new 

Sub-Fund (following a split or consolidation, if neces-

sary and the payment of the amount corresponding to 

any fractional entitlement to Shareholders), it being un-

derstood that where the context so requires, “Sub-

Fund” may also be read as “Class”. Such decision will 

be notified to the Shareholders concerned (together with 

information in relation to the new Sub-Fund), before the 

date on which the amalgamation becomes effective in 

order to enable shareholders to request redemption or 

conversion of their shares, free of charge, during such 

period. After such period, the decision commits the 

entirety of shareholders who have not used this possibil-

ity, provided however that, if the amalgamation is to be 

implemented with a Luxembourg UCI of the contractual 

type ("fonds commun de placement") or a foreign based 

undertaking for collective investment, such decision 

shall be binding only on the shareholders who are in fa-

vour of such amalgamation. 

  

Notwithstanding the powers conferred to the Board by 

the preceding paragraph, a contribution of the assets 

and liabilities attributable to any Sub-Fund or Class to 

another Sub-Fund / Class or to another UCI or to another 

sub-fund within such other UCI may be decided upon 

by a general meeting of the shareholders, upon proposal 

from the Board and with its approval, of the contributing 

Sub-Fund / Class for which there shall be no quorum 

requirements and which shall decide upon such an 

amalgamation by resolution adopted by simple majority 

of the votes cast, except when such amalgamation is to 

be implemented with a Luxembourg UCI of the contrac-

tual type ("fonds commun de placement") or a foreign 

based UCI, in which case resolutions shall be binding 

only on the shareholders of the contributing Sub-Fund 

who have voted in favour of such amalgamation. 

 

A contribution of the assets and liabilities attributable 

to any Sub-Fund / Class to another UCI or to a sub-

fund within such other UCI shall be decided by a gen-

eral meeting of Shareholders and shall require a reso-

lution of the Shareholders of the contributing Sub-

Fund where no quorum is required and adopted by a 

simple majority of the votes cast, except when such 

amalgamation is to be implemented with a Luxem-

bourg UCI of the contractual type ("fonds commun de 

placement") or a foreign based UCI, in which case res-

olutions shall be binding only on the Shareholders of 

the contributing Sub-Fund who have voted in favour of 

such amalgamation. 

 

15.3. CONSOLIDATION & SPLITTING OF 

SHARES 

The Board of Directors may decide to consolidate or 

split the Classes of Shares of a Sub-Fund within a 

given Class of Shares. 

 

16. KEY INVESTOR INFORMATION DOCUMENT 
Key Information Documents (“PRIIPS KIDs”) for each 

sub-class of shares of the Fund will be established and 

delivered to all future investors of the Fund in accord-

ance with the Regulation (EU) No 1286/2014. The 

PRIIPS KIDs will also be available under am.pictet and 

on request and free of charge at the registered office of 

the Fund. 
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PART I I :  SUB-FUNDS SPECIFICATIONS 

Information contained in Part II of the present Prospectus should be read in conjunction with the full text of Part I 

of the Prospectus. In case of discrepancy between Part I and Part II, Part II will prevail. 

 

ANNEX 1: PICTET ALTERNATIVE FUNDS – MYRIAD 

 

I. INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES AND POLICY 

OF THE SUB-FUND 

The Sub-Fund seeks to achieve long-term, risk-ad-

justed capital appreciation by investing substantially 

all of its assets in UCIs which are generically known as 

Hedge Funds, primarily managed by independent in-

vestment managers worldwide having the possibility of 

using alternative asset management strategies. The 

UCIs in which the Sub-Fund will invest may include in-

vestment companies, investment trusts and limited 

partnerships. 

 

The Investment Manager will construct a multi-strategy 

portfolio of UCIs which the Investment Manager be-

lieves will achieve optimum risk adjusted return on 

capital invested. The Sub-Fund’s assets will be allo-

cated to professionally managed selected UCIs. The 

main objective of the Sub-Fund is to invest in UCIs 

pursuing Equity Hedge and Macro strategies. However, 

the Investment Manager has the right to invest in UCIs 

pursuing and to a lesser extent, other types of strate-

gies. These selected UCIs may include all hedge fund 

strategies such as Event Driven and Relative Value 

strategies. 

 

The Sub-Fund will pursue its investment objectives 

through a policy of investment in a diversified portfolio 

of UCIs anticipated to have relatively low volatility, as 

well as relatively low correlation to traditional asset 

classes. 

 

Portfolio construction guidelines have been established 

by the Investment Manager which are consistent with 

the overall investment objectives of the Sub-Fund. The 

guidelines provide for diversification across investment 

strategies, with a particular focus on selecting strate-

gies that have low correlation of returns with each 

other. 

 

After the initial selection and allocation process, the 

Investment Manager will continue to advise upon and 

manage the portfolio of the Sub-Fund with adjust-

ments made when deemed necessary and appropriate 

by the Investment Manager. UCIs will be continuously 

monitored and reviewed in order to ensure that stated 

strategies and objectives are adhered to. The Invest-

ment Manager will also maintain an ongoing process of 

review of prospective new candidates for investment. 

 

If the Investment Manager considers this to be in the 

best interest of the Shareholders, the Sub-Fund may 

also, hold liquid assets, up to 100% of its net assets, 

such as cash deposits, money market UCIs and money 

market instruments. 

 

The Sub-Fund may also invest directly or through UCIs 

in any other type of securities such as equities, debt 

securities and private equity products worldwide. 

For hedging and for any other purposes, the Invest-

ment Manager may use all types of financial derivative 

instruments traded on a regulated market and/or over 

the counter (OTC) provided they are contracted with 

leading financial institutions specialized in this type of 

transactions. In particular, the Sub-fund may take ex-

posure through any derivative investments such as but 

not limited to warrants, futures, options, swaps (in-

cluding but not limited to total return swaps, contracts 

for difference, credit default swaps) and forwards on 

any underlying including, but not limited to, commodi-

ties (cash settled only) and precious metals, currencies 

(including non delivery forwards), interest rates, trans-

ferable securities, indexes (including but not limited to 

commodities, precious metals or volatility indexes), un-

dertakings for collective investment, and invest in 

structured products, within the limits set out in Chap-

ter "Investment Restrictions" in Part I of this Prospec-

tus. 

 

The Sub-Fund will make sure that its portfolio of UCIs 

will at all times present appropriate level of liquidity so 

as to enable it to meet any redemption requests made 

by the shareholders. 

 

Investors should carefully read the information con-

tained in Part I of the Prospectus, under Chapter “Risk 

Factors”.  

 

The Sub-Fund complies with Article 6 of SFDR. 

The investment process integrates ESG factors based 

on proprietary and third-party research to evaluate in-

vestment risks and opportunities. As a result of this in-

tegration, sustainability risks may have a positive or a 

negative effect on the returns of the Compartment’s 

portfolio.  

The investments underlying the Sub-Fund do not take 

into account the EU criteria for environmentally sus-

tainable economic activities. 
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II. LEVERAGE 

As of the date of this Prospectus, the maximum level 

of leverage permitted in respect of the Fund is 200% 

of its Net Asset Value under the Commitment Method 

and 200% of its Net Asset Value under the Gross 

Method. 

 

III. REFERENCE CURRENCY OF THE SUB-

FUND 

The USD is the reference currency of the Sub-Fund. 

 

IV. CLASSES OF SHARES WITHIN THE 

SUB-FUND 

Within the Sub-Fund shares are divided into: 

 

 

J USD 

shares 

I USD 

shares 

P USD  

shares 

R USD 

shares 

Z USD  

shares 

S USD 

shares 

HJ CHF 

shares 

HI CHF 

shares 

HP CHF 

shares 

HR CHF 

shares 

HZ CHF 

shares 

- 

HJ EUR 

shares 

HI EUR 

shares 

HP EUR 

shares 

HR EUR 

shares 

HZ EUR 

shares 

- 

HJ GBP 

shares 

HI GBP 

shares 

HP GBP 

shares 

HR GBP 

shares 

HZ GBP 

shares 

- 

 

This table describes the types of Classes of Shares avail-
able as at the Prospectus date. Additional Classes of 
Shares can be made accessible after the issue of the 
Prospectus. For the most current information on availa-
ble Classes of Shares, go to www.am.pictet.   
 
 

The reference currency is the 

› US dollar for J USD, I USD, P USD, R USD, Z USD 

and S USD Shares; 

› Swiss franc for HJ CHF, HI CHF, HP CHF, HR CHF 

and HZ CHF Shares; 

› Euro for the HJ EUR, HI EUR, HP EUR, HR EUR 

and HZ EUR Shares and 

› British Pound for the HJ GBP, HI GBP, HP GBP, HR 

GBP and HZ GBP Shares. 

J, I, P, R, Z and S shares are subject to a minimum in-

itial subscription amount and may be distinguished by 

their pricing as stated hereafter. 

 

HJ, HI, HP, HR and HZ shares (“Hedged Shares”) seek 

to hedge for their corresponding shares most of the ex-

change-rate risk of the USD against the Swiss franc, 

the GBP and the Euro respectively. 

 

V. VALUATION DAY 

Shares in each class are issued at the relevant Net As-

set Value per share (the “Subscription Price”), as de-

termined as of each “Valuation Day”, being the last 

calendar day of each month (the “Subscription 

Valuation Day”). 

 

VI. ISSUE OF SHARES 

Non activated Classes of Shares of the Sub-Fund may 

be activated at any time by decision of the Board of Di-

rectors. 

 

Shares of the Sub-Fund are issued, at the discretion of 

the Board of Directors, on a monthly basis at the rele-

vant Subscription Price as determined as of each Sub-

scription Valuation Day as defined in point "Valuation 

Day" here above. 

 

A Subscription Charge of up to 3.5% of the relevant 

Subscription Price may be added to the Subscription 

Price to compensate financial intermediaries and other 

persons (excluding the Management Company) who as-

sist in the placement of shares. 

 

Investments in shares of the Sub-Fund shall be subject 

to the following minimum initial subscription require-

ments: 

 

Minimum initial subscription amounts: 

 

J Shares USD 10,000,000 

I Shares USD 1,000,000 

P Shares USD 10,000 

R Shares USD 10,000 

Z Shares USD 10,000 

S Shares USD 10,000 

 

The Hedged Shares are subject to the same minimum 

initial subscription amount as their corresponding 

shares as described above. The minimum initial sub-

scription amount will be converted to Swiss francs, the 

GBP or EUR at the exchange rate in force on the rele-

vant Valuation Day. 

 

Applications must be received by the Administrative 

Agent by 5:00 p.m. (Luxembourg time), at the latest 

on the Business Day falling 8 Business Days prior to 

the relevant Subscription Valuation Day. Any applica-

tion received after such time is considered for the im-

mediately following Subscription Valuation Day. 

 

Payment of the subscription monies must normally be 

received in cleared funds 5 Business Days before the 

Subscription Valuation Day. 

 

VII. REDEMPTION OF SHARES 

Shares in each Class of the Sub-Fund are redeemable 

on a quarterly basis, based on the relevant Net Asset 

Value (the “Redemption Price”) calculated as of the 

Valuation Day of the months of March, June, Septem-

ber and December (the “Redemption Valuation Day”) 

as defined under point "Valuation Day" hereabove. The 

Board of Directors may determine additional Redemp-

tion Valuation Days for which all shareholders in identi-

cal situations will be treated equally, in the best 

http://www.am.pictet/
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interest of all the Shareholders. 

 

A Redemption Charge of up to 3% of the relevant Re-

demption Price may be levied on the Redemption Price 

to compensate financial intermediaries and other per-

sons (excluding the Management Company) who assist 

in the placement of shares. 

 

A written redemption request must be received by the 

Administrative Agent by 5:00 p.m. (Luxembourg time), 

on the Business Day falling at least 45 calendar days 

before the relevant Redemption Valuation Day. Orders 

received thereafter are considered for the immediately 

following Redemption Valuation Day. 

 

The proceeds of redemption will normally be paid in 

the currency of denomination of the Class concerned 

within 30 calendar days after the relevant Redemption 

Valuation Day and in any case before the next Valua-

tion Day. 

 

VIII. CONVERSION OF SHARES 

Conversions are only allowed between any classes 

within the Sub-Fund. The Board of Directors may, in 

exceptional circumstances, and at its entire discretion, 

accept conversion requests into shares of another ex-

isting Sub-Fund, according to the provisions of chapter 

"Conversion of Shares" in Part I of this Prospectus. 

Conversion applications must be received by the Ad-

ministrative Agent in the manner described above for 

subscriptions of Shares. 

 

A conversion charge not exceeding 1% of the Net As-

set Value of the Divested Shares, can be applied for 

the benefit of the Invested Class, as appropriate to 

cover the costs of transactions arising from the conver-

sion. 

 

IX. TAXATION 

The Sub-Fund is subject in Luxembourg to an annual 

tax (“taxe d’abonnement”) of  

› 0.05% of the net asset value of classes I, P and R, 

and their respective Hedged Shares; 

› 0.01% of the net asset value of classes J and Z, and 

their respective Hedged Shares. 

Such tax is payable at the end of each quarter and cal-

culated on the Net Asset Value of the relevant class at 

the end of the relevant quarter. For the portion of the 

assets of the Sub-Fund invested in other UCIs which 

are established in Luxembourg, no such tax is payable. 

 

X. LISTING 

Shares of Classes I and J and their respective Hedged 

Shares of the Sub-Fund, except those denominated in 

GBP, may be listed on the Luxembourg Stock Ex-

change. 

 

XI. FEES 

See next page 
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XII. FEES FOR MYRIAD 

The Sub-Fund shall pay, out of its assets and on a periodic basis, the fees specified below: 

 

Type of 

share 
ISIN Code 

Fees (max %) * 

Management Service Depositary Bank 

J USD LU0207647321 1.25% 0.15% 0.10% 

I USD LU0207651604 1.50% 0.15% 0.10% 

P USD LU1055033184 1.50% 0.15% 0.10% 

R USD LU0207648642 2.50% 0.15% 0.10% 

Z USD LU0306903203 0% 0.15% 0.10% 

S USD LU2430947635 0% 0.15% 0.10% 

HJ CHF LU0207650465 1.25% 0.20% 0.10% 

HI CHF LU0207652917 1.50% 0.20% 0.10% 

HP CHF LU1055033267 1.50% 0.20% 0.10% 

HR CHF LU0207651513 2.50% 0.20% 0.10% 

HZ CHF LU0306903385 0% 0.20% 0.10% 

HJ EUR LU0207649293 1.25% 0.20% 0.10% 

HI EUR LU0207652834 1.50% 0.20% 0.10% 

HP EUR LU1055033341 1.50% 0.20% 0.10% 

HR EUR LU0207649962 2.50% 0.20% 0.10% 

HZ EUR LU0306903468 0% 0.20% 0.10% 

HJ GBP LU0368669262 1.25% 0.20% 0.10% 

HI GBP LU0368669346 1.50% 0.20% 0.10% 

HP GBP LU1055033424 1.50% 0.20% 0.10% 

HR GBP LU0368669429 2.50% 0.20% 0.10% 

HZ GBP LU0368669692 0% 0.20% 0.10% 

* Maximum percentage per year of the average net assets attributable to this type of shares during the relevant 

quarter. The actual amounts charged are shown in the Fund’s Annual Reports. 

 

There is no performance fee for this Sub-Fund. 
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ANNEX 2: PICTET ALTERNATIVE FUNDS – PLEIAD 

 

I. INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES AND POLICY 

OF THE SUB-FUND 

The Sub-Fund seeks to achieve long-term, risk-ad-

justed capital appreciation by investing substantially 

all of its assets in UCIs which are generically known as 

Hedge Funds, primarily managed by independent in-

vestment managers worldwide having the possibility of 

using alternative asset management strategies. The 

UCIs in which the Sub-Fund will invest may include in-

vestment companies, investment trusts and limited 

partnerships.  

 

The Investment Manager will construct a multi-strategy 

portfolio of UCIs which the Investment Manager be-

lieves will achieve optimum risk adjusted return on 

capital invested. The Sub-Fund’s assets will be allo-

cated to professionally managed selected UCIs. The 

main objective of the Sub-Fund is to invest in UCIs 

pursuing Event Driven and Relative Value strategies. 

However, the Investment Manager has the right to in-

vest in UCIs pursuing and to a lesser extent, other 

types of strategies. These selected UCIs may include 

all hedge fund strategies such as Equity Hedge and 

Macro strategies. 

 

The Sub-Fund will pursue its investment objectives 

through a policy of investment in a diversified portfolio 

of UCIs anticipated to have relatively low volatility, as 

well as relatively low correlation to traditional asset 

classes. 

 

Portfolio construction guidelines have been established 

by the Investment Manager which are consistent with 

the overall investment objectives of the Sub-Fund. The 

guidelines provide for diversification across investment 

strategies, with a particular focus on selecting strate-

gies that have low correlation of returns with each 

other. 

 

After the initial selection and allocation process, the 

Investment Manager will continue to advise upon and 

manage the portfolio of the Sub-Fund with adjust-

ments made when deemed necessary and appropriate 

by the Investment Manager. UCIs will be continuously 

monitored and reviewed in order to ensure that stated 

strategies and objectives are adhered to. The Invest-

ment Manager will also maintain an ongoing process of 

review of prospective new candidates for investment. 

 

If the Investment Manager considers this to be in the 

best interest of the Shareholders, the Sub-Fund may 

also, hold liquid assets, up to 100% of its net assets, 

such as cash deposits, money market UCIs and money 

market instruments. 

 

The Sub-Fund may also invest directly or through UCIs 

in any other type of securities such as equities, debt 

securities and private equity products worldwide. 

 

For hedging and for any other purposes, the 

Investment Manager may use all types of financial de-

rivative instruments traded on a regulated market 

and/or over the counter (OTC) provided they are con-

tracted with leading financial institutions specialized 

in this type of transactions. In particular, the Sub-fund 

may take exposure through any derivative investments 

such as but not limited to warrants, futures, options, 

swaps (including but not limited to total return swaps, 

contracts for difference, credit default swaps) and for-

wards on any underlying including, but not limited to, 

commodities (cash settled only) and precious metals, 

currencies (including non delivery forwards), interest 

rates, transferable securities, indexes (including but 

not limited to commodities, precious metals or volatil-

ity indexes), undertakings for collective investment, 

and invest in structured products, within the limits set 

out in Chapter "Investment Restrictions" in Part I of 

this Prospectus. 

 

The Sub-Fund will make sure that its portfolio of UCIs 

will at all times present appropriate level of liquidity so 

as to enable it to meet any redemption requests made 

by the shareholders. 

 

Investors should carefully read the information con-

tained in Part I of the Prospectus, under Chapter “Risk 

Factors”. 

 

The Sub-Fund complies with Article 6 of SFDR. 

 

The investment process integrates ESG factors based 

on proprietary and third-party research to evaluate in-

vestment risks and opportunities. As a result of this in-

tegration, sustainability risks may have a positive or a 

negative effect on the returns of the Compartment’s 

portfolio.  

The investments underlying the Sub-Fund do not take 

into account the EU criteria for environmentally sus-

tainable economic activities. 

II. LEVERAGE 

As of the date of this Prospectus, the maximum level 

of leverage permitted in respect of the Fund is 200% 

of its Net Asset Value under the Commitment Method 

and 200% of its Net Asset Value under the Gross 

Method. 

 

III. REFERENCE CURRENCY OF THE SUB-

FUND 

The USD is the reference currency of the Sub-Fund. 

 

IV. CLASSES OF SHARES WITHIN THE 

SUB-FUND 

Within the Sub-Fund shares are divided into: 
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D USD 

shares 

J USD 

shares 

I USD 

shares 

P USD 

shares 

R USD  

shares 

Z USD  

shares 

S USD  

shares 

HD CHF 

shares 

HJ CHF 

shares 

HI CHF  

shares 

HP CHF 

shares 

HR CHF 

shares 

HZ CHF 

shares 

- 

HD EUR 

shares  

HJ EUR 

shares 

HI EUR  

shares 

HP EUR 

shares 

HR EUR 

shares 

HZ EUR 

shares 

- 

 

This table describes the types of Classes of Shares avail-
able as at the Prospectus date. Additional Classes of 
Shares can be made accessible after the issue of the 
Prospectus. For the most current information on availa-
ble Classes of Shares, go to www.am.pictet.   
 

The reference currency is the 

› US dollar for the D USD, J USD, I USD, P USD, R 

USD, Z USD and S USD Shares; 

› Swiss franc for the HD CHF, HJ CHF, HI CHF, HP 

CHF, HR CHF, and HZ CHF shares; and 

› Euro for the HD EUR, HJ EUR, HI EUR, HP EUR, 

HR EUR and HZ EUR shares. 

D, J, I, P, R, Z and S shares may be distinguished by 

their respective minima initial subscription amounts, 

their pricing and detention timing as stated hereafter. 

 

HD, HJ, HI, HP, HR and HZ shares (“Hedged Shares”) 

seek to hedge for their corresponding shares most of 

the exchange-rate risk of the USD against the Swiss 

franc and the euro respectively. 

 

Each Class of Shares of the Sub-Fund will be issued as 

further described in point "Issue of Shares" here under. 

 

V. VALUATION DAY 

Shares in each class are issued at the relevant Net As-

set Value per share (the “Subscription Price”), as de-

termined as of each “Valuation Day”, being the last 

calendar day of each month (the “Subscription Valua-

tion Day”). 

 

VI. ISSUE OF SHARES 

Non activated Classes of Shares of the Sub-Fund may 

be activated at any time by decision of the Board of Di-

rectors. 

 

Shares of the Sub-Fund are issued, at the discretion of 

the Board of Directors, on a monthly basis, at the rele-

vant Subscription Price as determined as of each Sub-

scription Valuation Day as defined in point "Valuation 

Day" here above, and as described above. 

 

A Subscription Charge of up to 3.5% of the relevant 

Subscription Price may be added to the Subscription 

Price to compensate financial intermediaries and other 

persons (excluding the Management Company) who as-

sist in the placement of shares. 

 

Investments in shares of the Sub-Fund shall be subject 

to the following minimum initial subscription 

requirements: 

 

Minimum initial subscription amounts: 

 

D Shares USD 100,000,000 

J Shares USD 10,000,000 

I Shares USD 1,000,000 

P Shares USD 10,000 

R Shares USD 10,000 

Z Shares  USD 10,000 

S Shares USD 10,000 

 

The Hedged Shares are subject to the same minimum 

initial subscription amount as their corresponding 

shares as described above. The minimum initial sub-

scription amount will be converted to Swiss francs or 

EUR at the exchange rate in force on the relevant Valu-

ation Day. 

 

Applications must be received by the Administrative 

Agent by 5:00 p.m. (Luxembourg time), at the latest 

on the Business Day falling 8 Business Days prior to 

the relevant Subscription Valuation Day. Any applica-

tion received after such time is considered for the im-

mediately following Subscription Valuation Day. 

 

Payment of the subscription monies must normally be 

received in cleared funds 5 Business Days before the 

Subscription Valuation Day. 

 

VII. REDEMPTION OF SHARES 

Shares in each Class of Sub-Fund are redeemable on a 

quarterly basis, based on the relevant Net Asset Value 

(the “Redemption Price”) calculated as of the Valua-

tion Day of the months of March, June, September and 

December (the “Redemption Valuation Day”), as de-

fined under point "Valuation Day" hereabove. The 

Board of Directors may determine additional Redemp-

tion Valuation Days for which all shareholders in identi-

cal situations will be treated equally, in the best inter-

est of all the Shareholders. 

 

A Redemption Charge of up to 3% of the relevant Re-

demption Price may be levied on the Redemption Price 

to compensate financial intermediaries and other per-

sons (excluding the Management Company) who assist 

in the placement of shares. 

 

A written redemption request must be received by the 

Administrative Agent by 5:00 p.m. (Luxembourg time), 

on the Business Day falling at least 45 calendar days 

before the relevant Redemption Valuation Day. Orders 

received thereafter are considered for the immediately 

following Redemption Valuation Day. 

 

The proceeds of redemption will normally be paid in 

the currency of denomination of the Class concerned 

within 30 calendar days after the relevant Redemption 

Valuation Day and in any case before the next Valua-

tion Day. 

http://www.am.pictet/
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VIII. CONVERSION OF SHARES 

Conversions are only allowed between any classes 

within the Sub-Fund. The Board of Directors may, in 

exceptional circumstances, and at its entire discretion, 

accept conversion requests into shares of another ex-

isting Sub-Fund, according to the provisions of chapter 

"Conversion of Shares" in Part I of this Prospectus. 

Conversion applications must be received by the Ad-

ministrative Agent in the manner described above for 

subscriptions of Shares. 

 

A conversion charge not exceeding 1% of the Net As-

set Value of the Divested Shares, can be applied for 

the benefit of the Invested Class, as appropriate to 

cover the costs of transactions arising from the conver-

sion. 

 
IX. TAXATION 

The Sub-Fund is subject in Luxembourg to an annual 

tax (“taxe d’abonnement”) of  

› 0.05% of the net asset value of classes I, P and R, 

and their respective Hedged Shares; 

› 0.01% of the net asset value of classes D, J and Z, 

and their respective Hedged Shares. 

Such tax is payable at the end of each quarter and cal-

culated on the Net Asset Value of the relevant class at 

the end of the relevant quarter. For the portion of the 

assets of the Sub-Fund invested in other UCIs which 

are established in Luxembourg, no such tax is payable. 

 

X. LISTING 

Shares of Classes I and J and their respective Hedged 

Shares of the Sub-Fund, may be listed on the Luxem-

bourg Stock Exchange. 

 

XI. FEES 

See next page 
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XII. FEES FOR PLEIAD 

The Sub-Fund shall pay, out of its assets and on periodic basis, the fees specified below: 

 

Type of 

share 
ISIN Code 

Fees (max %) * 

Management Service Depositary Bank 

D USD LU0933678392 1.25% 0.15% 0.10% 

J USD LU0232829845 1.25% 0.15% 0.10% 

I USD LU0232830348 1.50% 0.15% 0.10% 

P USD LU1055033697 1.50% 0.15% 0.10% 

R USD LU0232830694 2.50% 0.15% 0.10% 

Z USD LU0306903542 0% 0.15% 0.10% 

S USD LU2430947478 0% 0.15% 0.10% 

HD CHF LU0933678715 1.25% 0.15% 0.10% 

HJ CHF LU0232830850 1.25% 0.20% 0.10% 

HI CHF LU0232830934 1.50% 0.20% 0.10% 

HP CHF LU1055033770 1.50% 0.20% 0.10% 

HR CHF LU0232831312 2.50% 0.20% 0.10% 

HZ CHF LU0306903625 0% 0.20% 0.10% 

HD EUR LU0933678558 1.25% 0.20% 0.10% 

HJ EUR LU0232831585 1.25% 0.20% 0.10% 

HI EUR LU0232832476 1.50% 0.20% 0.10% 

HP EUR LU1055033853 1.50% 0.20% 0.10% 

HR EUR LU0232832559 2.50% 0.20% 0.10% 

HZ EUR LU0306903898 0% 0.20% 0.10% 

* Maximum percentage per year of the average net assets attributable to this type of shares during the relevant 

quarter. The actual amounts charged are shown in the Fund’s Annual Reports. 

 

There is no performance fee for this Sub-Fund. 
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ANNEX 3 PICTET ALTERNATIVE FUNDS – GLOBAL 
 

I. INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES AND POLICY 

OF THE SUB-FUND 

The Sub-Fund’s investment objective is to outperform 

global equity markets in the long run. The Sub-Fund 

seeks to achieve its investment objective by seeking ex-

posure to a diversified range of asset classes which may 

include but is not limited to equities, fixed income se-

curities, money market instruments, primarily through 

investment in UCIs. Such UCIs may be traditional long-

only UCIs but also UCIs which invest in financial deriva-

tive instruments and/or make use of leverage, short 

sales, borrowings for investment purposes or otherwise 

pursue so-called hedge fund strategies. The Sub-Fund 

may also seek to gain exposure to the various asset clas-

ses referred to above directly or through the use of fi-

nancial derivative instruments. 

 

Portfolio construction guidelines have been established 

by the Investment Manager which are consistent with 

the overall investment objectives of the Sub-Fund. The 

guidelines provide for diversification across investment 

strategies, with a particular focus on selecting strategies 

that have low correlation of returns with each other. 

 

After the initial selection and allocation process, the In-

vestment Manager will continue to advise upon and 

manage the portfolio of the Sub-Fund with adjustments 

made when deemed necessary and appropriate by the 

Investment Manager. UCIs will be continuously moni-

tored and reviewed in order to ensure that stated strate-

gies and objectives are adhered to. The Investment Man-

ager will also maintain an ongoing process of review of 

prospective new candidates for investment. 

 

If the Investment Manager considers this to be in the 

best interest of the Shareholders, the Sub-Fund may 

also, hold liquid assets, up to 100% of its net assets, 

such as cash deposits, money market UCIs and money 

market instruments. 

 

The Sub-Fund may also invest directly or through UCIs 

in any other type of securities such as equities, debt se-

curities and private equity products worldwide. 

 

For hedging and for any other purposes, the Investment 

Manager may use all types of financial derivative instru-

ments traded on a regulated market and/or over the 

counter (OTC) provided they are contracted with leading 

financial institutions specialized in this type of transac-

tions. In particular, the Sub-fund may take exposure 

through any derivative investments such as but not lim-

ited to warrants, futures, options, swaps (including but 

not limited to total return swaps, contracts for differ-

ence, credit default swaps) and forwards on any underly-

ing including, but not limited to, commodities (cash set-

tled only) and precious metals, currencies (including 

non delivery forwards), interest rates, transferable secu-

rities, indexes (including but not limited to commodi-

ties, precious metals or volatility indexes), undertakings 

for collective investment, and invest in structured prod-

ucts, within the limits set out in Chapter "Investment 

Restrictions" in Part I of this Prospectus. 

 

The Sub-Fund will make sure that its portfolio of UCIs 

will at all times present appropriate level of liquidity so 

as to enable it to meet any redemption requests made 

by the shareholders. 

 

Investors should carefully read the information con-

tained in Part I of the Prospectus, under Chapter “Risk 

Factors”.  

 

The Sub-Fund complies with Article 6 of SFDR. 

 

The investment process integrates ESG factors based on 

proprietary and third-party research to evaluate invest-

ment risks and opportunities. As a result of this integra-

tion, sustainability risks may have a positive or a nega-

tive effect on the returns of the Compartment’s portfolio.  

The investments underlying the Sub-Fund do not take 

into account the EU criteria for environmentally sustain-

able economic activities. 

II. LEVERAGE 

As of the date of this Prospectus, the maximum level of 

leverage permitted in respect of the Fund is 200% of its 

Net Asset Value under the Commitment Method and 

200% of its Net Asset Value under the Gross Method. 

 
III. REFERENCE CURRENCY OF THE SUB-

FUND 

The USD is the reference currency of the Sub-Fund. 

 

IV. CLASSES OF SHARES WITHIN THE SUB-

FUND 

Within the Sub-Fund shares are divided into: 

 

J USD 

shares 

I USD 

shares 

P USD  

shares 

R USD 

shares 

Z USD  

shares 

S USD  

shares 

HJ CHF 

shares 

HI CHF 

shares 

HP CHF 

shares 

HR CHF 

shares 

HZ CHF 

shares 

- 

HJ EUR 

shares 

HI EUR 

shares 

HP EUR 

shares 

HR EUR 

shares 

HZ EUR 

shares 

- 

 

This table describes the types of Classes of Shares avail-
able as at the Prospectus date. Additional Classes of 
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Shares can be made accessible after the issue of the Pro-
spectus. For the most current information on available 
Classes of Shares, go to www.am.pictet.   
 

The reference currency is the 

› US Dollar for J USD, I USD, P USD, R USD, Z USD 

and S USD shares; 

› Swiss franc for HJ CHF, HI CHF, HP CHF, HR CHF 

and HZ CHF shares; and  

› Euro for the HJ EUR, HI EUR, HP EUR, HR EUR and 

HZ EUR shares. 

J, I, P, R, Z and S shares are subject to a minimum ini-

tial subscription amount and may be distinguished by 

their pricing as stated hereafter. 

 

HJ, HI, HP, HR, and HZ shares (“Hedged Shares”) seek 

to hedge for their corresponding shares most of the ex-

change-rate risk of the USD against the CHF and the 

EUR respectively. 

 

V. VALUATION DAY 

Shares in each Class are issued at the relevant Net As-

set Value per share (the “Subscription Price”), as deter-

mined as of each “Valuation Day”, being the last calen-

dar day of each month (the “Subscription Valuation 

Day”). 

 

VI. ISSUE OF SHARES 

Non activated Classes of Shares of the Sub-Fund may 
be activated at any time by decision of the Board of Di-
rectors. 
 

Shares of the Sub-Fund are issued, at the discretion of 

the Board of Directors, on a monthly basis, at the rele-

vant Subscription Price as defined in point "Valuation 

Day" here above.  

 

A subscription charge of up to 3.5% of the relevant 

Subscription Price to compensate financial intermediar-

ies and other persons (excluding the Management Com-

pany) who assist in the placement of shares may be lev-

ied. 

 

Minimum initial subscription amount: 

 

J Shares USD 10,000,000 

I Shares USD 1,000,000 

P Shares USD 10,000 

R Shares USD 10,000 

Z Shares USD 10,000 

S Shares USD 10,000 

The Hedged Shares are subject to the same minimum 

initial subscription amount as their corresponding 

shares as described above. The minimum initial 

subscription amount will be converted to Swiss francs or 

EUR at the exchange rate in force on the relevant Valua-

tion Day. 

 

Applications must be received by the Administrative 

Agent in Luxembourg by 5:00 p.m. (Luxembourg time), 

at the latest on the Business Day falling 8 Business 

Days prior to the relevant Subscription Valuation Day. 

Any application received after such time is considered 

for the immediately following Subscription Valuation 

Day. 

 

Payment of the subscription monies must normally be 

received in cleared funds 5 Business Days before the 

Subscription Valuation Day.  

 

VII. REDEMPTION OF SHARES 

Shares in each Class of the Sub-Fund are redeemable 

on a monthly basis, based on the Net Asset Value, mi-

nus a Redemption Adjustment (the “Redemption Price”) 

calculated as of the monthly Valuation Day (the “Re-

demption Valuation Day”) as defined under point “Valu-

ation Day” hereabove. The Board of Directors may deter-

mine additional Redemption Valuation Days for which 

all shareholders in identical situations will be treated 

equally. 

 

A Redemption Charge of up to 3% of the relevant Re-

demption Price may be levied on the Redemption Price 

to compensate financial intermediaries and other per-

sons (excluding the Management Company) who assist 

in the placement of shares. 

 

A written redemption request must be received by the 

Administrative Agent by 5:00 p.m. (Luxembourg time), 

on the Business Day falling at least 30 calendar days 

before the relevant Redemption Valuation Day. Orders 

received thereafter are considered for the immediately 

following Redemption Valuation Day. 

 

The proceeds of redemption will normally be paid in the 

currency of denomination of the Class concerned within 

30 calendar days after the relevant Redemption Valua-

tion Day, and in any case before the next Valuation Day. 

 

VIII. CONVERSION OF SHARES 

Conversions are only allowed between any classes within 

the Sub-Fund. The Board of Directors may, in excep-

tional circumstances, and at its entire discretion, accept 

conversion requests into shares of another existing Sub-

Fund, according to the provisions of chapter "Conversion 

of Shares" in Part I of this Prospectus. Conversion appli-

cations must be received by the Administrative Agent in 

the manner described above for subscriptions of Shares. 

 

A conversion charge not exceeding 1% of the Net Asset 

Value of the Divested Shares, can be applied for the 

benefit of the Invested Class, as appropriate to cover the 

costs of transactions arising from the conversion. 

http://www.am.pictet/
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IX. TAXATION 

The Sub-Fund is subject in Luxembourg to an annual 

tax (“taxe d’abonnement”) of  

› 0.05% of the Net Asset Value of classes I, P and R 

and their respective Hedged Shares; 

› 0.01% of the Net Asset Value of classes Jand Z and 

their respective Hedged Shares. 

Such tax is payable at the end of each quarter and cal-

culated on the Net Asset Value of the relevant Class at 

the end of the relevant quarter. For the portion of the 

assets of the Sub-Fund invested in other UCIs which are 

established in Luxembourg, no such tax is payable. 

 

X. LISTING 

Shares of Classes I and J and their respective Hedged 

Shares of the Sub-Fund may be listed on the Luxem-

bourg Stock Exchange. 

 

XI. FEES 

See next page. 
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XII. FEES FOR GLOBAL 

The Sub-Fund shall pay, out of its assets and on a periodic basis, the fees specified below: 

 

Type of 

share 
ISIN Code 

Fees (max %) * 

Management Service Depositary Bank 

J USD LU0407125003 1.25% 0.13% 0.12% 

I USD LU0407125185 1.50% 0.13% 0.12% 

P USD LU1055034315 1.50% 0.13% 0.12% 

R USD LU0407125268 2.00% 0.13% 0.12% 

Z USD LU0407125342 0% 0.13% 0.12% 

S USD LU2430947551 0% 0.13% 0.12% 

HJ CHF LU0407125425 1.25% 0.13% 0.12% 

HI CHF LU0407125938 1.50% 0.13% 0.12% 

HP CHF LU1055034406 1.50% 0.13% 0.12% 

HR CHF LU0407125771 2.00% 0.13% 0.12% 

HZ CHF LU0407126159 0% 0.13% 0.12% 

HJ EUR LU0407125698 1.25% 0.13% 0.12% 

HI EUR LU0407126076 1.50% 0.13% 0.12% 

HP EUR LU1055034588 1.50% 0.13% 0.12% 

HR EUR LU0407125854 2.00% 0.13% 0.12% 

HZ EUR LU0407126233 0% 0.13% 0.12% 

* Maximum percentage per year of the average net assets attributable to this type of shares during the relevant 

quarter.  

The actual amounts charged are shown in the Fund’s Annual Reports. 

 

There is no performance fee for this Sub-Fund. 
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For further information,  

please visit our websites: 

 

www.am.pictet 

www.pictet.com 
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